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KESSOA, MASON, AND HIS WIFE.
(174)

some Hindoo

are not Hindoos, though they worsliip

vows to some
DOMES

of the Hindoo divinities.

scale of caste, or rather of the outcastes, that

and make

are esteemed so low in the

They

they are not admissible

It is strange, perhaps, that this tribe,

pale of Hindooism.

idols,

Avithin the

and others of the same

have not become voluntaiy converts to Mahomedanism, Avhere they Avould
be welcome, and would soon lose trace of then original impure descent but they
belief in their original superstitions.
prefer to remain as they are, and contmue then
gi-ade,

;

Domes

no doubt descended from an aboriginal tribe and may possibly, m their
There is no
condition, have served as slaves, servants, and artizans.

are

original

;

instinct, as it were, of

land, nor

They

high rank

still

Avhat,

They

are never cultivators of the

they have no legends of chieftainship among them.
artizans of
perhaps, they were before the Aiyan invasion

do they hunt game

are

among them.

—

;

low grade, as carpenters, blacksmiths, weavers, masons, leather workers, and m the
Himalayas mmers and musicians. They are of too low a grade to sei-ve any

Hindoos or Mahomedans

as menial servants

;

but

it is

a cmious cncumstance, that,

on the early settlement of Europeans in India, especially
took service

many

Avith

them

stiU continue

;

m

in Bengal, the

Domes

the capacity of cooks, sweepers, and the hke, in which

while their

women

serve as ayahs or nurses, and ladies' maids.

In then capacities as artizans, though they follow the same trades as some Sudra
Hindoos that is, of cai-penters, blacksmiths, &c. yet they are not pennitted to

—

work

—

with, or

Yet they
most part,

are

even to do the same kind of work as their

by no means

miskilful

careful Avorkmen, especially as

earn comfortable means of subsistence.

Domes
difficult

known.
fowls

m

these trades.

then

They make, however,

and

goats,

They

felloAV-craftsmen.

are, indeed, for

the

masons and blacksmiths, and contrive to
Some of the tribes are basket-makers, and

are found acting as public executioners
to state in Avhat

Hmdoo

and removers of dead

religion consists,

and

It

is

their ceremonies are little

ofierings to sacred stones,

which are aftenAards eaten.

bodies.

and

sacrifice to

them

Their marriage ceremonies are

KESSOA, MASON,

performed by elders of the tribes and
or perhaps

seek,

AND

HIS WIFE.

fjimily connections

the services of Brahmins or other

;

but they do not obtain,

Hindoo

priests

on these

would be impossible to ask them to officiate. Some of
the Dome tradesmen are migratory and blacksmiths, masons, basket makers, and
carpenters live in blanket tents for the whole or greater part of the year, travelling
from village to village. They are not, however, allowed to reside within village
occasions, as, indeed,

it

;

precincts,

nor to draw water fi-om village

wells.

If they settle at

all,

they buUd

huts or pitch their tents outside villages, and remain only as long as they obtain
work.
Some of their women are singers and dancers, and with the men, who act
as

musicians,

give

a rude kind

of

entertainment,

consisting

of ballads and

being drawn from the adventures of Krishna,
and as such are not of a very decent character. In regard to their food, the
Domes cannot be said to have any restrictions. They eat the flesh of tame pigs,
recitations, the subjects of the latter

have died natm-al deaths, and game, if they can obtain it. Spirituous
liquors are not forbidden to them, and on occasions of domestic feasts they indulge
In the Himalayas, however, they affect the purity of the
in them to excess.
cattle that

Rajpoots, and are

more abstinent than

in the plains.

Domes bum

their dead,

and

the ceremonies performed assunilate in a great degree with those of the Rajpoots.

They

are a widely spread tribe,

and are found

in

most parts of

India, differing

anywhere in condition or pursuits. Low as they are in social caste, yet the
Domes will not eat food prepared by
Halalkhores and other tribes are yet lower.
them, nor take water fi-om them. Thus they contrive to preserve a kind of caste,

little

and any
over

by

in'egularities in then*

elders of families.

conduct are punished by caste tribunals, presided

KESSOA,

JHUKKUEK

SING,

OF LOBHA.

(175)
person belongs to one of the numerous tribes of Hill Rcojpoots, few of
whom are recognized by the tribes of the plains. It is conjectm-ed that on

THIS
the

Mahomedan

into the

hills,

invasion

many

portions of Eajpoot clans

and, unable to return,

may have

mixed breeds of

country, and hence the

may have been
themselves to women

allied

so-called Rajpoots

have

arisen,

driven

of the

and have

been mamtamed among each other. The person represented belongs to the
but his village hes further
poorest part of the hills in the Gurhwal district
;

A shabby felt or quilted

from the snowy range than others.
matted hair, a rough blanket arranged

like a

body

coat,

ragged and even
with the end doubled over
cap,

completes his rude costume while attached to a cord round his neck
he wears his tobacco bag, and leather purse which contain his flint and steel, his
his shoulders,

he has any, and a few betel leaves and spices, which he chews at times after
These Rajpoots employ Brahmins for their rehgious ceremonies and
meals.

money,
liis

;

if

but they have no pretensions to purity of descent or caste,
and would not be admitted to the society of, or alhance with, any of the real
household obsei-vances

;

The stafi^he holds is used as an alpen stock, and is shod with iron
Rajpoot tribes.
in the form of a cnitch or pitchfork, in which capacity, and to help him in difiicult
His tribe, or clan, subsist by agriculture, and to
generally employed.
extent as labom'ers and porters, to which they are driven by poverty. They

places,

some

many

it is

as ordinary Hindoos,

and

their

women

are not secluded.

upon grain cakes, with mUk, butter, cm*ds, and vegetables
hog, and game, with the flesh of goats and Idds.

;

They hve

ordinarily

but they eat also wild

ii\

AN INHABITANT OF MOOSHEGAEEE.
(176)
comprises a collection of villages, situated at the southern
extremity of the Johar pass, leading into Thibet, where the people profess
a debased form of Hindooism, wliich is largely affected by the Buddhist form of

MOOSHEGAEEE

They do not aspire to be called Rajpoots, and appear to hold a middle
rank between them and lower classes of Hindoos. From the strong Mongolian
Bhotea on the one hand,
cast of their features, the clan is probably a mixed one

religion.

—

and Hindoo on the

As

may be

supposed, the people are extremely
and depend upon the lower orders of impvire Brahmins
ignorant and superstitious,
for the perfonnance of religious ceremonies, of which they comprehend very little,

but resort to them

other.

for the

it

naming of

the northern frontiers of the

hills,

and

their children,

in marriages, &c.

the class they belong to

is

more

affected

On
by

Buddhism, while those who inhabit the lower and central portions lean more to
Hindooism. The dress of the person represented is entirely of Avhite woollen
material,

and

waist band,

consists of a tunic

and

and

trowsers, with a woollen scarf tucked into his

cast over his shoulders.

In severe weather

this scarf is crossed

over his chest, like a Scotch shepherd's plaid. The ends of the scarf are twisted
into fringe, above which is a border, occasionally of bright colours, which has a

good effect. Many of these people are afflicted with goitre to a frightful extent,
and they are not cleanly by any means. They are for the most part agriculturists,
and some of their mountain lands are well cultivated. They do not practice
polyandry, but

many

in theii'

own

tribe according to

Hindoo customs.

AN INHABITANT OF MOOSHEGAREE.
PROFESSES DEBASED FORM OF
HINDOOISM.

KUMAON.
(176)

i
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HOONA

MULL.

(177)

Hindoo merchants claims

class of

THISprogenitor

named Oojgur

Seyn,

be descended from a Rajpoot
was a Puar, or Praimara of the

to

avIio

and had seventeen sons by a concubine of the Alieer or
Each of these founded a separate gote, or clan, which still exist

Sooriijbunsi di\'ision,

cowherd

caste.

under three

The

different appellations.

place where the sect arose

is

Ugroha, a

esteemed holy, and is
visited by them at stated periods, in pursuance of vows, and for the performance
of stated ceremonies.
They are, however, spread all over the country, and are
to^\Ti

in the Hissar district, which,

found in most populous
the Deccan, there

cities

by the Uggurwallas,

At Hyderabad,

of India, except in the south.

a large fraternity of them, who,

is

is

it

is

said,

in

settled there

—

conquest of the Golcondah state by the Emperor Aunmzeeb having
accompanied his amiy fi'om the north as merchants, sutlers, and money dealers.
after the

At Hyderabad they

own, with gates, which are
always shut at night, and they maintain a body of men, who attend them,
and protect their dwelling houses. In that city they are a veiy wealthy class,
engaged in financial dealings with the local government, and with the nobility
live

in

a

quarter of their

;

and trading to a gi-eat extent in grain, shawls, precious stones, pearls, and brocades.
They have agencies at Gwalior, Calcutta, &c., and their hoondees, or bills
of exchange, on any part of India are always safe. They are, in short, a steady,
getting class of people, given to hard bargains and usuiy but they are, at
the same time, men of their word, strict in their transactions, not speculative, and

money
rarely

becommg

;

bankrupt.

in a wonderful degi'ee

never known to

till

retire

No

matter

how

small their beginnings, they persevere

they attain wealth, or at least competence, and they are

from business.

books are kept by double entiy in a

They

are first-rate accomitants,

strictly coiTect

Uggmnvallas are remarkably plain and homely.

They

method.
affect

no

and

their

In manner the
state or grandeur,

though the wealthy among them live well but, for the most part, they have a
reputation for parsimony, which they do not appear to object to, as it is the secret
;

HOONA MULL.
of their successful trade.

contempt

;

and

In popular estimation these

peculiarities

their outwardly submissive, often cringing

are held in

and cowardly, manner,

In regard to distressed members of their
own tribe, they are very charitable, and among them no one, except he be altogether
but they have
reprobate and denied the privileges of caste, is suffered to starve
not the reputation of enlarged charity to masses of people rather, indeed, the
exposes them

to, as it invites,

reproach.

;

—

nor of endowments of public charities, as is common among other
mercantile sects nor of building temples, constructing tanks, «&;c.
They are very
seldom, if ever, landed proprietors, and seem averse to the acquisition of land,

reverse;

;

prefemng

their hereditary business of dealing in

money

alone, in all its forms.

Thus, while despised and sneered at by many, and the subject of many standing
and
jokes and witticisms, the Uggurwallas are esteemed profoundly respectable
reliable

men, and

their

word

is

as

good

as their

bond

in every transaction of

life.

from Rajpoots, they aspire to the rank of Vaisya, and
some of the wealthy class are themselves in it, and wear the sacred cord but they
are in fact Sudras only, and as such, the real Vaisya classes will not many

By

their descent

;

with their daughters, nor can the Uggin-walla youths obtain real Vaisya brides.
They are restricted therefore to connections in their own tribes or clans, which
are sufficiently

Hindooism.

numerous

to

The Uggurwallas

are decidedly fond of fine clothes

amount of ornaments with which they load
converting

money

the prohibited degrees of

ftimish brides without

their

women

and

is

The

jewels.

proverbial.

If

into gold can be called extravagant, they are, indeed, extremely

If they di*ess themselves in the purest and plainest white mushn, they wear
the richest brocade scarves and shawls over it, with turbans of the gayest colours
so.

;

and the apparel of their women,

especially at festivals,

is

equally gorgeous.

It is a

joke against them, however, that the finery of an Uggurwalla never wears out that
is so carefully preserved, that it lasts a far longer time than with other people.
is, it
;

In religion they are worshippers of Krishna under his deified hero form of
Ram; but they do not mix with other Hindoos in general rites. They have
usually small temples of their own, or rooms set apart in their houses, where the
of bathing
daily worship, in which they are very particular, as also in the ceremonies

and anointing, and marking themselves with the sacred marks is conducted. It is
a somewhat strange circumstance, that an Uggurwalla Bunnea never rides; nor
do they affect to possess horses.
which cannot go beyond a wallc

If he has to travel,
;

but he had

it

may be on

a small pony,

far rather walk, or ride in a carriage.

Some

of the very richest occasionally keep an elephant, but rarely use it;
One curious ambition
palankeens, however, are always kept by the richer classes.

of the wealthy Uggurwallas is to become fat and in this they succeed, by taking
The subject of
daily large quantities of melted butter, or ghee, mixed with sugar.
;

the Photograph

is

evidently a portly person, and

it

can be believed that he had

HOONA MULL.
careMly fattened
sect.

wealth
are,

affect

They

men

of general education

to despise all knoAvledge that does not

and the mixed

;

There are no

himself.

however, able

to

dialect of

Hmdi, which they

use, has

among

this

ensure the gain of

no

hterature.

read some few translations from sacred books,

They

such as

Bhug\vat Geeta, and the like; though, for the most
part, they employ Brahmins to read and expomid the holy books to them.
Among themselves they are said to be very hospitable, as they are kind and
When any one of the tribe falls into distress from
affectionate one to another.
selections fi-om the Purans,

losses,

the

rest

and

subscribe

set

him up

again.

It

used to be said of the

merchants of their original city Ugroha, that when any one failed, each merchant
contributed a brick and five rupees (ten shillings), which was enough to set him

up

The Uggurwallas have always

again.

a guild

among

themselves, for the

settlement of disputes and regulation of trade, rates of exchange,

»&c.

;

and

it is

a

very rare matter, indeed, to find them engaged in what may be called public
litigation.
They are fond of snug, quiet entertainments, when they collect the
best male and female singers (not dancers), and enjoy the best kinds of Hindoo
music, especially that of Rajpootana, very heartily.

In Bengal, according to Dr. Buchanan, all Bunneas are reckoned as Vaisyas
but the castes of Bengal are notoriously impure, and are held in little account
;

elsewhere.

Nevertheless, the Uggurwallas are the highest class of merchants there,

and deservedly

They

respected.

traders are strictly excluded.
said that these persons lead

Such

concubines.
if it

are even admitted

They do not permit
by no means strict

instances, however,

be one in the

caste,

may be

may be

among

their

the gentiy, while other

widows

or chaste

lives,

and

it is

being taken as

and the custom,
They employ Brahmins as

exceptions, not

confined to Bengal.

to marry,

i^ules,

Bengal as elsewhere, and are allowed to learn half the
Such an investiture
Gayatri, which involves investitm'e with the sacred thread.
would indeed recognize them as Vaisyas but the rank is much disputed in other
purohits, or family priests, in

;

localities.

The

Uggurwallas is strictly vegetarian. They eat neither fish nor
meat of any kind under any pretence whatever. In this respect they are purer
than many Brahmins. Their women are very expert at makmg vermicelli of
various
as

diet of the

sorts,

curries,

are, in fact,

and other

and

di'ied pastes,

some

sweet, others savoury which are di-essed

in ragouts with vegetables,

in a

skilful

manner.

Uggm'wallas

proud of their cookery, and are particularly successful in sweetmeats, of

which they are very fond.
In most respects the Uggm'wallas, as one of the most distinct and perhaps
little understood, are one of the most interesting mercantile sects of India.
Occasionally

members of

it

enter the

civil

service

accountants and clerks, but thev are not numerous

of Government, acting as

by any means.

>?^m^^^^
7-^^/
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SUMNEUS KHAN.
(178)
India

ALTHOUGH
Ghuzni, yet

was

first

his operations

invaded

by the

celebrated

had more the character of

than of attempts at conquest for permanent occupation.
oo-deen, King of Ghuzni and Ghor, however, towards the
century, his brother, the celebrated General

Mahmood

of

raids for phnider,

In the reign of Gheiashitter end of the twelfth

IMoiz-oo-deen

Mahomed

Ghoory,
invaded the North-West Provinces of India and Rajpootana, on several occasions,
with large armies, and obtained signal successes over the Rajpoot and other
Hindoo nations. In one of these expeditions, indeed, he suffered a severe defeat,

and returned

to

Ghuzni

;

but afterwards again

set out

by the route of Peshawar,

at

This is stated
the head of a powerful army, withovit making his intentions known.
by his historian to have caused so much speculation, that an old sage of Ghor
remonstrated with him, when the general made the following re^jly " Know, old
:

man, that since the time of my defeat
appearances, I have never slumbered

in Hindoostan, notwithstanding external

in

I

have therefore determined with

from those

idolaters, or die in the attempt."

anxiety

;

this intention.

Having

ease,

or

waked but

army to recover
The brave general

this

in

sorrow and

my

lost

entirel}'

honour
fulfilled

sent a declaration of war to Ajmere, to be averted only

the Hindoos consenting to become converts to Islam, he continued his march
and the Rcijpoot princes, aroused by a common danger, assembled an army of, as
With these
stated, 300,000 cavalry, 3,000 elephants, and a large body of foot.

by

;

they awaited the approach of the ]\Iahomcdans on the banks of the river
In this position a severe action was
Surasooti, the national battle-field of India.
fought.

The Hindoo

line

was broken by repeated charges of the "mail-clad"
centre, and the rest broke up into a confused mass,

Affghan cavalry upon its
which was pursued with vast slaughter. The Hindoo King of Delhi, with many
Rajpoot chiefs of note, were slain on the field, and the conqueror marched in

On

this occasion

the

Hissar Rajpoots, who belong to the Soorujbunsi tribes, were driven fi-om their
country, and took possession of a large portion of the district of Hissar.

own

triumph to Ajmere.

This event occiu'red in a.d. 111)3.

SUMNEUS KHAN.
In the

yecar

1351 the Emperor Feroze

commenced

TogUuk ascended the
in which many instances

throne,

and

a brilUant and memorable reign,
are recorded
of his suppression of local rebellion, and forcible conversion of his prisoners to
IMahomedanism. Among others, were some of the Ivajpoot clans of Hissar, who,

on embracing the creed of Islam, Avere termed Ranghm-s, the meaning of which has
not been defined.
The person depicted in the plate is one of these Ranghurs, and

Mahomedan.

circumstance in their history, that the converted
portions of the Hissar Rajpoots never left their territory, and continued, as they
still continue, to live with theu- Hindoo brethren in perfect
For many
amity.
a

It is a strange

generations the Ranghurs received daughters in marriage fi^-om the Rajpoots, and
gave their o^^^l their forcible conversion was held not to have affected the purity
;

but in process of time the Ranghurs began to eat beef,
cows for the puipose, Avhich rendered them utterly impure in Hindoo

of their Rajpoot descent

and to

kill

estimation,

;

and the mutual

alliances

were discontinued.

The Ranghurs, however,

continued to marry exclusively among themselves, and thus their large predominance of Rajpoot feature and character has been maintained.

The Ranghui-s

though not veiy skilful ones but they have
native villages and hereditary lands.
They have

are agriculturists,

the deepest attachment to their

;

according to a local report, all but ninety-five of these villages, or one-fourth
of their original possessions; but they have still a distinct remembrance of the

tost,

much

Avhole, so

so that,

when

in the confusion of the rebellion of 1857,

they availed

themselves of the opportunity to dispossess the existing owners of the soil, no
two clans ever claimed the same portions. The Ranghurs are a proud, turbulent,

and domineering class of men given to robbery, but not to theft careless of
money, and jealous of honour; and they are brave, and more to be depended
;

;

for

upon

good

or

More

Avanting.

Instances of their persistence in war are not
than one of their chief toA^nis (Bhowani of Rajjx)ots, and Bulleah
ill

than most

of Ranghurs) had to be taken

castes.

by stomi

in the

war of 1819

;

and

their quarrels with

the Puar, Chundrabunsi, Rajpoots of Rohtuk, were only stayed by the constniction
of a great dyke between their possessions, which can still be traced for thirty-five
miles.

The Ranghur Rajpoots

are Soorujbunsi,

or

children of the solar,

(Jhundrabunsi of the lunar race, and their feud and rivalry
themselves.

Notwithstanding the difference of creed which

is

the

as old as the tribes

gradually placing the Ranghurs
and their Rajpoot brethren more and more apart in social customs, there is still, as
the local report informs us, " as little difference between the parties as the difference
of

faiths,

Mahomedan and Hindoo,

marriage are the same

will allow.

is

The ceremonies and

limitations for

however, worthy of remark, that formerly
a Hindoo would give his daughter to a Mahomedan of the same " gote," or original
The Ranghurs now follow the ^Mahomedan law
division, though not to a Hindoo.
Avith both."

It

is,

SUMNEUS KHAN.
of inheritance, and do not bear any share of the rehgious charges of their villages
but it will be estunated how strong the clanish attachment and affection must
;

have been, and

that has survived a difference of faith for five

hundred years
amidst the perpetual revolutions and contentions of the province in which tliey
were settled.
stiU

is,

The Ranghurs now live like ordinary Mahomedans, though there is a strongdash of Hindoo superstition and observance among then* domestic customs, and, in
who are, in fact, hardly Mahomedans. The
particular, among their women,
only difference in dress

is,

Ranghm's blue turbans. Blue
They eat meat freely, but they do not drink

that Hindoos prefer red,

an unlucky colour to all Hindoos.
at aU of intoxicating liquor.
Opium
is

Rajpoots

is,

however, freely indulged in as

among

m general.

The famous

irregular cavalry called Skinner's horse,

was raised

in the Hissar

Ranghurs, who take seiwice also among Rajpoot
as foot soldiers.
The individual
princes as horsemen; but they never serve
represented wears the undi-ess uniform of Skinner's horse.
province,

and consisted

chiefly of

1

BUSTEE.
(179)
the preceding article

IN origin of the Ranghur

the available special information in regard to the
Rajpoots has been already given, and includes both the
all

Hindoo and Mahomedan portions of the
observed,

has the

part,

The

subject illustrated,

it

will

be

strong bold featui-es

descendant of a pure Aryan

most

clan.

and scarcely

in

general or social customs.

tribe.

of Rajpoots in general, as befits the
Hindoo Ranghurs are agricultmists for the

any respect

They

differ

from their Mahomedan brethren

in

are a temperate, soldierly class of men, exceeding

only in opium, which they take habitually and neither in dress nor in character
do they differ fi'om other Rajpoots. They are a fine athletic race, and in particular
;

good swordsmen. The tegha, or broad cm'ved sabre, is a favourite weapon among
them, and in the use of it, with a shield, they are esteemed peculiarly skilful. Their
education in the use of weapons and general athletic exercises begins, indeed, from
boyhood every village has its gymnasium, where instruction is given by some one
;

more than
before

it

ordinarily skilled, every evening, after

commences

the martial

air,

and

work

is

done, and every morning

development of youthful strength,
and the soldierly pride of the Ranghurs may be attributed. Like
;

to these exercises the

Mussulman brethren they take service in the irregular cavalry, and there
many of them in Skinner's horse; but they do not serve in the infantry,

their

are

which they esteem

below their

rank as Soorujbunsi, or descendants of the
solar race, the proudest of the two
In religion they
great divisions of the tribe.
are Hindoos, though it is asserted not unaffected by contact with their Mahomedan
relatives.

The

far

truth

social

that living together, they join in most public festivals and
hindrance.
In profession the Ranghur Rajpoots follow

is,

observances without

human

form of Ram, King of Oude and the relation of
the Ramayana, in which his deeds are celebrated, is keenly relished by them.
They employ Brahmins as their priests, but do not hold them
very particular
Krishna, under his

deified

;

m

esteem or reverence.

As

knowledge of reading or

a class they
Avriting,

and, if

extremely ignorant, few having
As to
any, the merest nidiments.

are

BUSTEE.

aiithmetic,

perhaps,

it

little

is

beneatli

them, and belongs to Bimneas only;

hope of amendment

It is stated that

and there

is,

in this particular.

the Ranghur Rajpoot

women

are very handsome.

They

are

most part secluded, and are entirely uneducated. Formerly the practice
of suttee was common among them, and it Avas a point of honour for them to

for the

follow their husbands

m death.

This, however, has ceased.

It is doubtful

whether

the practice of infanticide was ever to any great extent followed for as long as
thei'e was no objection, there was a large demand for daughters
among their
Mahomedan brethren. The same grounds of interest which belong to Mahomedan
:

Ranghurs, exist in as great, or greater degree, in regard to the Hindoo bi'anch of
the tribe; and their curious association, though of different
centuries, in the same villages, has perhaps nowhere a parallel.

faiths, for so

many

BUSTEE.

HINDOO.
HISSAR.
(179)

\

HOOSEIN.
(180)
the Eajpoot tribes

Pachaclas
AMONG

are

distinct

who have become
and remarkable

converts to Mahomeclanism, the

in

some

respects.

They were

who emigrated from Jeysulmeer m the reign of AUa-oo-deen
dming the close of the thirteenth century, or beginning of the

originally Rajpoots,

Khiljy,

that

is,

The emperor conducted a successfril war in western Rajpootana in
A.D. 1299, and his general, Ein-ool-Moolk, another in
It is not
1304-5.
improbable, therefore, that this clan were either taken prisoners, and deported to
fourteenth.

the neighbourhood of Delhi, then

much

in

need of population

;

or, as

the tribe

were voluntary emigrants from the desert tracts of Jeysulmeer, Avho
settled where they are at present.
Up to the reign of the Emperor Aurungzeeb
they continued in the Hindoo faith, ruled over by their chiefs, and were a powerful,
assert,

semi-independent colony; but, being frequently turbulent and rebellious, they
Avere forcibly converted to Mahomedanism
by the emperor. Their subjection
Delhi had, indeed, been httle more than nominal at any tune. When the
tribe came under the
authority of the British Government, about 1809, it was
vu'tually independent, and was ruled by one of its own chiefs, with Avhom a conto

vention was

made by Lord Lake

ever admitted our
its

nde

;

but

it

Avas

never perfectly reclaimed, and has

in a sulky, half deiiant
spirit, resenting the deprivation of

hereditary occupations

—

rapine, murder,

and robbery on a large

scale.

It

is

om- north-western possessions the reclamation of the Hindcjo
and half converted ]\Iahomedan tribes, lilvc the Bhuttes, Wuttoos, and Pachadas,

probable that of

all

has been the sloAvest and least certain.
could not be restrained

;

In 1857, their marauding propensities
and, for a short time during the siege of Delhi, indeed,

from the outbreak of the mutiny until Delhi was taken, they enjoyed fidl mdulgence
of their laAvless spnit; but their disorder was quickly subdued, their chieftain,

who had openly

rebeUed, Avas apprehended, tried for his life, and hanged at
Ferozepoor at the close of that year, and it is credited by the tribe at last, that
the British GoA^ernment is really the strongest
a fact Avhich Avas apparently

—

doubted before.

HOOSEIN.
Tlie

Pachadas are

not by choice, but of necessity since they
have no longer those means of supporting themselves by rapine, which they
agriculturists,

enjoyed in the old troubled times.

unimprovable in

this respect, as

;

are

They

bad farmers, and apparently

they resent labour in

poor to employ labourers on their own account.

all

its

forms, yet are too

As Mahomedans they

are

bigoted and ignorant in a very great degree, and likely to remain so, as they
reject our systems of education in a sullen manner.
These, and people lilvc them,
are bad elements in the general population of the North-West Provinces, and need
Hitherto they have owned only nominal allegiance to any
government, and their hands are literally against every one, while memory of their
own actions is kept alive by traditions and tales of successful forays. It may be
constant watching.

hoped, however, that under strict but merciful local government, they may, in
process of time, be converted into useful and industrious members of the general
population.

According to Colonel Tod, in

his

work upon the Kajpoots, the

first

of the

who became Mahomedans, softened the first syllable of their name as
a difference.
Others say they are named after Jugiiaies, a celebrated Bhat or
bard of their tribe or after the city founded by, and named after him, Bhutnair.
Others again trace the name to a captain of the immigrants, one Bhutta, who
settled on the banks of the Caggar.
The dress of the present Bhuttees or Bhutti
Bhatti tribes

;

very peculiar, and is apparently some tribal or national costume, which has
never been changed. They do not wear either trowsers or waist cloths, but clothe
themselves in a broad sheet of coarse cloth, plain or checked, which reaches from
is

the neck to the ankles, and

is

In the Photograph, however, the
reaching to the ankles, a short body

tied at the waist.

apparently di'essed in a woollen skirt
His countenance
jacket, and a plaid or checked scarf over his shoulders and chest.
is extremely forbidding, and is
perhaps an index to the lawless and unreclaimed
figure

is

natm-e of his

tribe.

1

GHOLAM MAHOMED.
(i8i;
tribe

THIS

article,

is

a branch of the Bhuttees, who, as desciibed in the preceding

were the original immigrants into the North-West Provinces from

Jeysuhnere, and became vohmtary converts to

The

Mahomedanism

in the reign of

they are descended from Wuttoo, a brother of
Bhutta, the mythical lord of the Bhuttees, who settled on the banks of the Sutlej,

Aurangzeeb.

tribe assert that

on the lands to which they are now confined, and to which they have given their
own name. They are in all respects like their brethren the Bhuttees: ignorant,

and unprogressive, but probably not so lawless in character as the
Pachadas, and have become more Mahomedanized than they have. The person
illustrated is a good specimen of the tribe, and is in comfortable circumstances.

fanatical,

He

wears a quilted chintz tunic, a loongee or waist cloth, and a shawl over his chest
and shoulders. Many Hindoo customs still exist among the tribe, especially among

maniages, and other domestic ceremonies. They rarely many out
of theh o'\\Ti sect, nor at any distance from their own possessions. They indulge in
opium, but do not use spirituous or fermented liquors in any form. The gi'eater
their

women,

proportion of

at

them

are agricultmists, but

and few of the Wuttoos are
There

is

another tribe

some

are merchants in a limited capacity,

have the intelligence to become so.
of similar extraction to the Bhuttees to be found

North-West Provuices, but

rich, or

it is

now much

originally occupied a tract of country

dispersed.

It

is

in the

called Rhaeen,

and

between Bhutnair of Bikaneer and Futtehabad

These lands they cultivated and grazed, until, about the time of
Timour's invasion, when they were pressed upon by the Bhuttees, and compelled to
emigrate.
They then settled largely near Bareilly, in Rohilcund, and in other
of Hissar.

This tribe is described to
of the North-West Provinces and the Punjab.
be peaceful and laborious in agriculture. They are also f )und in great numbers in
localities

Dooab which

looked upon as their head quarters.
In diet and general character the Rhaeens do not differ from ordinary
IMahomedans of the lower class but as they are too pour to eat meat habitually,

the Jullundur

is

;

GHOLAM MAHOMED.
bread and vegetables of all kinds. Like the Bhuttees they never
wear trousers, but use the loongee, or waist cloth, which is generally blue, checked,
striped, or plain, with a broad border of darker blue, red, or yellow.
tlieir

chief diet

is

There can be

little

doubt that the poverty of

their

own

country, and

its

comparatively small area of culturable land, forced these peculiar tribes to
emigrate but their most curious feature, perhaps is, that they have preserved for
;

so

many

centuries their original distinct character.

GHOLAM MAHOMED.
A WUTTOO,

FORMERLY HINDOOS.
HISSAR.
(181)

AHEERS.
(182)
Alieers are one of the most ancient, as they are one of the most widely

THEspread

tribes

m

India.

It is impossible to say,

mdeed, where they are

not,

throughout the length and breadth of the land. It is alleged by some, that they
are Aryans of the lowest degree and this is possible, though there is no question
;

that the race

is

now

grafted,

as

it

The Aryans,

were, on aboriginal stock.

had no doubt large flocks of cattle, milch cows and
them and a particular class may have attended to them.

originally a pastoral people,
buffaloes,

belonging to

;

would hardly be as if India had supplied cattle, and a peculiar tribe or sect to
manage them and yet it is perfectly possible that the sect may have arisen out of
converts from the aboriginal classes, and the existence of the Aheers everywhere,
It

;

with the same customs, but not the same language, goes far to prove tliis assumption.
Aheers are keepers and tenders of cows and buffaloes they trade only upon
milk, and the preparations from it.
They never keep goats or sheep, but breed
;

and feed

bullocks, or,
train

them

in India.

them, however, as soon as they are fit to work as
indeed, generally as soon as the calves are well reared, to persons who

calves;

selling

for carriage or for drafts.
"

Butter,

ghee," and

"

There are not

many

preparations from milk

dliye," or sour curd, are universal

;

but cheese

is

only produced occasionally for Mahomedan customers. Hindoos do not eat it, and
it is made of the consistence of cream
It does not keep.
cheese, to be eaten fresh.

Butter

is

evening
It is

;

churned fi-om the milk as soon as milked, in the early morning and
but it is rarely used in this state, except by Europeans and Mahomedans.

made mto ghee

—that

curds have been thro^m

oft'

is,

the butter

is

boiled mitil aU the watery particles

by repeated skimmings.

When

the liquid

is

clear

and
oil,

it does in a
poured
granulated foiTn and -will
keep for years if originally well boiled, without taint. It is curious, perhaps, why
this process has never been tried in
Europe, as a much more ceiiain and more

it is

cleanly

into a vessel to cool,

method of

which

presei-ving butter than salting

;

it.

Instances have been knowTi

of the discoveiy of old ghee vessels in forts and arsenals of India, the contents of

AHEERS.
which, reboiled, were perfectly good;

yet these must have been two hundred
the chief manufacture of all Aheers, and is

Ghee is
years old, if not much more.
In a hot country millv
their chief object.

a very perishable article
The next product is dhye, or sour
is

converted into ghee, is at once secured.
"
"
of the Tm'ks, the " sauer milch
It is the
yaoort
in

in

"

A porous

earthen vessel

and boihng milk
are absorbed

which

it

much

is

miiversally

suit the taste

of the previous day's card,

little

This sets almost directly, and the watery parts
Such pots of dhye are reserved for special customers

vessel.

day's

millv.

from the German method.

it differs

nibbed inside with a

poured into

is

by the

for the rest, the

is

makmg

but

of the Germans, and, except

England and France, is used as generally throughout Europe, as it
the East. The Aheers make it of several degrees of sourness, to

of their customers, and the process of

;

it.

;

is

dhye

resembles as

all
is

it

mixed

together, and

shaken up, to

is

sold, like buttermilk,

who need

all

it,

either in the

maker's house, or liaAvked about the town, village, or camp, by the Aheer women.
"
The morning and evening ciy of " Dhye-a-a-a \^'ill be familiar to every one who

has visited or travelled in the country. Every native eats dhye. It is coohng
and wholesome. It is used plain, with rice or bread, and in all sorts of cookery,

both vegetarian and otherwise, and equally by Hindoos and Mahomedans.
Alieers are agriculturists as well as milk dealers and are very steady, good
But all Alieers are not tlirmers and,
farmers, where they take up the profession.
;

;

indeed, tilling the ground

is

generally a secondary consideration.

In Bengal and

the North- West Provinces they act as cart drivers, but not particularly in this
They often take large ranges of pastm-age on the
respect in other parts of India.

lower Himalayas, and especially in the Vindyas, Satpooras, and other mountains of
Central India, to which they resort with their families and herds of cattle at the
end of the monsoon, when the gi-ass ripens, and the hills become healthy. They

fonn small

mutual protection and here cattle are
sold to merchants as fast as it can be stored.

villages of grass huts for

and ghee made, which is
There are eight clans of

;

Alieers, the chief of

which

is

fed,

the Nund-bunsee, which

has a religious pre-eminence on account of having protected and brought up
Krishna, the incarnation of Vishnu, whose worship is now so universal among

Hmdoos, and Avho

bom

is

near Meerut, of the Yadava

whether he came of so exalted a

him

to death,

him from

when

popular tales and legends. Krishna was
tribe of Cshuttrees
though it is often doubted

the hero of so

many

;

Kaiisa, the Kajali of Muttra, desired to put
Nund, and his wife, Jesodlia, who were Alieers, took charge of
race.

and brought him up.

Krishna grew up a
and his amours with the milkmaids, his dances with them, and

his mother, concealed him,

frolicksome youth
the like, fonn subjects of popular recitations and ballads of a prurient character,
while the great acts of his life, and his religious precepts, are detailed in the
;

Mahabharat.

AHEERS.

The

one period in the history of India, were ruled over by princes
who possessed large territories, and they were the founders of many of the
remarkable mountam forts. They are called Gwalas or Gaolies, as well as Alieers,
Alieers, at

and GuaUor, Ga-milghur, Golconda or Gwala-conda, &c., and many other places,
have been named by or after them. Aseerghm*, the famous fortress in lOiandesh,

Asa

famous Aheer prince, who possessed lOiandesh,
In the commencement of the fifteenth
Berar, and other neighbom'ing provinces.
century the fort was taken by a treacherous stratagem, by Nusseer Khan Farookhy,

was

called after

Mahomedan kmg

Alieer, a

of Khandesh,

vast treasures, and annexed

its

who destroyed

the family, plundered the fort of
dependencies to his own kingdom. Many centuries

Colonel Briggs states, the temple (fort) of "Asa," was
celebrated as the residence of Aswathama, a local Hindoo sovereign.

before this

as

period,

The Aheers have now no

chiefs or

absorbed into the Sudi'a class of India.

and

caste,

class

head men

they have become completely
They do not, however, marry out of then;

performed by Brahmins in the Bhanwar, or firstbut in the second class, or Darejha, there is a feast to friends and

their ceremonies are

marriages

;

neighbours, which

is sufficient.

Alieers are vegetarians for

Widows can many under the second rank.
the most part, and hve much upon milk and

ghee,

but they do not object occasionally to eat kids or goats, which they have sacrificed.
They refuse game and wild hog. Brahmms of some castes, not the highest, will
take water from Alieers, on account of the purity of their caste and life. They are
a sober quiet people, occasionally taking spirits, especially when they live in jmigles,
though not to intoxication nor do they uidulgc
opimn, but smoke tobacco.

m

;

They have no pretension

to

be called

soldiers,

though they sometimes

enlist in

however, in general, a fine strong race, capable of
India.
As
fatigue, and in this respect do not vary throughout

the native infantry

;

they

are,

imdergoing much
might be supposed from their occupation of cowherds, Aheers are for the most part
enthely uneducated. Very few can read or write, and they have little occasion to
keep accounts, as they are never merchants. None among them are ever very rich,
nor are any very poor. They make no pretensions on any score, and are everywhere
a peaceful, contented race of people.
Tliey are always simply dressed, and their
houses are very cleanly kept.
The costume of the men is a white or chintz cotton
jacket,

or long tunic, quilted, or plain, according to the season,

waist cloth, also white, with or without a border.

the

women

Avear the petticoat, boddice,

the INIahoniedans, and this costume

and

scarf,

and a dhoti

or

In the North- West Provinces

which have been adopted from

In the
seen as far south as the Taptee river.
south they wear the sari, or single piece garment, which is that of the ancient races.
The figures shown in the Photograph show the costume of the Northern Aheers

both

for

males and females very

is

intelligibly.

">,'.'

A.-

DYERS.
(183)
trade of dyeing

THEHindoos

is

universal throughout India, and

and Mahomedans,

apart,

or in

is

can-ied

on both

by-

combination, as sho^m in the

standing figure, who is rubbing the mixed dye
stuff thi-ough a cloth to strain it, is a Hindoo.
The sitting figures that is, the
person who is wringing out a piece of cloth, and he Avho has a wooden mallet in

Photograph.

In

this pictm-e, the

—

his hand, beating a cloth, in order to equalize the colovu'S

— are ]Mussulmans.

mateiials for the trade, as wiU be perceived, are very simple.

A

The

few large pans

mixing the dyes, trestles for supporting the straining cloth, and a press, are all
that are used in the simple operations of the craft.
Hindoo dyers are of the

for

on an equality with weavers and other similar artizans, and they are
much more numerous than the ]\Iahomedans, and, on the whole, better workmen.
Sudra

Tlie

class,

craft

is

hereditary

;

and the

secrets

of mixtures of colours, methods

of

extracting the dyes, of the use of mordants, and of producing every variety of tint
that may be necessaiy, descend fi'om father to son, and have perhaps been httle
changed in the course of ages. It is evident that the art of dyeing is one of great

In descriptions of garments worn by males and females in the
]\Iahabharat, colours are defined which could only be produced by dyes and in
the pictures on the walls of the Buddhist cave temples of Adjunta, garments of
antiquity in India.

;

many

colours are shown, as well as coloured borders

These paintings, it is true, are of a nuich
than the poem of the IMahabharat but are

later date,

and ends

to white cloths.

even by a thousand years,

valuable specimens of the dresses
and their colours in use in India from the second century before the Christian
;

era, to

the eighth or tenth century after

it.

still

Although not

so brilliant, perhaps, as

the dyes used in Europe, yet the colours
produced by the Indian dyer are for the
most part very pure and beautiful. They are of two kinds one permanent, and
:

used in fabrics which have to bear constant washing; the other fleeting, and
intended for temporary use only. In the former category are the yarns for

weaving both

silk

and cotton cloths

;

in the latter, white cloths,

such as muslhi,

DYERS.

any way.

They

are for the

most part Sheikhs, and therefore Soonnies, and are a

peaceful and mdustrious chiss of people, generally observant of the forms of their
rehgion,

and leading

not ranlc as high as the

Mahomedan

habits, or so bigoted in their religion.

worshippers of Devi or Bhowani.
divisions,

and

but esteemed of low grade. They do
weavers, nor are they so exclusive in their

quiet, inoffensive hves,

their profession

is

The Hindoo dyers are
They marry exclusively in

strictly hereditary.

AU

for the

their

most part

own

gotes or

their principal ceremonies,

such as marriage and the lilce, are conducted by Brahmins but in some parts of
India they have priests of their own, who regulate caste affau's, and read and recite
•,

translations of sacred

works made into the

local vernacular.

They have

in

many

a reputation for intemperance, and it is certain that the use of ardent
is not forbidden to them
and they have, too, an indifferent character for
spirits
morality.
They are, hoAvever, a very useful, industrious, and inoffensive class
localities

;

;

principally inhabiting large cities

vocation in peace.

and manufiicturing

toAras,

and exercising

their

DYERS.

MAHOMEDANS.
DELHI.
(183)

BUNNEA.
(184)
are tmiversal

over India.

all

traders of the people.
A
BUNNEAS

are the hucksters or

They

Bunnea's shop or

small

contains meal and fine

stall

semohne, meal of millets and different kinds of pulse,
for all these are used in the farinaceous
rice, spHt peas, and pulse of many kinds
diet of the people, which is almost universal.
He sells also parched rice and peas,
flour of wheat, with sogie or

;

gram, or horse com, and generally every article of food, except vegetables and
Beside these he has condiments, salt,
meat, with which he has no concern.
chillies, black pepper, green and dry ginger, and garlic (but not onions), not

used (a mere soiipgon) with a pecuhar lichen,
He has also a
purify and flavour made dishes.

omitting liing or assafoetida, Avhich
caste

by high

small store of

kinds

sj^ices

He

cassia,

Avell

customers

;

cardamoms,

some

and, in

Bvuuiea

is

but

it is

and most

gi-ocer

lilcely

and mace

m

make

their

sugar, too, of various

article,

;

but they are never

in the moiTiings for their

while ghee only becomes (if

hot weather, and can be re-boiled.

and purveyor
o^^^l

;

instances, sweetmeats

a perishable

Those who cultivate then*

India.

cloves,

and many have some butter

occasionally rancid

boiled)

short, the

;

seUs also ghee,

Mahomedan

flour,

—

goor, or molasses

;

good.

not

to

people

is

in general in every village

gi-ain

do not deal with liim

own ghee; but

and town

for

for eveiything

In

m

meal and

else

above

enumerated, and many other items left out, the Bunneas' shops are the resort of
the people
Travellers of all kinds,
-villages and towns throughout the count^)^

m

and society in general, resort to the Bunnea,
the grocer and huckster.
The latter, Arith us, sells

artizans, ordinaiy householders,

we

England do to
cheese and salted provisions, of which the Bimnea knows nothing but he has no
objection to sell salt fish and dried prawns, whether fi-om the coast or made in
as

in

;

his

own

AU

these articles are laid out in baskets plastered inside neatly
with clay, or in small sacks and bags, as most convenient. What there is most

demand
with

locahty.

"
for,

generally

"

atta

or meal, ghee,

and

split pulse,

but eveiy thing else is within reach, and
his shop in the morning, he
rarely moves dming the day.
liis

scales

;

is

always before him

after the

Bunnea opens

BUNNEA.
Although the Bunnea

mdeed

member

of society,
he is rarely a popular one. He is strongly accused of false weights, or, if the
weights be true, of a pecuhar and dexterous knack in managing the wooden beam
a very useful,

is

indispensable,

which have no centre pivot except a cord fastened to the beam, as
shown in the PhotogTaph, by giving it a cant in weighing, which is not detectable
of his

scales,

even by the sharp-eyed customer, and may make a difference of an ounce or two
in the weight.
He is considered an adept in sanding and watering sugar, and also
in sanding flour,

which has a pecuharly unpleasant

effect

upon

his customers' teeth,

In

and, not unfrequently, produces violent subsequent altercation.

short,

—

—

he

is

suspected of adulterating, more or less but in all cases as far as he can everything
that he sells and the amount of white pebbles in rice, and of dark stones in
;

horse gram, are best

The Bunnea

to those

who have

to

sift

interest

:

as low as twelve per cent, per year, or

and houses, and

out.

money, and exacts usm-ious interest three per cent, a
is not,
perhaps, extravagant, and is sometimes increased

except in case of pledges of gold or

;

them

also lends

month compomid
to four or five

known

is

even

less.

He

silver,

when

also lends

the rate

money upon

even ready to give advances upon crops, which he

payment of the mortgage when they

are ready.

On

may be

is

to

lands

buy

in

these points, indeed, he has

the population of his village pretty well under his thumb, and poor folks dare not
complain of sanded sugar, or rancid ghee. He is the purchaser
general of all

m

the thread spun in his village, or buys what he can at

and markets.

fairs

This he

weavers, and takes their produce in cloths pretty much on the same terms
and conditions as he takes the produce of land. In this respect he exerts a
sells to

on the Mahomedan weavers, who are more simple in
In fine, the Bunnea wherever
general than Hindoos, and more easily cheated.
he is, in Bombay or Bengal, in Delhi or Madi'as, is essentially the same character,

particularly sharp influence

with very httle variation of liis business.
But if he has cheating propensities and indulges them to the utmost of

his

power, the Bunnea is a useful person, and contributes very largely to the furtherance
of the general trade of India.
If he gives usmious advances to cultivators, he
is
agent to some one else, in a large mart, for the purchase of local produce of
all

and horns, ghee, and condiments and, having stored
he forwards them as the season opens, or as often as he can.
He httle thinks

kinds, gi-ain, cotton, hides

these,

;

jDcrhaps that his bags of oil seed will

go

to Marseilles, or his

but they have yielded him a good
on to others, who -will make more than he has,
sugar to Liverpool

;

profit,

m

madder, cotton, and
and he passes them

then-

progress

to

then-

ultimate destination.

might be supposed, from the exclusive natm'e of their deaUngs, that the
Bunneas would be a wealthy class but, as a class, they are on a mere average in
It

;

this respect.

Losses on produce and on bad loans

may be

heavy, and gains upon

BUNNEA.
retail

of which are so closely watched

the prices

sales,

by the

are

people,

comparatively very small. There is no trader more closely watched by the people
than the Bminea and in times of dearness of provisions or positive famine, he is an
;

object of pei-petual suspicion, and perhaps has his shop "looted" when distress
comes to a head. Sometimes, when emiched by retail trade, the Bunnea becomes
"

"
the shop
mahajmi, or banker, and gives up
However large a fortune a real Bunnea may have made, he

a sahukar,

but

;

"
shop," as his original som'ce of luck,"

and

is

still

this

rare.

is

"

keeps on

the

not ashamed of " his father's calling."

Bunneas are Bunneas only few go into other professions or trades, and, though
some have picked up education enough to serve as clerks, they have not ambition
;

to rise, except to wealth ; as to education, it is of small account.
Every
"
member of the craft can " write and read, and cast accounts
after a fashion
and

enough

—

—

;

he can keep his books also after a fashion, and that not a good one. For the
most part, indeed, they are very illiterate, and care to know only what they
must know.

As

a class they are not esteemed, mdeed, held in

much contempt, which they

bear meekly. As shopkeepers they receive much abuse, and are used to it nor is
it a
very unusual thing to see one of them suddenly throw doAvn his tm-ban, leap
into the street, and bawl furiously at the ill usage he has sustained from a customer
;

;

which, after

all,

may have

Bunneas receive

little

the indignant buyer

money

caste,

But the wrongs of

consolation from the bystanders, whose sympathies are with

and

in turn the

Bunnea can

Thus Bunneas

or credit for food.

crmgmg, and
In

;

resulted from his attempts to cheat.

lord

it

over some one

have no

in general

spirit

who needs
;

they are

often very mean, as if they feel themselves to be of a degraded class.

however, they occupy a respectable place, and are very particular as to

religious observances,

and are often very

charitable.

No

he who he may, ever begs Avithout receiving a handful,
or pulse.

Many

wandering mendicant, be
a pinch of flour
Hindooism, and the

or, at least,

of them are Vaisyas, or of the third class

m

They marry exclusively in their own castes, and thenthem, and for the most part good women though Bunneas

remainder of the fourth.

wives are very useflil to
are not esteemed good husbands

—

— quite able to attend to the shop,

are absent at fairs or markets, or

on

There

local business.

is

if their

rarely

husbands

more than

one,

and widows of the Sudi-a Bunneas are not debarred from a second marriage if they
In the higher ranks they were famed in old times for becoming suttee
please.
with their deceased lords

much

Brahmins

;

but that

is

impossible now.

Bunneas are obliged to
and they have great faith

performance of religious rites
ui lucky or unlucky days, founded upon the expomiding of the state of the planets
by Brahmin astrologers. In most large to^ms they have a guild and a dean of
trust

guild,

to

for

and many disputes are

extremely

litigious,

;

but they are not unfrequently
resorting to the courts on every conceivable and mconceivable
settled

by the body

;

BUNNEA.

They were

pretence.

the origin of the Sontal war

;

from that simple
oosko dooshmmi

their exactions

"

Jiska Bunnea yar,
people having driven them into rebellion.
"
whoever has a friend in a Bunnea, what need has he of an
kya dm'kar
;

a pithy Hindoostani proverb, which explains itself.
a Bmmea is a bitter term of abuse but the class
is

;

;

yielding, and, in its way, long suffering

aiTant

;

"

Too Bunnea ho

"
;

enemy

;

you are

and apparently
and being by reputation, and in fact,
is

patient,

cowards, they resort to the coward's only protection

— submission —

until

opportunity comes for retaliation.

In native states they were often plundered, by
In our own territory some of
exactions, and are still they are deemed fair game.
them have become miUionaires, and the wealth of India, as a class, is with them.
;

They

rejoice in the contrast;

and are one

at least, of the classes of India,

gratefully acknowledge the protection they receive.

who

BUNNEA.
HI N

DOO TRADESMAN.
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SHROFFS.
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though the person iUnstvated may have
been one. They are not unfi-equently Brahmhis, who have adopted a
secular calling, and deal in money
Khutris, and other castes, Vaisya and Sudra.
are not always Bunneas,

SHROFFS

—

the exchange of money, the giving change for nipees in pyce or
cowries.
There is generally an established rate for
copper coin, and for pyce

Their trade

is

m

So many

change.

"

"

gundas

— a gunda

is

four

—of pyce

for a rupee,

and

so

many

pyce; and the rates depend upon the scarcity or
otherwise of "change" in the local market.
There are, besides, many former
market
coinages, both English and native, still in circulation, each of which has its

"gundas" of

for a

coAvries

and upon which the Shroff makes perhaps his greatest profit. He is
and
possibly a shade more hberal than the Bunnea in the change he gives;
an intending purchaser of his daily food would rather accept the rate of a
value,

In the latter
regular Shroff, than trust to the chance of the change of a Bunnea.
case he would be sure to be cheated out of a few cowries in the former, he would
;

get the bazar rate for the day. In the Photograph the Shroft* is represented
seated cross-legged upon his bench, with piles of cowries before him, ready
counted; and he is offering a handful of pyce to a Mussulman customer, Avho

Before him is his day-book, into
apparently doubts whether they are enough.
which he enters the most minute transactions, and beside him his box and small

bags of money.

The

places of the local
it

may

stall

not unfrequently one of the gossip
for the Shroff has generally the news, whatever

of the Shroff

commvmity

;

is

be.

In the higher branches of his

calling,

the Shroff discounts hoondees, or

bills

of exchange, bonds, and promissory notes, charging as much discount as he can
get in all such transactions, which is often as sharp as it would be from a Jew broker
of London or Paris.

and

sells

to turn

He

deals also

ornaments, old and

new

an honest penny by

all.

m bullion,

in small or large quantities

;

buys

and precious stones of all kinds, contriving
on pledges
Finally, he lends money, generally

pearls,

SHROFFS.
of gold and silver ornaments, in small proportion to their value, but at moderate

He

makes advances on produce,
of the Bimnea than himself; but he lends money at high

interest.

security

rarely perhaps

he can

He

get.

mean

considered above the

is

"

as

it is

more

interest,

in the line

and on the best

trickeiy of the Bunnea,

"

Bhula-admec," a good fellow," in popular estimation. It
would be no reproach to be called a Shroff, but it would be unpardonable insult to
Shroff may remain a Shroff all his life, if he have not
be called a Bunnea.

and often ranks

as a

A

If he has been fortunate, however, he

luck.

He now

and enlarges his transactions.
stock, and establishes agencies

becomes a Sahoukar, or Mahajun,

watches the

market, speculates in
in other cities, upon which he can draw bills of
India.
Thus in time
exchange, or hoondees, the ordinary form of remittance
he becomes, perhaps, a great banker and his transactions may rival those of a

money

m

;

similar profession in Europe.

Men who

by no means uncommon

ranks, are

have done

so.

risen,

as

it

were, fi'om the

and are proud of declaring that they
constant experience, an extraordinary skill in

in India,

Shroffs have, fi'om

detecting false or light coin.

have thus

They

will sit

down

and examine

patiently to count

thousands of rupees. One will merely count, and pass on the heaps another will
pass each nipee through his fingers, and detect, no matter how skilfully it has been
;

a false

executed,

or

coin,

Company's rupees are next

sweated

"

or

of weight.

short

to impossible of correct imitation

The milled

by native

coiners

;

which in form and in impress is very rude, affords
to the coiner for the exercise of his skill, which only a Shroff could

but the coin of native

ample

''

one

field

He

states,

an excellent judge of gold, testing

value by his touch stone, and
decidmg upon the colour, the grain it leaves upon the stone, and other indications.
He can tell also how much good gold there is in a piece of jewelleiy, and especially,
if he intends to be a purchaser, how much adulterated
how much lead has been
detect.

is

its

:

run into apparently sohd portions of

it

by the

disappomtment, very frequently, of the owner,
been cheated.

goldsmith, and where, to the

who

finds out

how

deeply he has

While they are not
educated in any intellectual sense of the word, they are not ignorant, and are good
accountants and book-keepers. Their system is that of double entry, which is, at
Shroffs are a

least, as old as

book and

steady, money-getting, class of people.

The Shroff keeps a day
about them, worshipping them as all book-

the institution of Menu, and

ledger,

and

is

may be

older.

very particular
Dussera and Dewallee

keepers do, at the festivals of the

gamble a

The

little,

village Shroff

is

what

sort of luck

frequently the goldsmith

at the latter

he

may

have during the next year.
but the to\Mi or city Shroff is above

he
;

and

is

to

though not in caste. The village Shroff goes about to
and markets in a certain circle I'ound the country. The town Shroff does not

an artizan
fairs

just to test

;

A\ander.

in social class,

The

habits

and daily work of

all is,

however, the same, and wherever

SHROFFS.
over India, there are the same smaU piles of cowries and of
pyce,
and their owner sitting above them.

they are seen

Where

all

the caste of Shroffs

and some Sudra,

may be

some Brahmins, some Vaisya,

different,

impossible to give any definite description of religions belief"
as they follow their own caste rules, whatever they may be.
Shroffs are needed in
public treasmies, and often rise to the rank of native treasurers and head accountants.
it is

They do not

enter into competition for other civil appointments, and, as a rale,
If they attain wealth as banlvcrs.
prefer their own profession to service of any kind.
are

Shroffs

open-handed, if not, indeed, ostentatious;
and social entertamments. They give largely
especially on occasion of maniages
generally very hberal,

Brahmins, and more especially to those classes of religious devotees Avho belong
to their caste though none are refused portion of the daily dole of meal and pulse
to

;

which

given at the door, or of cakes of bread which are set aside fi-om the family
With the Bunneas and other mercantile classes, the Shroff in Britisli

is

heap.

territories feels perfect security,

most

likely

He had
enough

was

is

thankful for

In native states his position
to avoid and escape exaction.

and a peipetual straggle how
protect himself against dacoits and robbers,

to hire soldiers of his own, which, if a

means

it.

insecure,

also to

afforded

until

heavy tax upon

he grew

rich

his mdustry, yet

for the coercion of debtors, Avith Avliich the native state did not
"
"
was a

nor with the practice of dharna upon emergency. This dharna
resource to recover money from a powerful debtor, and was exacted in various

interfere,
last

and

door of his debtors house, or he made cuts
or he
in his arm or breast at stated periods, defiling the threshold with his blood
seized a son or a brother of his debtor, and kept him in dm-ance, with many other
forms.

The lender

sat fasting at the

;

These are impossible in
acts but in native provinces,

ingenious devices of annoyance and positive torture.
British territory now,

under the provisions of special

where there are no com'ts of

justice, the Shroff, or

own

money

hiw into his

The

hands, and get his

Shroff, or,

more

correctly, Sviraff,

as
is

;

Mahajun, has often to take the

he can.

known

all

over the East; and from

the solid phlegmatic Tm'k AAith the large turban, sitting gravely in the midst of his
piles of small coin in a Constantinople bazar, to the shrewd Copt of Egypt, and
the keen Hindoo of India, his occupation and aim in

life

are precisely the same.

SHROFF.

MONEY DEALER,
HINDOO.
DELHI.
(185)

SONAE.
(186)

and ingenious class of artizans all over India. Where
there are no savings banlvs, or modes of local investments, and where if there
is

a

most

useful

THIS

are any, the people do not trust them, or are as yet ignorant of their use, they
invest their gains or savings in gold
into

money, or pledged

at

low

and

silver

ornaments, Avhich can be converted

interest, as occasion

sidered a rude condition of society

but

;

it is

the

may

fact,

This

require.

nevertheless,

amount of precious metals which India has absorbed during the

may be

con-

and the enormous

last

few years, and

hidden among the people in the fonn of ornaments, is a proof of
It
the great prosperity and wealth to which the country in general has attained.
was stated of Berar, one of the great cotton provinces, that there were not Sonars

which

is

stUl there,

make up

the gold and silver which flowed in a continuous stream into it
during the English cotton famine and it is very certain none has flowed out again.
Nor has this wealth been unproductive for most of it has been applied to the land,

enough

to

;

;

and every acre of culturable

The Sonar

soil in

now under tillage.
member of the Indian social

that province

is

an indispensable
condition
of life and he is to be found in every village, almost in eveiy hamlet, as well as in
all towns and cities.
In the Deccan, where original national institutions are
is,

therefore,

;

presei-\'ed

in

village

commimes, and wherever they are

—
throughout India the Sonar

at

present existent

member

of the hereditary village council, which
includes the carpenter and blacksmith, the potter, and other useful and indispensable
mechanics, and is twelve in number, presided over by the patell, the hereditary
is

a

For his services to the village and its people, the
magistrate or head manager.
Sonar receives a share of established collections of grain and other produce at
haiwest,

which

pair of shoes, a

is

afterwards divided.

new

He

is also,

in

some

turban, and scarf, fi-om village funds

which often include

land, are

;

cases, entitled to a new-

and

all

these hereditary

guarded a\ ith great jealousy.
A Sonar's occupation is hereditaiy, and is esteemed a most respectable
No son of a Sonar would turn to any other, except perhaps that of a
callmg.
rights,

fi"ee

SONAR.

Government.

Sonars are having their children
educated for this purpose, who in general tm-n out very well.
Hereditary
occupation by no means ensures improvement in work or execution, or fertihty of
but the requirements of Hmdoo and IMaliomedan jeAvellery are simple.
design
or a servant of

Shroff,

Many

;

patterns do not change for centuries and centuries, and the same classes of
ornaments which were carved upon statues and bas-reliefs a thousand and more

The

An
years ago, are still worn by the people. All these have separate names.
ear-ring or necklace in English does not express anything beyond the mere
ornament; but every known pattern of every description of jewellery in India has
It cannot be confounded vnth anything else, and can be
its distinctive name.
In Delhi, Trichinopoly, Vizagapatam, &c., the
English ornaments made by Sonars have attained a deservedly great and extensive
reputation throughout the civilized world and the dehcate chasing of Cutch and
ordered of a Sonar without mistake.

;

Guzerat, the rose and other chains of the south, and the filagree work of the

northern Circars, defy imitation by less subtle fingers than these Sonars.
The Photograph shows the Sonar at work. An earthen vessel of rude but

very

efficient

bloA\^ipe

;

form

his fireplace,

is

his tools a

hammer

different sizes,

and a few

for patterns.

His anvil

is

which has a vent

at top.

His beUows a

or two, a pau" of flexible tongs, a few pincers of

chasing tools, and steel, basalt, and soap-stone dies
With these
generally a piece of basalt or green stone.

steel

simple means he executes the most dehcate work in the world, and perhaps
It would be wrong to say all are of equal excellence and finish.
the most diuable.

That depends upon the workman, and a good Sonar workman

employ au}ivhere.
The Sonar works

is

never out of

"

anas" in the nipee, varying
In
fi-om one ana as the lowest, up to two rupees for one rupee as the highest.
and the standard of
silver and gold, the tola, and its division into mashas is used
entirely

by weight,

at so

many

;

intrmsic value

is

that of payment.

The Sonar

either finds gold

and

silver for his

found in them by them. The latter is the most general.
Whatever weight is delivered to a Sonar, he must return in the ornament, and
supply the same quality of metal he has received. But in this respect Sonars
or

customers,

have an

is

and by some, are, like tailors, considered entitled
to "cabbage," over and above their wages for work.
Thus, ornaments which
look solid, are found filled A\ith tiny pieces of lead.
Gold is adulterated to a
indifferent reputation,

certain extent, as well as silver, with alloys

;

but as the Sonar cannot Avork with

metal which has any great amount of alloy
essential degree.

the metal

is

His best work

is Avith

m

it,

it

never suffers in any very

the purest gold and

treated with quicksilver again

and

again, until

it

silver,

and

in these

has become soft and

perfectly ductile.

There are

many

gotes or divisions

among

the Sonars,

some of which

inter-

SONAR.

and others do

many

not.

Some Sonars

are followers of Seva

and

Kali, others

of Vishnu and Krishna;

but the majority are in the former classes. They
are a quiet inoffensive race, as might be supposed, rarely attaining much wealth,
"
"
but always in comfortable circumstances. They rank according to their
gotes
;

some, probably the greater number, being Vaisyas, who wear the sacred thread, or
"
"
of good social standing.
Sudras
They are rarely or ever
junwa; the rest

nor do they enter into general trade, except that of money, with gold,
Some of the Sudi'a Sonars occasionally eat
sUver, precious stones, and pearls.
meat, and diink spii-ituous liquors; but, for the most part, they are strict
cultivators,

and of very temperate habits. They many only one wife, except in
instances where there is no offspring, when another may be taken. Sonar women are
accused generally of loose conduct but are most hkely as chaste, on the whole, as

vegetarians,

;

their neighbours.

From

and Guzerat.
seem

to

of them are very good-looking, especially in the Deccan
their fair complexions in these localities the Sonars would

Many

be pure Aryans

;

and

it is

most probable they, as one of the most ancient

order of artizans in India, are of nearly
silver

and gold

anterior,

it is

is

unmixed

descent.

The

art of

working in

one of the most ancient in the world, and existed in India

probable, to the

Vedas and the

institutes of

Menu.

far

\

SONAR.

GOLDSMITH
HINDOO.
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ZUNLOZIS.
(187)
are not
are so for
ZUNLOZIS

followed both

and

all

IMahomeclans

but in the North- West Provinces they

;

The same

the most part.

trade

by Hindoo and Mahomedan weavers.

is

spread

over India, and

all

is

one peculiar to India,
beyond the ]\Iahomedan conquest,
It

is

probably of great antiquity, extending far
though it has most likely improved under the requirements of the gorgeous
IMahomedan population of the country. The Photogi-aph shows a man at work,
is

with his assistant,

required occasionally, but who for the present is
seated on a rude stool, which has a rest for his right

who may be

looking on. The Avorkman is
hand. The treadles of his simple loom, worked by his feet, are seen below, and
the cross pieces above are the heddles and strings which hold his materials for the
pattern he

is

loom can be

working, and which
set

up any^vhere

is

—in

effected

his

own

by

skilful

house, or in a

hall,

or deserted

and veiy fi-equently in the latter, on account of its light and space.
Thus are woven some of the most wonderful and beautiful
world

:

tissues of gold

and

silver,

plain

silk

or cotton in flowers and patterns

and

patterns, used for

trimming

and
;

scarv'es,

figured, with

mosque

;

fabrics in the

and without admixture of

gold and silver tissue lace of

and

His simple

manipulation.

for bridal dresses

;

all

breadths

larger scarves of

muslin and tissue combined, as those of Benares; and that Avonderful cloth of
gold called kumkhab or kincob, Avhich is without parallel in the ornamental
comparatively little knoAni as yet
in Europe but in the various International Exhibitions in England and France,
specimens have been exliibited, which have excited alike wonder and admiration

manufactures of the world.

All these

are

;

;

and

in the

Musevim

at the ncAv India Office, in

designs and fabrics from

all

parts of India,

London, a collection of the choicest

showmg

the varieties

and requirements

always be accessible to those interested in its manufactures.
It may be possible that these manufactures of brocades and tissue laces, &c.,
have somewhat declmed since the days of splendid IMahomedan courts, and, in
of the national

taste, will

particular, at Delhi

;

and yet

this

is

very doubtful.

Gorgeous raiment

is still,

and

ZUXLOZIS.

w^l continue to

who can

classes

trousseau

is

be, a distinctive feature of the people of India of all ranks

afford

it,

whether Hindoo or Mahoniedan.

not without tissue of some kind as trimniino- to

and

The poorest marriage
weddino- o;arments, and

the richer classes mdulge in it to the utmost of their means.
In Mahomedan
families of rank it is in daily use, and it is the province of the mogailanee, or female
milliner of the household, to

remove the

and

laces

tissues of scai-ves

which

"

have

and sew them upon fresh ones. Sahouliars and Mahajuns, or
bankers, make great use of brocade and tissue scarves, shawls, and turbans, and the
same may be said of Zemindars, or landed proprietors of all ranks and classes, and
to go to the wash,"

the service of native princes. The chief locahties of
production in India, and those in which the manufacture has been most perfected,
are Benares, Moorshidabad, and Delhi, in the north, Boorhanpoor and Am'ungabad
soldiers, especially those in

in the Deccan,

are the

most

most

and

Ai-cot

beautiful,

and Mysore

in the south

;

but above

all

those of Benares

though those of Boorhanpoor and Am'ungabad are the

substantial.

The

great beauty of these superb fabrics

is

owmg,

as well to the skill in

weaving them, which is well nigh incomprehensible, as to the gold and silver thread
which is woven into them in combination with sillc or cotton as a basis. The
gold thread is made from a bar of the pm'est silver richly gilt, then beaten out
until it can be di-awn into wire, which is flattened by bemg drawn, in its finest state
hardly thicker than a hair, over a steel anvil, where it is stnick sharply as it passes
by a polished steel hammer, and wound on a reel. The delicacy and certainty of this

hardly to be described, but is certain and invariable. The Avire is then
either wound upon silk thread or used plain, as may be required, and the silver

operation

wire

is

is

used in the same manner.

The

practice of the craft

among Mahomedans

is

not considered a low one by any means, and the occupation, in most instances, is
Women are not employed in it, except as -R-inders of the silk and
hereditary.
tissue

thread, which, in the latter, to avoid knots

and

kinlcs,

requires

peculiar

dexterity.

In the brocades of Lyons, the Irish poplins, and other rich Em'opean fabrics,
gold and silver thread is frequently mtroduced; but its employment bears no
comparison with Indian manufactures, either in the delicacy of the work or its
In Indian cloths the gold or silver never tarnishes, while in the others
it is
very liable to discolour, and is perishable and this is no doubt attributable to
the absence of all alloy in the Indian thread.
durability.

;

ZUNLOZIS.

GOLD LACE WEAVERS.
MUSSULMANS.
DELHL
(187)

SCARF MAKERS.
(188)
occupation is not a caste, but a trade, and one of comparatively recent
It is followed chiefly by Mahomedans, though Hindoos occasionally
origin.

THIS
pi-actise

and was

it,

originally introduced into DeUii

and Lahore, where

it is

chiefly

followed, by Cashmere mechanics, who have emigrated from their own country,
Delhi scai-ves are famous, and there are few to whom they are not known. They
are of

Cashmere

embroidered with

cloth, or of net,

silks

of various colours, and in

aU imaginable designs.

Some, as those of black cloth or net, embroidered in
while
^vhite or gold coloured floss silk, are perhaps the most chaste and beautiful
there are others, to suit all tastes, of colom-ed flowers and designs, which are hardly
;

less

and

remarkable.
skilful

The

process of embroidery

manipulation.

embroidered, which

Photograph.
A\ith floss silk

is

The

outline

is

is

very simple, only requiring patience
traced carefuUy on the material to be

upon a frame supported by trestles, as seen in the
seated on the gi-ound beside it, and fills in the pattern

stretched

The worker is
by means of wooden

A very chaste

Cashmere

shawls.

braid of a

somewhat darker

tint

needles, like those used in the embroidery of

produced by using a shade of silk or
than the ground and our readers will most likely
effect is

;

be familiar with jackets, robes, waistcoats, and shawls, in which this method has been
employed with great taste and effect. There is a considerable variety of this species
of manufactm'e at present in the India

Museum, and some of the specimens

are

not a description of manufacture which is
used in any great degree by the native population, even of the North- West
Provinces, though an occasional embroidered vest or tunic may be seen in wear

strikingly elegant

by the upper
is

quite

As

and

classes

;

beautiful.

and

m the

It is

central

and southern portions of the peninsula

it

unknown.

the scarf makers belong to no particular caste, sect, or tribe, they present
no particular features for remark.

't
f
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BHEESTIES.
(189)

That shown in the Photograph carries Avater
in a skin bag, called a mussuk, on the hips.
The other uses a bullock for
BHEESTIES
the purpose, over whose back is suspended on each side a pair of much larger skin
are of two classes.

bags, called

"

who cany water in skins are
water caniers who are Hindoos, and

pukkal."

but there are other

]\Ien

use large copper vessels, slung at either end of
carriers of these classes are found all over India.

Mahomedans
serve Hindoos only, who
an elastic bamboo staff. Water
The Mahomedan Bheesties can
invariably

;

hardly be said to form a caste or sect but they rarely, if ever, marry out of their
o\\ni class, and a Bheestie's son is a Bheestie, for the most part, as his father was
;

For the mussuk, or hand bag, the skin used is that of a goat or
It is carefully tanned whole, and closed in a peculiar manner, the neck or
sheep.
one of the legs being left as an aperture to let out the water. The larger bags are

before him.

made

of buifalo or bullock hide, and are

much

stronger.

If of sheep skin, they are

In both cases they are carefully prepared
pieced very strongly and ingeniously.
for use by a mixture of lime, sweet oil, sour curds, and turmeric, which removes all
taint of the tanning process.

These skin bags, and a small leathern bucket

for

them, forms the equipment of the Bheestie.
Bheestie or Pukkalli is a domestic servant in eveiy Mahomedan household
in India which can afford to keep one.
In wealthy families several may be kept,
filling

A

and in English

Where

families, regimental messes,

and the

like,

the same custom prevails.

a special servant cannot be afforded, Bheesties deliver as

many

potsflil

or

be needed during the day, and are paid in proportion.
They
In the
also serve in the regular army, both in the infantry and the cavalry, &c.
inflmtry one or two are attached to every company, European and native, as it has
skinsful as

also

its

may

barber and washerman.

They accompany the regiment on

its

march,

bags fi'om running streams or cool wells as fast as they are emptied
by the thirsty soldiers. They also go into action with their corps, supplying water
under the hottest fire. Many a wounded or dying soldier has been reheved in his
filling their

BHEESTIES.

agony of thirst by these gallant fellows, and theii- devotion and singular coolness
under fire has often been very conspicuous. In cavalry regiments a Puldkal Bheestie
or Pukkalli, as

he

is

termed,

is

also

on the establishment of every troop, in the

proportion of one to twenty-five or thirty horses.
both in stables and after a march, and, no matter

water

is

care of

The Pukkalli

soon brought.
it.

It is generally

adorned

is

It is his business to

how

long

it

water them

may have

been, the

very fond of his bullock, and takes great

vntli bells

on

its

knees,

and round

its

neck,

which make a pleasant clashing sound. Its honis have gay tassels, and the
"
leather work of the " pukkal
is ornamented with cowrie shells and brass very
handsomely. For the support of the bullock the Pukkalli is allowed a handful out
of each horse's daily gi'ain, which forms in itself a handsome perquisite, and with
this,

and small payments

fi'om the families of soldiers, all military Bheesties are in

very comfortable circumstances.

They

are considered fighting men,

and receive

pensions for wounds and for service.

In the hot weather, city Bheesties, who are not private servants, cany water
about for sale, which, for a drinlc, is served in a bright brass cup, as sho^vn in the
Photogi'aph.

They supply the

ordinary water for

cattle, for

household

streets before houses, gardens,

Indeed, there

is

purest drinkmg water to

and the

use,

and

like,

for watering comt-yards, or the

and thus earn very good wages.

never want of work for the class

females, the distance at

which water

scarcely a family which does not

may be

pay more

be had, as weU as

;

and, owing to the seclusion of

procurable,

and other

causes, there

or less for this necessary of

is

life.

In the North- West Provinces Bheesties consort greatly mth Hindoos, they
have even Hindoo names, and some castes do not scrapie to take water fi*om their
thus they are sometimes supposed to be partly Hindoos in caste or belief
This, however, is not the case.
They are exclusively Mahomedans, and observe
skins

;

the rules and practice of that faith as far as their
knowledge of it goes, which is not
very great. As a class they are entirely illiterate, and are not hkely to improve in
this respect.
They are not remarkable for any particular costume but they affect
;

in general a smart
jaunty skull cap rather than a turban, and wear a strong red
cloth round their loins, covered
by a piece of leather at the back to keep out the

wet.

Their women,

who

are not secluded, are frequent^ as hard working as their

husbands, carrying water into zenanas, and other household regions whei-e men
cannot enter, and taking charge of the mussuk, or the bullock, as occasion needs
but it is only a strong Avoman who can
carry a bag, except for a short distance, and
wf)men are therefore more frequently seen with bullocks. As the men are trained
;

from youth to cany the

skin,

they are usually a fine stout

race, capable of great

endurance, and fi'equently veiy good looking.
Though their occupation is a hard
one they frequently attain a great age, and are a healthy class in general. In
character they arc simple, cheerful, and
good natured, taking gi-eat pride in their

BHEESTIES.

established

They

good character

;

crime or offence of any kind

are seldom seen in village communities, except

is

very rare

when they

among them.
are large,

or

contam a great proportion of Mahomedans. In others, women are less secluded,
and water is more abundant and accessible, so that the service of a Bheestie is not
needed

nor are they in any form attached to purely agricultural people or their
Bheesties, in fact, are the faithful and untiring servants of the great
pursuits,
masses of the people throughout India, and, as such, are perhaps of all, the most
;

indispensable and industrious.

BAORIES.
(190)
is

a very low race,

members
THIS
same rank

and scarcely a

caste

among Hindoos, by whom

are considered Chandalas, Mlechas, or outcasts.

They

the

are of the

and others of similar habits; no doubt remnants of
Avho have never been entirely converted, either by Hindoos

as Khunjm'S, Bayees,

aboriginal tribes

As

(Aryans) or Mahomedans.
propitiatory worship only,

a rule they worship Devi, or

and includes demons,

ghosts,

and

Bhowani

but

;

evil sprites,

of

it is

a

whom

Baories live in abject fear. They also worship snakes at particular periods, and leave
food for them near theu- holes.
By profession they are snarers of game, and are veiy

expert at it. The figure in the Photograph has just set up his net for hares and in
fields or uncultivated places he would fasten one end of a long net to a bush while his
;

wife would hold the other under cover, the middle being supported

would then

alone, or with companions, drive the

game

by

sticks.

He

into the net, which, being

but slightly supported, falls doAm upon and secures it. The sitting figure on the
right hand holds a bundle of snares attached to wooden pegs, which are set to catch
partridges or quail
birds,

they are very neatly

;

and of a stronger character

animal to escape them.
birds,

for deer.

The Baorie

especially partridges

and

and

made

is

of catgut, or finely tA^isted hau- for
It is almost impossible for a bird or

a capital imitator of the calls of

quail.

He

all

kmds

of

can imitate them calling their hens,

master also of hen language in its turn. Havmg
carefiilly spread his nooses in a secluded place, he gets into a bush, or sits behind a
screen of leaves, and begins to crow or chuckle, which attracts the game, and he

or challenging to fight,

is

soon makes his bag or, failing this accomplishment in his own person, he trains
decoy partridges, which will follow him like dogs, and Avhich are more certain ot
;

success than his
will lure

own

on others

voice.

It is

cmious to observe how one of these trained birds

to destruction,

and apparently enter

into the sport with his

Quail are not susceptible of such training they are kept in cages, which
are placed near the nooses and covered with
grass or leafy twigs but quail are, if
master.

;

;

possible,

more pugnacious than

partridges,

and the Baorie

sells

them

to ]\Ialiomedan

BAORIES.
gentlemen, who train them for fighting. The same kind of nooses, or snares, are
used for bustard, cranes, and other large birds. The Baorie watches where they feed

and

For

prepared for them.

is

all

live

game he

finds a

ready market among

he eats himself, and, like the Khunjurs,
has no objection to iguanas, or foxes, while he is suspected, or more than suspected,
of takiuir flesh fi-om a dead cow or bullock when he can find one.

Mahomedans

As

dead

;

birds, or hares, &c.,

and though they occasionally get a

a class the Baories are very poor,

good deal of money, they spend it in drink, or in
which are sad orgies of gluttony and drunkenness.

feasts to their caste fellows,

The Baories

are migi-atory,

and belong to no settled community. They come
Manvar; but are found all over the North-West Provinces and

like all similar classes in India,

chiefly fi-om

blanket tents at all seasons, or
Rajpootaua, in small companies, living in wretched
in rude huts of leaves and grass, which they abandon when they leave the
or absence of
neighbourhood, a measure usually determined by the abundance
game. They are generally possessed of a few asses, which carry their household

cow

They employ themselves
sometimes as fishermen; but it is as snarers of game and sportsmen that they
are most successfiil.
They are also watchers and trackers of tigers, and do good

goods, and a goat or two, or a

service in this respect to

or buffalo, for milk.

Enghsh sportsmen,

for

whom

they obtain the best

information.

Veiy

little is

known

of the customs of this caste in social matters.

They

do not employ Brahmins at marriages, and these ceremonies are managed at
assemblies of caste fellows, which are concluded by a feast.
They have no
connection vnth. other tribes of the same character, and, on the whole, have a
better reputation than

many

;

inasmuch as they are not accused of habitual acts of

and pocket picking, or the graver crimes of Thuggee, Dacoity, or
As yet they are utterly unreclaimed, and wander where they will, as

theft, cheating,

poisoning.

they have done from the

been made to reclaim or

end

settle

;

appear that any attempt has
them in any more reputable calling. Sooner or
ages

;

nor, does

it

perhaps put special means in action to attain
at present, the number and condition of these semi-savage tribes are a

Government of India

later the
this

earliest

will

reproach upon its civilization.
The Baories have not unfrequently several wives

;

well for domestic assistance, as in the pm'suit of game,

for

women

are valuable, as

and the manufacture of the

iinjjlements for the purpose; but they profess to limit themselves to one, except

^vhere

there

is

no

offspring.

Owing

to

the exposure

of their children, and

improper food, a large proportion of the children die early. As to clothing, they
have little till they grow up, beside that which nature has provided for them, and
The costume of the women is
in bad and cold weather they suffer very severely.
the ordinary one of North- Western India

—a

petticoat,

a bodice, and a

scarf, small,

BAORIES.
of the coarsest material, and generally of coloux'ed cloth
are meagre,

and repulsive

in feature, ragged,

and dirty

;

and, like the men, they

in their persons.

believed to possess secrets for charms, and medicines; and

sell

They

are

herbs and roots,

they collect in the jungles. They also make up patchwork quilts with
some ingenuity, from rags and old garments, for which they beg, or for which
they exchange game or drugs; these quilts are used by some of the lower
Avhich

orders,

and are

said

to

be very durable.

however miserable the place

However poor they may

be,

or

they live, the Baories have always a rude
on, which can easily be carried across the back of

in ^Ahich

bedstead or "charpaee" to lie
the household ass or bullock as they wander, and forms a seat for children unable
to walk, or a place for cocks and hens, which are tied on it by the legs.
The
Baories appear to be aAvare that lying on the bare ground Avould be impossible in
all seasons of the year.
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WEAVERS.
(191)

Photograph exliibits a family of Hindoo weavers at work, and, perhaps,
needs some explanation. They are preparing the wai-p, apparently of a

THE

turban or narrow
air,

scarf, for

the loom

;

and the operation

in the court-yard of their house, or of a

they have space, and can obtain permission.

is

performed in the open

mosque or temple, or anywhere that
The end of the yarn passes over a cross

—

being aiTanged evenly by the man in the tunic the central
who has a brush under his arm the next figure is continuing the proper
figure
distribution of the thread, and his brush is on his head
the thu'd figm-e is bx'ushing
stick or trestle,

and

is

—

;

;

the thread, an operation which
The brushes used are
dexterity.

very necessary, and requires a good deal of
made of cocoa-nut fibre, or the root of the khus
is

they are then moved
backwards and forwards with long sweeps of the arm, as well to starch the thread
gi'ass,

and are

slightly

charged with thin

rice

water for starch

;

and separate it, and remove all superfluous cotton down, or
the yam and this operation is performed several times, until the wai-p

slightly as to stretch

unevenness

in

;

weaving. It will then be wound upon a roUer, which fits into the foot
of the loom, and the Aveaving process by the shuttle and action of the treadles begins.

yam

is fit

for

The woman

spinning mth the common Avheel of
rude in construction, but which is on the same principle as all

seated near the centre figiire

the countiy, which is
other spinning wheels, that

which

it

is,

a catgut cord passes over the large wheel to a spindle,

tums with proportionable

out and spun,

is

reeled

is

velocity,

and the thread,

upon the small spindle

at the end.

as fast as

The

it is

thread, or

drawn
yam,

never very fine, but suffices for the lower order of
spun by this means
manufactures, and spimmg forms part of the daily work of almost all Hindoo
and Mahomedan females of the lower classes throughout India. When women
is

have finished

their household duties,

and the men are absent

in the fields, or

m

on ordinary occupations, groups of spinners may always be seen
every village,
on
a high wall,
the
or
on
low
a
tree
or
shade
of
under
the
sitting
ground,
stools,
busily

employed

Avith theu* Avheels

and enjoying a comfortable

gossip, Avhile their

WEAVERS
The

children plaj about them.

Avheel

is

worked by the hand

only, the foot treadle

being as yet iinknown in India, and the quantity of yam produced is enormous,
finding a ready sale with itinerant dealers, or at the village markets or fau-s of the
English machine-made yarn is employed to a great extent but
of the softer articles of ordinary wear, such as turbans, scarves, and waist

neighbourhood.
for

many

cloths,

;

the native

yam

daily washing better,

machine

is

still,

and most

always will be, prefen-ed. It bears
or harsh, as the more closely twisted

lilcely

and never becomes

stiff

apt to do.
Weavers are of many classes, both Hindoo and ]\Iahomedan.

yam
who

weavers,

is

are termed

plain muslins, such as

"

"

The Mahomedan
"

Momeen," or the orthodox," or faithful," produce
turbans and scarves, or loongees, which are waist cloths

worn by Mahomedans only, and coarse cloths called jote and khadi. They seldom
weave colom-ed yarn, except for loongees and pieces of soussi, a useful class
of fabric, of a somewhat coarse but veiy durable character, which is used by

women

and

for petticoats

and other

trowsers,

and

also for the covering of cotton mattresses,

Mahomedan work is rarely of
and the Momeens enjoy a good

like purposes.

honest and durable,

regards durability of texture.

of the Soonee

sect,

a fine character

;

but

it is

reputation for quality as
For the most part they are very bigoted religionists

meeting in their mosques

for

morning and evenmg prayers, and

"
observing aU the requirements of dress, demeanour, shaving the orthodox" portions
of their hair, «&c., and never wearing mustachios.
They also observe the Rumzan
fast,

and other

them

orthodox

"

ceremonies, with great strictness, and are

much more

m

these respects than the Mahomedans of other classes.
INIany
and
the
can read the Koran
commentaries upon it, as well as other religious

particular as a

of

"

body

works, and some are

fair

Persian scholars

;

but they are not

affected, as yet,

by any of

our educational measures, and affect to despise them as heterodox.

Their occupation
is an
hereditary one; and they state that they are the descendants of Arabian
weavers, who accompanied the Mahomedan armies of invasion, which is not
improbable. IVIany of them are very fair, of a decided western Mahomedan cast of
not unfrequently with grey or blue eyes; and their women, who are
secluded, are reputed beautiful.
They do not marry \Wth other Mahomedan sects.

feature,

By some

they are looked upon as low in grade

religious

superiority,

;

but they themselves arrogate a

and they have always been extremely exclusive

in

their

On

account of their bigotry, they are probably not a particularly
well affected class to our Government but they are free from crime, and strictly
decorous in their relations of life.

connections.

;

Hindoo weavers

are very diversified in character,

and

in divisions of sect or

In the North-West of India they would appear to be of very low class,
scarcely ranking above "Chumars," or leather-dressers, who are among the

caste.

Chandals, or outcasts.

The weavers

are perhaps in a

somewhat higher grade, but

WEAVERS.
can hardly rank even as Soodras, or, if within that
class, stand very low.
They
are termed KoiTeyas or Korees, and there are several divisions of them
]\Iorwal,
Bhomuneeya, Nigoorejal, &c. In the latter clan or division there once appeared a

—

religions devotee or fukeer,

converts,

and died

who preached

at Benares,

where

his

Korees eat meat and drink

pilgrimage.

a doctrine of his own,

tomb

is

spnits,

made many

an object of reverence and

still

and are given

to over indulgence

As

in the latter.

a class they are not very reputable, but are not accused of
habitual crimes or lawless conduct.
They many in their own grade only, and are
worshippers for the most part of Devi or Bhowani, with the addition of some

demon

worship, derived perhaps from their aboriginal condition.
They always
their
dead.
is
It
most
were
bury
probable they
partially converted to Hindooism

by the Aryan

invaders,

and made

slaves, as

many

other servile classes were, and

have never emerged. The figures in the Photograph are
Korees or Kon-eyas; and it is not at all improbable that the word Koree is, in
fact, Kolee, an aboriginal tribe reclaimed from their savage condition, some
fi-om this condition they

portions of which have

other parts of India.

become weavers, and

These Kolees,

and

in other respects their

On

the

other

hand there

lilvC

are found practising that vocation in

the Korees, do not weave fine cloths;

manner and condition of
are

have great

similarity.

Hindoo weavers, much
found all over India, which

honourable classes of

purer in caste, who are termed Joolaees, and are
the Korees are not, but only in detached groups.
of good but not high grade.

life

The Joolaees

are Sudras

They rank perhaps next to Sudra Bunneas, and
but some of them claim the rank of Vaisya, and

with dyers, and other artizans
are invested with the sacred cord.
;

All these classes are weavers of fine goods,
turbans, scarves, bodice pieces of silk, or cotton, or mixed fabrics saris, or womens'
;

cloths,

and dhotees, or mens' waist

cahco, or
Aveavers.

They do not weave khadi, or coarse
soussi; that is the Avork of the Momeens, or lower castes of Hindoo
They produce plain as well as coloured fabrics, and the manner in which
cloths.

they arrange their colours, and weave stripes and checks, Avith broad borders of
figured silks, evince gi-eat practical knowledge of, and perfection in, their art.

To

those interested in descriptions of Indian weaving, a

by Dr. Forbes Watson,
A\-ill

afford

much

reporter

upon Indian products

to the

valuable and interesting information

;

work

lately

pubhshed

Government of India,

and an inspection of the

of Indian weavers, from the very finest to the coarsest qualities, as arranged
in the India Museum by Dr. Watson, cannot fail to gratify every eye, as well from the
flibrics

chaste and harmonious arrangement of colom* as fi'om the mtrinsic worth and beauty

of the fabrics.

have been made

attempts at imitation of these flibrics for the Indian market
in England, and continue to be made
but the work of the Indian

Many

;

Aveaver cannot be equalled,
in colour, the texture

is

much

less suipassed.

more durable and better

It is

more chaste and harmonious

suited to the climate,

and the colours

WEAVEES.
"\nth

improve

wear and

M^asliing

;

while those of the imitations

The
people know by

fail

sadlj.

English imitation may be cheaper than the Indian original but the
experience that the original ^i-ill, in the end, be the most economical.
;

fair rivalry,

however, in progress, and room enough for the rivals for

There

many

is

a

a year

to come.

In

the Indian weavers,

silk fabrics

who

are for the

most Joolaees,

fail

in finish

Their colours are not so bright or
dehcate, nor is the work as fine or glossy; but it has one advantage over the
European, inasmuch as the colours and texture, stand the test of ordinary

beside the weavers of Lyons or Spitalfields.

washing, which the others do not. There are many kinds of body clothes worn by
Hindoos which are of silk only women's and children's saris, and men's pitamburs,
Brahmin may not eat
a cotton waist cloth, except it be wet
or waist cloths.
:

m

A

or

damp

are used

;

but he

may

by the poorer

WooUen cloths,

eat in a dry woollen or silk one.
classes,

and

silk

by

those

who can

afford

it.

therefore,

In respect of

these fabrics the Indian silk weavers have as yet no competitors or rivals.
There is no question of the very great antiquity of the art of weaving in India.

Whether the Aiyans brought it with them, as is most probable, or whether they
found it existent among the aboriginal classes, some of which were, no doubt, rich
and powerful,
there are
"

"

is

many

a question which can never be decided
texts regarding

it,

;

but in the book of

the weaver, for instance,

who has

Menu

received ten

not to increase the weight to more than eleven by rice water.
In the Mahabharat, the most ancient epic poem of India, antecedent perhaps to
]\Ienu, and for which the Hindoos claim an immense antiquity, we find that, at the
palas

of thread

is

great tournament, or passage of aims, at Hastinapoor, the capital of the
"

all

the chieftains of the royal house, and

all

Aryan

race,

the ladies of Hastinapoor, were an-ayed

When all was ready,
coloured cloths, and garlands of flowers
Drona, the preceptor, and Aswatthama entered the area in pure white garments
the young princes also had garments of various colours."* And there are many
in

many

;

in Mr. Wlieeler's
passages of a like nature, with descriptions of flags and banners,
exceUent abstract of the Mahabharat. These are all proofs that there were in those

remote times, weavers and woven cloths in India and fi-om the strictly hereditary
character of the occupation, while the form of the garments and manner of wearing
them has not changed, it is probable the colours and the fabrics are the same also,
;

or but slightly varied.

The

however, occur again in the course of these
illustrations of the people of India, and vnH then be resmned.
subject of weavers

»

will,

Uistory of India.

By

J.

Talboys Wheeler.

P. 87.
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WEAVERS.

HINDOOS.
DELHI.
(191)

JATS.
(192)

IN

the course of pre\'ious illustrations, Jats have occvuTed in Nos. 151 and
152 (ante), but those were of superior members of the tribe, and the

present Photograph is of a gTOup of the lower orders, who, nevertheless, preserve
the same characteristics of fine soldierly figures, and strong, bvit simple, features.

In the North-West Provinces there are two grand divisions of Jats

become

Sikhs,

and

is

very numerous

the

;

The

persons in the Photograph belong.

on

rare occasions,

instance,

and

their social

smoke tobacco

;

customs

to the Sikhs

it is

:

one Avhich has

the original stock, to wliich the
two divisions do not intermarry, except
othei*,

differ in

many

forbidden.

respects.

Blue

is

The

Jats, for

the national colour

The Sikhs profess to have abjured
unlucky.
Brahminism and idolatry, and are followers of the simple doctiine of Nanuk the
Jats are still idolaters, and beheve in Hindoo gods pay some, though not much,
of the

Silvhs,

which to a Hindoo Jat

is

;

;

reverence to Brahmins, and worship the Ganges very particularly. They are, for
the most part, votaries of Iliishna but they foUow the precepts of their spiritual
;

du-ectors, or gooroos,

they

may be

and

whatever rehgious rites
themselves they have no education,

their pm-ohits, or family priests, in

du-ected to perform.

Among

and have a general contempt for schooling of all kinds. There are few who can
even read or write and to the Brahmins, Khuttris, lOiayets, and other educated
;

classes, are

committed

all

then* accounts,

and other transactions of mercantile and

Not, indeed, that any of them are merchants, except as
They hold all trading and dealing
regards the sale of the produce of their farms.
"
"
in money as merchants in much contempt and to call a Jat a Bunnea would be

household exigency.

;

one of the greatest of insults.
All records of the Jats describe them as a

and

fine,

manly race of men,

fi:aiilc

and

engagements. They enter into the regular
both in the
military service of our Government, and make good steady soldiers,
In the rebellion of the year 1857, the Jat population did
infantry and the cavalry.
true in

all

not join

then- relations of

life

m local excesses like the

its

Goojurs, the Wattees, and other tribes; but were

JATS.

and decidedly on the side of order. The 14th Bengal cavalry is composed
of Jats, and did excellent service throughout that eventful period, without the

loyal,

solely

they had been needed, the tribe in general
the British Government to the utmost of its power. Many

faintest suspicion of disloyalty

;

if

and,

were ready to assist
attempts were made to overawe the Rajah and people of Bhurtpoor, and induce
them to join the disaffected movement in progress but their allegiance and good
;

were proof against

such proceedings, a circumstance which was of the
highest importance in the local transactions of that critical period.
Jats are divided into clans, the most important of which are the following
faith

all

:

—

Poonya, Suisinwar, Nuwokeya, Shang-MuU, Dhaya, and Dallal. They are not
restricted in maniage to their own clan, but prefer connections in it, if possible.

They maiTy only one

wife, for the

most part

;

but, in case of

having no

offspring,

may, perhaps generally do, marry another. They can also take the wife of a
deceased brother, if she has had no offspring, and raise up offspring to him. Jat

widows are not
degi'ee as the
single.

Jats.

restricted fi'om a

second marriage, but

Most of them, however,

first.

In regard to illegitimate

They

property,

in

proportion with

others.

cooking and eatmg then- food, as

not of so honom'able a

as a point of family honour, remain

childi*en, there is

into the tribe,

are received

it is

and

no denial of rights among the

entitled to shares of the family

They have no

prejudices

in

regard to

the case with most other castes of Hindoos

is

requhe no particular

;

nor do they object to eat out of
theh precincts, or to use food, as bread, &c., which has been put by.
Jat
can take baked bread with him on a journey, for instance, with a little dressed

then* fireplaces

purification,

A

pulse, chutnee, cold vegetables, &c.,

and eat where he

can, or pleases to

much

In

this respect their efficiency as soldiers is

enlianced.

do

so.

In

all official

reports
are
in
Northern India. They plough and
described as the best agriculturists
they
clean their fields efficiently; they understand the rotation of crops; and their
agricultural implements,

if

rude in form, are

efficient for

all

purposes.

They

understand the qualities of soils, the best methods of developing them, and the
In short, Jat agriculture possesses a completeness and
application of manures.
thorough acquamtance with the local science of the pursuit, which forms a
favourable contrast with that of other classes of local farmers.
cart di-ivers

;

and men not wanted

They

are excellent

home, or who possess carts and bullocks, hire
long periods between the rainy seasons, which

at

themselves for journeys, or even for

they usually pass at home.

They

are the great earners of the cotton, madder, oil-

and other produce of Bundelkund, by which the railways and boats on the
Ganges are supplied and, in return, they bring back salt or British manufactm-es.

seeds,

;

In

these transactions they are esteemed perfectly honest, and merchandize is
intrusted to them to any extent of value.
These cart carriers generally travel in
all

companies, and their hardy drivers not only watch theh cart camps at night, but

JATS.

them

are quite able to defend

against any attacks

by

robbers, even

any should

if

But the character of the Jats preserves them from molestation.
They never become artizans in any capacity. Such pursuits are considered low
and degrading, and the clannish pride of a Jat is great. In their own society they
be attempted.

are frank and hospitable

They drink
habitually;

mdependent, but not rude or boorish

and

pigs,

their

usual

demeanour.

in then*

spirituous hquors freely, but are not intemperate.

sheep,

goats,

;

They

eat flesh of

wild and tame; but not of cows or bullocks, and not
diet

being millet or wheaten bread, with pulse and

women

and capable of sustaining
They are not secluded, except among the higher grades, and are
Their

vegetables, millc, &c.

great fatigue.

are strongly made,

and modest, well made, but without positive beauty, except in rare cases
and dm-mg youth. After middle age they become hard-featured and coarse.

faithful

are very assiduous in then- domestic affairs,

They

they are cleanly in their persons.

wliile

particular, or, as it

may be

and keep

Neither

tenned, clannish costume.

then- houses neatly,

women have any
That of the men is shown

men

or

and the women universally wear the ordinary petticoat,
PhotogTaph
bodice, and scarf of Northern India.
The Jats consider they were a powerfril race in former days. " Jatshaie ya
in

the

;

common

expression to denote that they were rivals to sovereignty
but the history of the period in which they attained any amount of local standing
does not show this distinctly. It has been sketched (ante No. 151) and before

Badshaic,"

is

a

;

;

Chooramun, that is, in the latter pai't of the reign of Aurungzeeb,
of the
distinguished from the Goojm-s, and other turbulent tribes

the period of Rajah

they were

little

North-West Provinces, who were with difficulty controlled by the effete Mahomedan
Government of Delhi. During the troubled times which followed that Emperor's
resistance
death, the Jats became more united in what may be termed a national
agamst the Mahomedans, and

beyond the

in

the establishment of local independence; but

of Bhurtpoor, Gohud, and a few others of a mmor
no progress. They were too weak, in a numerical sense, to

principalities

character, they

made

Anth
oppose or control the action of the Mahrattas, and suffered in contentions
them and though at tunes they were in alliance with them, it was never of a
;

When "the
resented as opportunity occun-ed.
Abdallee," at the head of the Affghan nation, invaded India in 1 759, the Jats, under
their great leader and Rajah, Sooraj ]\Iull, were in alliance ynth. the Mahrattas,
cordial character,

and

this

Avas

power to oppose the Mahomedans, and to retrieve
Not only had the whole available
the disastrous defeats of Sindia and Holkar.
annies of the Mahrattas been united, but the Rajpoot princes and the Jats had

who had put

forth their utmost

Sooraj Mull

furnished large contingents.

had joined them with a

force of 30,000

men, chiefly his best cavalry but he did not approve of the constitution of the
Mahratta army, with its large train of artillery and other field encumbrances, and
;

JATS.

urged the emplopiient of the national and heretofore successful method of
But the Mahratta
irregular wai-fare, as more effective against the enemy.

commander, Sudasheo Kao Bhow, who had taken up his position on the field of
the counsel of the Jat leader was
Pauiput, was elated to the highest degree
;

and the day before
the battle, which was fought on the 7th January, 1761, and ended in the total
ruin of the vast Mahratta host, he departed fi-om their camp, and retmiied to
dismissed with contempt,

if not,

indeed, Avith positive msult

;

Bhurtpoor. Subsequent struggles with the Mahrattas occurred during the period
when Sindia was consolidating his ovm power after separation fi'om the general

but they did not affect the independent position which the
Jats had secured, and which they have since maintained.
]\Iahratta confederacy

;

JATS.

HINDOOS
DELHI.
(192)

GOOJUES.
(193)

IN

the Photographs Nos. 148 and 157, mclividuals of this tribe are represented.
In the present mstance two young men, and a Avoman who is evidently a

and perhaps their mother, form an appropriate gi'oup. Her head is
shaved, she has no mamage token about her neck, and two plain silver rings or
bangles have taken the place of the glass rings worn by married women and
widow,

unmamed girls.
woman wears the
jacket,

There

remark upon in regard to their costume the
bodice, and scarf; and the young men the mirzaee or
to

little

is

petticoat,

:

and the dhotee or waist cloth of ordinary Hindoos.

All local reports agree in giving the character of this tribe as described ante
No. 148. They are dishonest, untnistworthy, and lawless in a high degree; and

require constant and unremitting supervision.
cattle lifters, pursuing this

who

are dispatched,

neighbouring

;

branch of robbery with detennination and

successful

skill.

Scouts

unguarded locality at some distance, and in a
are stationed on the road to be taken on return, at

find out an

Men

district.

certain distances

and

are notorious

They

and when the robbery has been

effected, the cattle are driven

along by night, the drivers being relieved by the several parties on the road. By
these means as much as fifty miles will be covered in a night, and all traces of the
cattle lost,

by

their

immediate division among the members of the gang, and

admixture with their own large herds. Goojurs take great pride in these lawless
achievements, and this spirit is maintained by the elders of the tribe and by the

women, who preserve
eradication.

;

and

A common saying is applied to them.

(shepherd), Goojur
is,

traditions of past exploits

—yeh tmon chahen oojur

an open and waste country

;

and

is

:"

"

"

it

will require

nuich time for

Aheer (cowherd), Gurrenya

these three pi'efer the desert

characteristic of their occupations.

;"

that

Cowherds

and shepherds are not, however, habitually lawless classes but, indeed, much the
The notorious conduct of the Goojurs about Meenit and Delhi, in 1857,
contrary.
;

has been before noticed.

They

suffered shaiply for

having been tried and hanged, or transported

it,

many

for life

;

of their worst leaders

but

it

is

questionable

GOOJURS.

whether

had any permanent effect upon the class in general, who would
resort to plunder on any favourable occasion, and no local report

this has

be ready to

Their agriculture does not
improve in character, nor do they betake themselves to other occupations than
those followed by their forefathers.
details

any

In
tribe,

satisfactory proofs of general

amendment.

respects the Goojurs resemble the Jats.

many

They

and both men and women are remarkable

are indeed a

handsome

for powerfiil figures

and

fair

complexions. The women in particular are remarkably good looking, and have a
bold free carriage and demeanour not usually seen among Hindoos born in Northern
India,

and are

in these respects superior to the Jats.

The two

tribes

can eat

and use a common hookah, take water fi*om each other, and the like but
they do not intermarry. While the Jats are honest, frank, and trustworthy in all
respects, the Goojurs are lawless, mulish, revengeful, and wrong-headed, professing
together,

;

any one. Thus, by the relative character of the tribe, one has reached
the dignity of an independent state for the largest proportion of its members
which is a subject of never failing pride while the other has remained in its

no loyalty

to

—

—

original condition, distracted
village, thus

by small

man agamst man, and
common purpose.

feuds,

preventing any cohesion for a

village against

In addition to their agricultural pursuits, the Goojurs are herdsmen like the
Alieers, but not shepherds.
They breed and rear cattle very successfully, supplying

and pack buUocks, and the cantonments and cities of the
North West with animals for slaughtei-. They also make and sell ghee in large
(quantities, and these are perhaps their most successful pursuits.
They are divided
their districts with sheep

into several clans, Kasees, Nagrees, Bhuttees, &c.,

and

some

in

districts

they are very

numerous.

Shekawuttee, Goorgaon, and Buwanoo, near Hardwar, contain large
In their social customs they differ very little from other
proportions of them.
Hindoo castes of the same rank they are Sudras, though they affect a higher
If they ever
station, on account of their presumed descent from Rajpoots.
;

had, which

is

doubtful,

employ Brahmins

any particular

tribal customs,

for their religious

children, purification,

and the

ceremonies,

and they burn
by the Danecha

like,

allowed to remarry, if they please,
it does not afiect the
legitimacy of children,

who have had

childi-en rarely if ever

others, they resemble the Jats

and

is

remany.

they have disappeared.
that

is

marriage,

their dead.
rite

;

but

They
naming of

Their widows are

this marriage,

though

only of a second rank and women
In this respect, as indeed in most
;

Like the Jats they eat all flesh, except
that of cows or bullocks, and are
They drink spirits
particularly fond of wild hog.
also, and smoke tobacco and ganja, or hemp leaves, and their women use opium as
Alieers.

The Goojurs are by no means so thrifty or
so rich as the Jats, which
may be accounted for by their differences in character, nor
are they by any means so industrious.
They live in a poorer class of dwellings, and
well for themselves as their children.

GOOJURS.
the clothes and ornaments of their

women and

children are of an inferior character,

nor do they take emplo}niient Hke the Jats they probably cannot obtain it on
account of then* indifferent character. Some of them, however, have enUsted in the
;

Shekawattee corps, and do good service, but they do not enlist in general service
regiments, and have an objection to go to any distance from their individual
localities.
Like the Jats they have had one celebrated religious teacher, Dya Ram,
local

who

may

As
buried at Jungsalla, and his memory is still held in great reverence.
be supposed, the Goojurs are entirely uneducated, and aifect to despise learning
is

as unmanly.

Very few of them can

of local means of education.

write or read, and they do not avail themselves

4
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NUTS.
(194)
Nos. 105 and 110, two representations of females of the Nut or Nutli
tribe have been given, and Avith them the character and occupation of the class
Vol.

IN

II.,

The present Photograph has been

have been described.

selected because

it

shows a

group of Nuts, in the act of performance of legerdemain tricks, in which they are
very expert. The trick under performance is a clever and pretty one. The balls

on the

string are

made

any apparent process

one,

now

without

is

A

The performer

tells it to

finally to disappear

simple and unpretending, so
On the ground are three cups, used very much on the
white j^ebble or a Avooden ball is employed instead of

thimble-rig principle.

He

vary in number, and

and the mode of operation

;

as to disarm suspicion.

the pea.

to

takes

up one cup

stay where he has put

it

;

after the other tiU

but the ball

is

erratic,

in another, always the least likely of the three.

he finds the

ball.

and appears now
No one appears

in

to

touch them, and the cups are on the bare ground. The earthen pot, with a
human face, is made to speak, and a variety of tricks are done A\ith it, and with
the other simple articles lying before the group. The performance is always in the
open air, in a village street, before its gate, or on the gravel walk of a garden. No
attempt is made at assistance by screens or other properties, and its success

depends upon the real dexterity and cleverness of the operators.
tricks of Nuts have been introduced lately into English exhibitions
performance of the gi'owth of mango

any means equalled by

The

latter

is

their

trees,

and the basket

European fellow

Many
;

trick, are

of the

but the Nuts'
not as yet by

exliibitors.

made a very amusmg performance

;

and the scene being a

crowd of people around, the performer, after tellmg absurd
about his sword and his own prowess, which provoke laughter, seizes an
who has laughed the loudest most likely a confederate holds liim down,

village street, with a
.stories

ui'chin

—

and places a large basket, which
satisfied that

to

push

it

the boy,

away,

is

who

is

is

lying by,

—

upon him.

The audience

howling under the basket, and making

really there,

and that there

is

is

thereby

frantic efforts

nothing for the basket to rest

NUTS.

Now

ensues a dialogue between the boy and the performer,
Avho finally determines that he ought to put the boy to death for having insulted
Then he brandishes his sword, and plunges it into the basket, jobbing it in
him.

upon but the

all

earth.

Hoirible screams are at

directions.

"

heard, which subside into gi'oans,

The performer then shows

these at last cease.

red vrith blood.

first

Ah

!"'

says he,

wagging

his

his head,

sword
"

he's

and

in triumph, apparently

dead

;

now,

let's

look at

kicked away, but there is no boy, and the urchin is discovered
laughing in the crowd. This is generally the last feat performed, and is rewarded
by the pyce and cowries of the bystanders.

The basket

him."

The Nuts

is

are tight-rope dancers also,

and some of

A man

their feats are extremely

the four legs of an ass
together, and put his neck through them, allowing the beast to hang at his back.
Upon the ass, and across his o-wn shoulders, he will mount one of his daughters.
curious, displaying

great

strength.

will

tie

At each end

of his balancing pole are baskets, in one of which are two or three
small children in the other, as many kids, or a goat, or dogs, to balance them.
Thus equipped, he walks up one slope of the rope, settles himself firmly upon its
;

forked supports, and proceeds across the centre, sometimes steadily, sometimes
standing on one leg, then on the other, and again pretending to fall. In the centre
the girl on the ass jumps up, stands on one leg, makes a salaam to the audience,

and

The man then

cries lustily for largess.

slope, into the

Nut

down

the fmther

arms of the people who catch him.
also

perform

many

wonderful

feats.

One

is,

to

climb

a high

perhaps thirty feet high, which is fixed upright by stays. On the top
the girl places a brass dish.
She then Hes out at full length on the dish,

bamboo
of this

girls

proceeds, and runs

pole,

her face downwards, and her legs and arms stretched out.
Suddenly she sets
herself spinning round Avith great velocity, which is the chief feat of the exhibition,

and

repeated several times.
But their most wonderful performance, which few can do, is by a man, and is
called the fi'og trick. He borrows all the swords he can collect from the bystanders,
is

usually as shaq^ as razors, and drawing each, places the whole irregularly on the

ground, the edges being uppermost, and the swords held in their position by the hilts
and the points being settled in the gi-ound. When an area of perhaps twenty square

yards has been covered, spaces being left between each sword, the performer leaps
into the middle, rapidly performs some reverential postures to his tutelaiy divinity,
then bends doA\Ti till his hands and feet, outstretched, touch the ground. In this
posture he leaps fi'om place to place irregularly, barely, as it appears, avoiding the

and when he has covered every space, the play is
however, a very dangerous feat, nor will even good performers

upturned edges of the swords
over.

It

attempt

Is

really,

;

without demanding a large reward.
difficult to determine any probable
origin for the Nuts.

it

It is

They

are not,

NUTS.
perhaps, pure aborigines, vet have a strong aboriginal clenient

and snake worship, and

among them

in

demon

peeuhar and very secret ceremonies, to which they

in

attribute their success as performers,

and

their protection in their

feats.

dangerous

Such ceremonies are only performed in their own camps, and in desert places where
no one can see them and they form the initiatory rites of young beginners, who
;

necessarily preserve the secrets, whatever they

with perfect faithfulness.
Sacrifices of animals and fowls take
place on these occasions, nor is demon worsliip
in any form unaccompanied
by blood shedding. In Nut famihes the best looking

may

be,

are chosen for performers.

These are not married, except to a dagger,
and ordinarily become courtezans, being instructed in dancing and singing. In
later life they become the concubines of men of the tribe, or contract second class
girls

them

but some females are always set apart for regular marriage.
They are not taught performances of any kind, and their duty to the tribe is to bear
as many children as possible.
Some of the Nut Avomen are very handsome all,

marriages

^A^th

;

;

particularly the performers, are fond of gay clothes and ornaments, and Nut
females are sometimes possessed of considerable wealth in jewels and gold.
If a
performing girl should bear a child, she is withdrawn at once from performance.

Such a proof of her fertility is too valuable
Nuts belong to no settled community

to be wasted.

they wander as they will fi'om town to
town, or village to village, living in tents after a true gipsy fashion, or in tents
made of reed screens, which are weatherproof, and can be removed at will, rolled up,

and

;

They use asses for carriage, Avith bullocks, and ponies, which
are ridden by the women.
Reasons have already been given why they have to
be watched carefully by the police but of late years their feats in dacoity have
carried aAvay.

;

been sharply suppressed, and

probable that the crime is aiow rarely practised
by them. At one period, however, before the department for the suppression of
dacoity was established, the Nuts were among the most daring and notorious dacoits
it is

of India.

Although Nuts profess

to be Hindoos, and, for the

most

part,

bear Hindoo

names, yet Mahomedan names are not unknoAm among them, and they are all
Of thesC; Shah Madar, of ]\Iukkinpoor, in
votaries of some Mahomedan saints.
perhaps the greatest, but there are other shrines in various parts of India
Nuts also observe some Mahomedan ceremonies,
to which equal reverence is paid.
Bengal,

is

but they do not practice cu'cumcision. In marriages they do not employ Brahmins.
Their ceremonies are performed in their own camps by elders of the tribe,

who

held

are

in

great

drink frequently to excess.

themselves for them, both
severe.

are

Those who

men and women, and

During the period of training

many

but not beef, and
perform dangerous feats have to train

The Nuts

reverence.

divisions of the

Nut

all

tribes

:

eat

meat,

gymnastic exercises are very
intoxicating liquors are forbidden. There
and
Inglas, Bamimwal, Naheewal, &c.
their

;

NUTS.
particular feats are, as

it

with which the others do not interfere.

Mahomedan

may

still

grain,

Many

and occupation of each tribe,
Parties of them accompanied the

were, the hereditary pi'operty

armies into the Deccan, and settled there

;

and some of them had, and

have, formal grants from

and other

perquisites,

Aurungzeeb of certain rights, of collections of
from village communes of certain districts enumerated.

of these famihes exist in the Deccan and Berar, chiefly in the Nizam's

There they are
met by other Tamul and Teloogoo performers, who are possessed of equal, and
territories

;

but proper Nuts are rarely found south of the Kiislina.

perhaps supeiior accomphshments.

.].

^1^^
f-

i
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\
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SANSEEAS.
(195)

wandering tribes of India form a very remarkable feature of its population,
and among them are found professors of normal hereditary crime in every

THE

the cheats, pickpockets, and
There
petty thieves Avho follow theu* calluig in every bazar or fair of the country.
may be criminals in other classes of respectable and settled habits the love of
possible shape, fi'om the remorseless

Thug and Dacoit to

;

crime

may tempt many

much

premeditation, from corruption

to indulge in

it

;

by

acts of crime
evil

may

be committed mthout

company, or from actual want

;

but

the crime ends with the person who commits it, it is not perpetuated by his class,
nor docs it descend to his children. The wandering classes of India, however, shoNv

They have been vagrants from the

a complete reversion of this ride.

periods of Indian history.
invaders, or they

may have

they have

origin,

not

earliest

They may have accompanied Aryan immigrants

or

out of aboriginal tribes; but whatever their
in any respect, and continue to prey upon

risen

altered

population as they have ever done, and will contmue to do as long as they are
in existence, unless they are forcibly restrained by our Government, and converted,
its

as the

Thugs have been,

Among
They

into useful

members of society.

these tribes the Sanseeas occupy a place of pre-eminent notoriety.

are neither

Hindoos nor Mahomedans

and do not

practise

Mahomedans.

They

circumcision,

m reality,

by which

rite

but profess to be Hindoos,
alone

they

could

become

are essentially outcasts, admitted to no other caste fellowship,

ministered to by no priests, without any ostensible calling or profession, totally
ignorant of everything but their hereditary crime, and with no settled place of

they wander as they please over the land, assuming any
When they are not
need, and for ever jDreymg upon its people.

residence whatever;
disgniise

engaged

they

may

in acts of crime they are beggars,

assummg

various religious fomis, or

most abject poverty. Their women and children have the true whine
of the professional mendicant as they frequent thronged bazars, receiving charity,
and steaUng what they can. They sell mock baubles in some instances, but only
affecting the

SANSEEAS.

an honest calUng. The men
are clever at assuming disguises and being often intelligent and even polite in
their demeanour, can become religious devotees, travelling merchants, or whatever
as a cloak to other entorprizes,

and

as a pretence of

;

they need to further their ends.

They

are perfectly unscrupulous,

and very

of their gangs
daring in their pi'oceedings. As Thugs, many of the leaders
were the most destructive on record as Dacoits, they were the most merciless and
;

the most desperate.
They have not the sUghtest compunction in committing
the exercise of
murder, but they do not commit it from motives of revenge, only

m

by which they and their forefathers have supported
themselves from time immemorial, and of which the legends live among them. Any
one could become a Thug or Dacoit, and the societies had as many Mahomedans
their

hereditary

calling,

but to be a Sanseea Thug or Dacoit was impossible to any
one but a Sanseea, and the mysteries of these callings have been thus preserved
as

Hindoo

professors

;

throughout generations.
The Sanseeas are not only Thugs and Dacoits, but kidnappers of children,
and in particular of female children, who are readily sold, even at very tender
as household slaves, or to be educated by professional
ao-es, to be brought up
classes for the

women.

Nor

purpose of prostitution.
are they

all.

— and

These crimes are the peculiar

The kidnapping of

office

of the

when they have any
in India, for those who

children,

almost an universal practice
with gold and silver articles of jewellery
possess them, to load their children
For this purpose the Sanseea
leads in most cases to then- immediate murder.

ornaments on them

it is

—

Avomen are said to carry about on their persons a thin cord, for the purpose of
and the name of the tribe is stated to be derived from the Hindi
strangulation
;

words, Sans-lena,

"

to take

away

breath," which has

been contracted into Sanseea.

IVIembers of the tribe, generally a few families in company, wander over the whole
of Northern India, but are found also in the Deccan, sometimes by themselves,

sometimes in association with Khunjurs, or a class of Dacoits called Mooltanes,
who have perpetrated some of the most daring gang robberies on record. In
travelling, the Sanseeas often

assume the disguise of Hindoo pilgrims to celebrated

canying with them baskets containing pretended Ganges water, to sell to
ignorant people, or on pretence of offering it at the shrine to which they assert

shrines,

they are proceeding.
designation of Bluvts,

under which the

In the Deccan and Malwah they are knoA^^i under the
or Bards, a profession to which they have no pretension, and

Avorst dacoities are

committed.

The daring boldness with which such deeds used

to be peq^etrated,

was

worthy of a better cause. In one affair on record, and in which a banker in
a military cantonment was robbed of a large amount of money, the gang,
as transpired from the confession of its leader, afterwards apprehended, first
reconnoitred the locality, then, under pretence of changing money, ascertained

SANSEEAS.

where the banker's money chest

At

the time appointed, a chosen band
repaired to the appointed station just before the evening hnnps were hghted,
entered the house, and speared a man Avho resisted,
securing the treasure while
the mihtary sentry in the bazar near the
guard house was also speared and kihed
Avas kept.

;

on the

spot, as

he turned on

his post in the direction of the

house attacked.

The

gang was not disturbed, and got clear off with its booty, travelling rapidly to a place
where ponies had been posted for them, and afterwards joining their camp, which
was at a distance of forty miles. No one had seen the robbers come, no one had
seen them go.

They were never

been discovered, but

On

traced,

and the perpetrators would never have

for the confession of their leader.

another occasion a

fcAV

Sanseeas,

vnth some others, attacked a rich

banker's house at Gudduk, in the Deccan, speared him and his son in their house,
and cai-ried off booty to a large amount without alarm in the to^wn. It was only

by chance

that a trace

had been obtained of the

perpetrators of which no local clue existed,

and

actors in this tragedy, of the

in regard to

whom

the local pohce

Most of the gang were apprehended, and it was proved that
they had gone more than one hundred miles to commit the deed, from a foreign
It was no wonder these
territory, in which they relied upon not being traced.
were utterly at

men were

fault.

Foreigners themselves, vagrants, unknown and uncared
for, they could arrange and carry out, with perfect success, expeditions such as
these, without much chance of detection
and, no doubt, for centuries past, they
formidable.

;

had exercised

their vocation almost "without check.

pretence of police.
a fair proportion of

The

In native states there Avas no

were venal, and very readily hushed by
here and there, crimes became unbearable, some one

local authorities
If,

spoil.

caught red-handed, had hands or feet lopped off, as a warning to others but such
instances were rare.
It required the perseverance and intelligence of English
;

officers

much

to get

at

the root of this hereditary

has been effected.

The most mischievous

evil,

and

to

ciiish

leaders of the Sanseeas,

it

out,

and

and other

have been disposed of, and crime has been checked
remains, and it would be taken up by classes like the Sanseeas

hereditarily criminal tribes,

but the germ of

it

;

upon any opportunity. The secret rites of the tribe are still practised, and its
opportunity
traditions, to them glorious, of by-gone affairs, survive among them
and
if
is all that is
for
the
of
their
they have
hereditary crimes,
required
practice
;

become impossible

in British territory,

who

is

to check

it

in native states, or follow

It is, perhaps, a difficult
Sanseea^ wherever they wander?
question for Government to deal with but it is not impossible that they might be
collected and settled as a colony in some locality, instructed, as the Thugs have

classes

like

the

;

been, in useful and even profitable

they have never known in regard to
exist

among

themselves.

and thus reclaimed from pursuits in which
which
others, the same instincts of humanity

arts,

SANSEEAS.
It

would be a motive of

their secret rites

and

curiosity alone that

social customs.

The

would follow the Sanseeas into

rites are
propitiatory,

beuig

sacrifices

Devi or Bhowani, on the blessing of the spear heads, for the dacoity, or the
torches which are to Hght the gang to its work.
Strict observance of omens, lucky
or unlucky, and under some disguise perhaps, a feast to Brahmins, or caste-feUows,
to

much plunder

has been secured, constitutes their religion, if such it may be caUed
yet which is practised with faith in the means employed, not for any motive of
veneration, but to insm-e entire success.

if

;

Sanseeas have as

wives or concubines as they can support. With the
first is a caste marriage, with the rest but scant
ceremony. Some of their women are
good looldng, but with aU classes, women and men, exists an appearance of suspicion
in their features,

many

which

is

of hau' on then- heads

common

purposes of disguise.

They

hand

Sanseeas bury their dead, and wear the lock
to most Hindoos.
They never wear beards but for

repulsive.

are, as

a

class,

in a condition of miserable
poverty,

mouth, idle, disreputable, restless, without any settled homes,
and, for the most part, without even habitations.
They have no distinct language of their own, but speak a dialect of Kajpootana,

hvmg

fi.'om

which

is

so disguised

to other classes.

•

'"l
..

i

1

I.
r-.

^-

to

by

slang, or

Argot

terais of their

own, that

it is

unintelligible

SANSEEAS.

VAG RANTS,
OF NO PARTICULAR CREED.
DELHI,
(195)

OODASSEES.
(196)
"

"

"

"

"
melancholy," or sad," and has been
adopted by these devotees to distinguish their class or sect. \Aniat the
Bairagees are to the Hindoo classes, the Oodassees are to the Sikhs. They are

word

oodas

THE

signifies

unsettled,"

Nanuk, the great Sildi teacher and founder of the national Sildi faith,
and observe his doctrines and precepts. In many respects their profession is of a
followers of

more

austere character than that of the Bairagees, inasmuch as they wear no clothes,
but only a rag, which barely seiwes the pui-poses of decency and they are not
;

m

a state of absolute nudity, when perhaps they are most
unfi-equently seen
reverenced.
They profess to own no property whatever, not even brass cooking
or drinking vessels, and a cup made of a gom-d is all they usually carry,
trusting to

means of cooking the flour,
They have no prejudices as to food, and will
or Hindoo families, except meat, which they

charitable people either for cooked food, or for the

meal, &c., which

given to them.
eat anything that is cooked by Sildi
have abjured. They do not smoke tobacco, but have no objection to opimn. In
some instances they shave the head but, for the most part wear their own hair tied
is

;

up

in a knot

on the crown of the head, and

it

is

always matted and uncombed.

Their total absence of clothing is, in some degree, compensated by wood ashes,
M'hich they smear over theu* bodies fi-om head to foot, and are preseiwed by them
fi'om the effects of heat in

summer and

cold in winter

;

but the privations they

undergo, from the ill effects of which they believe they are protected by the sacred
nature of then* calling, are almost beyond conception.
In this respect they rival,
if they do not exceed, the Hindoo Bairagees.
Their profession is not hereditary,

and

is

life,

or religious fanaticism.

assumed by

all classes

of Siklis in pm'suance of vows, of disappointment in
W^ien it is taken up, the Oodassee abjures all ties of

kindred and worldly possessions, and betakes himself voluntarily to the course he
must lead until death. He can make no claim upon his kmsfollc, for all bond of

In the guise in which he is depicted in the
without covering night or day, trusting to

union has been severed between them.

Photograph he wanders where he will,
charity for his support, and fasting if alms are not given to him.
Occasionally he
is found
singing or reciting the doctrines of Nanuk but veiy fi-equently a vow of
silence has been voluntarily imposed, under which he does not even beg.
So long,
;

however, as Sikhs are to be met with he
food suffices for his wants.

is

in

no

fear of starvation,

and the humblest

OODASSEES.
Ooclassees visit
locahties.

Thus

Godavery,

there

Hindoo

slinnes as pilgiims,

found

and

folloAV Sildis in their established

over the Punjab and North-Western Provinces,
and as far south as Hyderabad, in the Deccan where, as also at Nandair, on the
tliey are

all

;

are colonies of military Sikhs in the service of the Nizam's

They

government.

are not numerous, however, being the offshoots of a single

and are by no means

be compared, either as regards number or estimation,
with the Bairagees, Jogies, and Goosains of orthodox Hindoo belief, whom they
resemble.
They can give no clear account of the original establishment of their
sect

;

but allege that

sect,

to

its first

professors were told

by Nanuk

to

go naked into

the world, and preserve then- purity, as a proof of their devotion to his doctrine,

and

as the

that

Nanuk

means, by these
himself was, in

austerities, of
fact,

present condition of Sikh priests,
spu'it

attaining

eternal bhss.

They

allege

an Oodassee; and they affect to despise the
and their luxuries, not only as contrary to the

of theu" order, but as leading them back into Brahminism, which, to a certain

extent,

is

very

true.

If the
Oodasses, as Bairagees, Goosains, &c., do not return to the world.
former cannot rejoin then families, and resume their old occupations, they can at

mutts or monasteries, and partake of the worldly pursuits which are
But Oodassees have no such institutions their life is one of
carried on therein.

least join

;

unrest and privation, which never alters

they ever seduced from their vows.

and

inoffensively

like

many wandering

usually the

title

among

the people.

As

once they have embraced it, are
an order, the Oodassees live harmlessly
nor,

;

They

are not tainted

by

crime, nor have ever,

devotees, been suspected of the practice of

of Bawa, or Father, and the

"

Oodassee

Bawa

"
is

it.

They have

often a

welcome

guest in Sikh or Hindoo villages or families, reciting his sacred texts, or telling to
the wondering ears of listening matrons and children the marvellous scenes of

Hindoo or Sikh ceremonies, and
large religious fans and gatherings, of gorgeous
his own personal adventures.
Runjeet Sing was, it is said, a great patron of
the splendours of his court, it was not unusual to see
of the fraternity, stark naked, and covered with ashes, in compaxiy with

Oodassees; and

members

among

and commanders, dressed in cloth of gold and Cashmere shawls.
Sometimes one of the class might even receive a handsome shawl, as a ti'ibute to
courtiers

his sanctity, Avhich

was thrown

for

a

moment

over the emaciated naked body, and

given away as recldessly as it had been carelessly received.
Such are Oodassees throAvn up, as it were, from, in many respects, the
one which has had the effect of
purest monotheistic faith in India; the only
;

and creating a national spiritual dominion; a tribute, as it
the Hindooism from which it emerged, and of which it could not be

exciting patriotism,

were, to

entirely divested.

OODASSEES.

SIKH DEVOTEES.
MENDICANTS.
DELHI.
(
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M O G H U L S.
(197)

TO

none of the many Imperial dynasties of Delhi have belonged members so
illustrious and remarkable, in
many respects, as to that of the Moghuls.

On

the ITth December, 1398, Tamerlane, the great Tartar chieftain, who had
rapidly overrun Northern India, and defeated the armies of the existing Imperial
dynasty of Toghluk, was proclaimed in the city of Delhi as Emperor of India.

On

the

day of that month, having sacked the city, and glutted his hordes with
plunder and the massacre of its inhabitants, he left it, never to return. Like his
progress into India, his departure fi-om it was marked by cruel, almost indiscriminate
last

slaughter and pillage, and beyond the mere proclamation as emperor, he had no
further connection with the empire, which remained without a government for

After Tamerlane or Teimour's death, the kingdom of Trans Oxania
to the share of his son, Meeran Hoossein; and after two successions, that

many
fell

years.

kingdom was divided

into

three

— Budukshan,

Cabul, and Samarcand.

In the

year 1519, one hundred and twenty years after the proclamation of Teimour as
emperor of India, his descendant, Baber, son of the king of Samarcand, taking

advantage of the distracted condition of the existing dynasty of Lodi, invaded
India with a large army, and took possession of the Punjab, which he claimed as

He was
a portion of the province of Cabul, belonging to his own kingdom.
not at first successful in his designs but the prize was too great to be abandoned
;

and, finally, on the 20th April, 1526, he defeated the

without

ftn-ther efforts,

Imperial

army on the famous

emperor

in the

royal city

and was proclaimed
on the 22nd of the same month. It was thought
battle-field of Paniput, near Delhi,

Teimour, Baber would content himself with the
honorary title of emperor, and retire to his own proper dominions but he never
left India.
By a series of masterly combinations, he recovered province after

probable

that, like his ancestor

;

province which had revolted from the dynasty he had supplanted
death, which occurred on the 24th December, 1530, he left to his son
the undisturbed possession of the most magnificent empire of Asia.

;

and

at his

Hoomayoon
Baber was

MOGHULS.
the sixth in descent from Teimour; but the

Moghul Imperial dynasty of Delhi

can hardly be said to have commenced with the former, and it was from Baber
that the succession continued "without intenaiption to the last titular monarch, Avho
till

reigned

Thus the dynasty had

1857.

considerably longer than any of

its

lasted three hundi'cd

predecessors

Mahomedan dpiasty

of India to compare with
remarkable characters of many of its members.

Yet

it

had a naiTOW escape of extinction

and successor of Baber, who,

;

and

thirty years

—

nor has there been any other

it

in this respect,

in the person of

or Avith the

Hoomayoon, the son

after a series of misfortunes, left India as a fugitive in

the year 1542, having reigned sixteen years. He did not return as a conqueror to
Dellii till the year 1555, the intermediate period havuig been filled by an Aifghan
d^Tiasty

named Soor

other check mitil

;

but after his second reign, the Moghul dynasty received no

its close.

To Hoomayoon succeeded
enlightened of the family.
1556, immediately after his

and he reigned

m

period of fifty-one

culminated to

its

an enlightened
benevolent.

Alvbiu',

the most noble,

most

indeed, the

as,

He

was placed on the throne on the 15th February,
father's death, when he was only thirteen years old

—

;

a
great glory and power until his death, October 13, 1605
Under him the imperial poAver
years and a few months.

greatest efiective condition

;

and the events of
as

his reign display

remarkable as

it

Avas

Before his reian the Hindoos had been treated as infidels

and

which,

policy,

for

the

period, Avas

enemies by the bigoted Mahomedans. Akbur not only displayed sympathy for,
and Avith them, but Avas the first to make use of them in public capacities as
servants of the state.

It is strange noAv to

the permission for the re-maniage of

read of his abolition of suttee, and of

Hindoo

AvidoAvs

;

measures only

fiilly

carried

out in recent years by our OAvn Government. During his reign all landed
property, Avhether pubhc or private, was surveyed and assessed for the payment of
revenue and its registration in all the Avide-spread provinces of the empire AA^as a
;

Avork

which excites wonder as well

as admiration,

and has been foUoAved by a
In religion he Avas perfectly

on the part of the Government of India.
tolerant, and is not Avithout suspicion of scepticism ui regard to the Mahomedan
faith, and an admiration of, if not an actual belief in, Christianity, Avith the

similar act

doctrines and precepts of Avhich he Avas perfectly acquainted.

monarch that the

first

British ambassador, Sir T. Roe, Avas accredited

his account of the coui't,
is

It Avas to this gi'eat

and that of Bernier, the French merchant and

;

and from

traveller,

evident that the magnificence, the poAver, and the practical Avisdom of

it

Akbur

no degree exaggerated. When it is considered, also, that, at his succession,
the dynasty can hardly be said to have been securely established, that every

were

in

department and element of administration had fallen into the last degree of disorder,
and had to be created anew, it is the more wonderful, that, in a compai-atively few
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years after he had attained his majority, the reforms, which emanated entirely

from himseh", were either securely established, or

by English gentlemen who Avere
merciful and severe skilful in mechanical
described

arts,

;

his son

sure

at his court, as

"

He

progress.

aflable

and

was

majestical,

diet, and sleeping but
by far the noblest, as he was

of sparing

three hours a-day."
Such was the Emperor Akbur
the most intelligent and glorious of his
family.

To him succeeded

in

;

SeUm, who took the proud

of Jehangeer, or
conqueror of the world and for twenty-two years the splendour of the empire
continued undiminished. The conduct of Jehangeer was not, however, formed on
title

;

the liberal foundation of his father

;

and

in

some

respects there were relapses into

the customs of the old regime.
Jehangeer was, however, a magnificent monarch,
but not a statesman, and nothing of an original character marks the prosperous

His

continuance of his reign.

and

court,

however, was the resort of men of

and Jehangeer himself was beheved
to Christianity than even his father.
races,

to

all

creeds

have had a stronger leanmg

His successor, Shah Jehan, fully maintained, if he did not increase, the
splendour of the empire and its unity. It is even probable that the magnificence
of his court exceeded that of Jehangeer, as well as the vigour of his character.
In
most details of administration, the institutes of Alvbur were still the guides of the
executive

officers,

and the

efficiency of then" conduct

nowhere appears doubtful.

Although his expenditure in public works, in gorgeous expeditions to Cashmere,
and in the mamtenance of the court, was greater than that of even his father.
Shah Jehan left in his treasmy twenty-four millions sterling, besides a vast

m

jewels and precious metals

—a

which speaks Mell for the fiscal
administration.
During his reign the imperial troops had gamed many advantages
over the independent kings of the Deccan and it was in the events of the next
treasure

fact

;

reign, that of Aurungzeeb, that the lamentable results of that policy

Shah Jehan reigned

apparent.

Amamgzeeb

in Jvine, 1658.

into strict privacy.

The

He

thirty

lived

who

and was deposed by his son
some years afterwards, but had retired
years,

benefits of the reign of

exaggerated by contemporary historians.
travelled

became

Shah Jehan have been

little

The accounts of Tavernier, the chamond
the

attest

the

good order,
The
of
Delhi
had been
and
that
content
city
prosperity,
everywhere prevailed.
Six and a-half millions
built anew, and the noble mausoleum at Agra completed.
had been spent on the peacock throne, and great numbers of other public works,
merchant,

also,

palaces, aqueducts, caravansaries,

through

and the

like,

country,

executed

;

yet, as has

been already

mentioned, he left twenty-four millions sterling in cash in his treasury.
The events of the reign of Aurungzeeb were very chequered.
brothers,
fairly

who

contested his succession, had been disposed

begun, he was drawn gradually into the Deccan, as

of,

and

Avell to

After his

his reign

had

carry out his
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intention of subduing

ambitious project

of

the independent monarcliies there, as to perfect his
This policy
uniting all India vmder one government.
all

eventually proved the real cause of the destruction of the Mahomedan empire.
the local Mahomedan strength after each kingdom had fallen, was, in

As
fact,

reduced, the Mahrattas, hitherto unknown, rose under their celebrated chieftain,
of the empire;
Sivajee, and gradually gained power, whUe they weakened that

and Aurungzeeb's last military campaign ended in a retreat before rebels, whom a
comparatively few years before had been utterly despised by the proud imperial
Before his death, and for several years, symptoms of a general decay of
soldiery.

had

imperial power

They were hastened by the poUcy of the emperor

set in.

;

of his death, in 1617, the elements of disorder and general
not be
disorganization had gained a strength and consistency which could
Aurungzeeb was a bigot of the real narrow-minded Mahomedan type.
repressed.

and

at the time

He

persecuted all Hindoos, made many forcible conversions, set a tax upon them,
and denied them public employment.
This, and his insatiate ambition in the
destruction of the

last

are the

two

salient points

of the empire.
Aurungzeeb succeeded in uniting,
few years of his life, the whole of India under one government, but

which influenced
during the

IMahomedan kingdoms of the Deccan,
his

ruin

only in a nominal degree.
pieces and as the emperor's
;

The
life

ill-founded

was ready to crumble to
years of reign, and eighty-nine

edifice

closed, after fifty

of age, the whole collapsed, and became a struggling mass of conflict and scramble
In this struggle,
for power, in which the locally strongest got the greatest shares.
viceroys became kings, feudatories of the empire independent princes above aU,
;

the Mahrattas, in power and numbers
desolate the empire,

and

unknown

to levy tribute

before,

and plunder

began

to ravage

and

to

in every province without

molestation.

Bahadar Shah, Jehandar Shah, and Ferokh Shere followed in succession to
Aunmgzeeb and their reigns are but records of increasing distress and irredeemable
;

confusion.

To the

last,

in September, 1719, succeeded

Mahomed

Shah, during
visit of

whose reign India was invaded by Nadir Shah, and the events of the
Tamerlane repeated at Delhi.

The

imperial treasures were carried

off,

and the

In April, 1748, Mahomed
people of the city ruthlessly plundered and massacred.
Shall died.
He was the last emperor who preserved any semblance of power, and

what remained was dissipated vciy speedily after he had passed away. Ahmed
Shah and Alumgir II. followed in turn; witnessing daily defections of their
and the ever gi-owing power of the Mahrattas now thundering at the
very gates of the capital. Oude, Bengal, the Deccan, and the Carnatic had been
usurped by local Mahomedan governors, and were now independent kingdoms.

servants,

Cabul, and
native chiefs.

all

imperial provinces west of the Indus,

had reverted

The Sikhs had driven the Mahomedans out of

to the local

the Punjab

;

the
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Mahrattas had possession of Central and Western India; and, in place of an
empire which had stretched from Assam to Herat, and from the Himalayas to

Cape Comorin, there remained only a few provinces near Delhi for the emperor's
To complete the rain, Delhi was again sacked by Ahmed Shah Abdallee
support.
and the hon-ors of the outrages of Nadir Shah again repeated upon its
miserable people.
By this time, another power, destined to subdue all conflicting
in 1751,

interests,

and unite them under one bond of

civilized influences,

appeared in the

memorable exercise of the imperial power was by the
unfortunate Shah Allum, on the 12th August, 1765, when, seated on some duiing

Enghsh

;

and the

last

m

Colonel CUve's tent at Buxar,
put together to form an extempore throne
he granted to the East India Company in perpetuity the Dewanny or fiscal
tables,

government of the whole of Bengal.
It was not long after this, after a variety of vicissitudes of fortune, that the
his
emperor fell into the hands of Gholam Khadu-, a cniel monster, who put out

and he was a prisoner in the hands of the Mahratta chieftain Sindia, when
he was released by Lord Lake, who found, as recorded by the Governor-General,
Lord Hastings, " the unfortunate and venerable emperor, oppressed by the
eyes

;

accumulated calamities of old age, degraded authority, extreme poverty, and loss
of sight, seated under a small tattered canopy, the remnant of his royal state, with
every external appearance of the misery of his condition." The emperor was
allowed to retain a small private estate near Delhi, and an ample pro\'ision in the

form of a yearly pension was made for him.
In this condition the royal family contmued to

exist, increasing

veiy rapidly

;

amount became

member

claiming his or her share of the royal income, until its
The Photograph gives a representation of the style of these
seriously affected.
They were, for the most part, vicious and dissolute, idle and ignorant
persons.

each

;

too proud to seek employment, and too discontented to abstain from plots and
For many years the King of Delhi A\as
intrigues, as fritile as they were foolish.
His name was upon the
India.
recognised as the nominal head of Government

m

British, as all other
sei-vant.

On

comage, and the British Governor-General styled himself

occasions of successions in the native states, the customaiy offerings

were made to the kmg, who,
congratulation and confirmation
distinction

shaken

and

off" all

his

titles fi-om

in retmn, sent dresses of
;

all

the king, was kept up

connection

letters

of

while, to the last, the farce of pretending to seek

allegiance to Delhi,

carefully avoided

honour and

and

Avith,

by the

in the days of

or assistance to

been considered a harmless exercise of royal

nilers of states

its

it.

privilege,

who had

great misfortunes

had

might have
which could not, under

This, indeed,

the
existing circumstances, be interfered with but, as it subsequently transpired,
discontents of the
palace of Delhi became the focus of all the deep-lying
;

Mahomedans

of India, and

when

the native portion of the Bengal

army broke out
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into actual mutiny, and, as far as possible, rallied

round the king, there seemed to

well-founded hope of a renewal of actual sovereignty. But it existed for a
very brief period only; and for the outrages committed under his personal
laiowledge, if not actual direction, the king, after his apprehension, was tried by a
arise a

commission and found

was spared but he was
sent mto a dreary exile
perhaps worse than death and he died at a very
advanced age, at Tounghoo, an obscure town of British Burmah. So perished the
guilty.

—

His

life,

for

many

reasons,

—

;

long and noble dynasty of Tamerlane, which, dming its existence of three hundi'ed
and thuty years, had ruled India with a splendour and vigour before unknown,

and furnished a succession of monarchs, to
places

m the world's history.

whom may be justly accorded

prominent

MOULVEES.
(198)

Photograph represents three doctors of Mahomedan law, or lloulvees, in
discnssion, perhaps on some knotty pomt in the text, on which the figure

THE
on the

has placed his hand, while the other two are
Hstening to what he has to
They fonn a veiy characteristic group of a class of learned men, Avho are

say.

left

perhaps decreasing mider lack of patronage and exercise for their talents and
knowledge, which is a necessary result of British Government. As a class thev

cannot be supposed to hold our administration in any particular
regard or
esteem, since they are necessarily deprived of the extensive advantages they

would have possessed under
admmistration of the cormtry,

and

place,

all

Mahomedan rule. Under om* own
however, Mahomedan law still occupies a prominent
their ancient

property belonging to JNIahomedans

is

inherited, divided, or htigated,

Thus marriage settlements are dra^^^l up by Moulvees, and the
separate shares of widows, sons, and daughters, of all families of Mahomedans are
defined by them.
Wills are MTitten by them, and conveyances and deeds of gitt
under that law.

in special cases
is

;

in short, the civil law business of the

Mahomedan

people of India

English judges are supposed to be conversant T^dth Mahomedan
but there are many points
which the general direction of a competent laAV

in their hands.

law

;

officer

m

is

and a

needful,

attached to

every

intricate questions

;

civil

who has passed a prescribed examination
To him the judge can refer in doubtful

IVIoulvee
court.

but the Moulvee

is

not responsible for the result

if

is

or

the aAvard

does not coincide with his opuiion.
These situations are very honou.rable, and are
The criminal ]\Iahomedan
well paid but they are necessaidly hmited in extent.
;

law has been entirely expunged fi-om English procedure in India. It was cruel,
It did not admit of the evidence of
vindictive, and uncertain of application.
"unbelievers," that

is,

The punishments laid down
many years after the commencement of the

of Hindoos and Christians.

were excessive and capricious

;

yet for

local administration of Bengal, &c., indeed, to a comparative!}^ late period, the

nature or ground
opinion of the IVIahomedan law officer was recorded as to the
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of the punishment to be

inflicted,

while the actual sentence was passed

by the

judge in reference to that opinion.
In the recent extension of emplojuient of educated and quaUfied native
gentlemen, the ]\Ioulvees, and other learned classes of Mahomedans, have been
appointed to the judicial rank of Ameen, and Sudr Ameen, and to be judges of
These
local com'ts of an inferior degree to those presided over by English judges.

very distinguished stations in life, and are w-ell paid. The classes
employed are honourable men very few instances of misconduct ha\'ing occurred
among them in ordinary times. During the mutiny and rebelhon there were
are

also

;

and the temptation of assisting a movement to
recover national gi-eatness w^as too strong to be resisted by all but, on the other
hand, there were many noble instances of good faith and devotion, and, on the
whole, there resulted no reason for the future avoidance of this class of Government

some sad instances of

disloyalty,

;

—

employes, but much the contrary which is in progress of fulfilment. These
learned classes of Mahomedans have never been independent, even during the
There was never what might be called a " bar,"
existence of Mahomedan power.

any distinction or wealth and though htigants
might have then- "vakeels," they were little better than mere agents. In the
"
Biitish provinces, however, there is what may be termed a
bar," which is rising
from year to year in public estimation, and the members of it are Mahomedan as
in

which advocates could

well as

Hindoo

attorneys

time, perhaps,

there are

by an

many

for instance,

revenue has
sub-district

;

There

;

not as yet any well-defined distinction between
but this is in progress, and will no doubt be decided in

lawyers.

and pleaders

rise to

;

is

act of legislature.

offices

open

men

employs

to

In the ordinary

Mahomedan gentlemen

civil

duties of

of education.

Government,

The

police,

of a semi-military character, and the collection of the

—

valuable and important situations as tehsildar, or collector of a
assistant collector, &c.
offices of high trust and
In
responsibility.

many

non-regulation

—

Mahomedan gentlemen

districts,

assistant commissioners,

and

fill

are

advanced to the rank of

other subordinate offices with great efficiency, and
probable they are preferred to Hindoos by those

advantage to the State. It is
under whom they serve. They are quick and firm in their decisions, very

They

men

of business, and extremely persevering and industrious.
are more independent in manner, and
their method of business, than the

frequently excellent

majority of Hindoos

m

but perhaps less patient and minute in investigation, and
While each great division of the
certainly by no means such good accountants.
people is therefore represented, the Mahomedans have no reason to consider
;

themselves neglected.

And

yet they do. The hereditary la^^•yers, who can trace their families up to
the most magnificent of the Mahomedan dynasties, and whose ancestors may have

been imperial satraps, with the destinies of Avhole provinces at their disposal, must
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the continuous pressure of a firm Government, worked
upon
There are no revolutions which could raise a
to be intolerable.
feel

an

modern

man

of

principles,

mark from

inferior to a superior position in

a day.
There is not even the capricious
hifluence of patronage, to raise fortunate men at once to the
highest ranks of
life.
Instead, there is the dull level of senioiity, the vexations of competitive

examinations, the certainty that nothing more than a subordinate post can be
reached, and the loss of the prestige Avhich once attached itself to IMahomedanism
in India, as

it

does

now

to the

once hated and despised

"

The

Franks" of the West.

1857 was a fitful attempt to regain a lost position, which had a miserable
and the class of gentlemen represented, as they pass away, will, it is

rebellion of
failure

;

hoped, give place to a more truly loyal race of descendants one which, abandoning
all hope of the
reinstating of imperial dominion, will be content to take its place
;

honourably and

faithfully in the local administration of the country,

advancement of general

and

in the

be feared, however, that national and
AMierever Mahomedans
years to come.

It is to

civilization.

sectarian bigotry will oppose this for

many

prevailed for a time, during the rebeUion of 1857, their national peculiarities stood
forth in distinct terms.
They commenced persecution at once. Priests and

Moulvees arose among them,

as

they had done

the original invaders of

among

preaching the fierce "jehad," or religious war; and while English were
massacred as at Delhi, the persecution of Hindoos began in Rohilcund.
little
old,

A

more delay in the final contest for supremacy, fought, as of
land would have been deluired with Hindoo blood as weU

old, at Delhi,

and the

as Eno'lish.

Hindoo

—
proclaimed

not, as
temples would have been desecrated, and the fliith of Islam
before, mildly and peaceably, but with the fierce enthusiasm and flmaticism of a

people long debaiTcd fi-om the exercise of what were once cherished privileges.
Happily for all, this could not be. It was restrained by a firm and merciful
Christian power, which holds aU

m

its

hand, and governs without distinction

of creed.

There are no more

strict or

the Moulvees of India.

They

Uiemas of Turkey and

Eg^-pt,

They

are, as

all infidels

;

It is

Mahomedan

faith

than

surpass in these respects, in a great degree, the

who occupy an

equivalent position in social

life.

they believe they ought to be, consistent opposers of, and enemies to,
else they read the Koran and other hcjly books to little purpose. They

believe there ought to be

none.

bigoted professors of the

no

rival to the creed of the prophet,

and they

tolerate

not in regard to the departed glories of an imperial government only

If possible, Hindooism
that they grieve, but that rival rehgions exist and progress.
may be tolerated, but Christianity never. The reforms, the admission to national
privileges of Christians granted
heretical

and abominable.

He

of the Christian princes of the

by the Sultan of Turkey,

Avas

no tine man of Islam

West whom, they would

are

to

ciy,

by them considered

make them, but a tool
"
may God confound."
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By

and by the women, what remains of the old traditional and
of grim enmity is kept alive and it can only be hoped that it

this class, therefore,

hereditary feeling

;

cannot be otherwise modified or extinguished. To
may
education in any English form these classes are deeply and consistently opposed.
Any system that has not the Koran for its base is foul and unorthodox. The Koran
gradually die out, as

it

and kindred books were taught in imperial colleges and
for gloiy and honour.
What is taught in English schools
for

Hindoo

infidels as for

As

assimilated ?
schools.

Mahomedan

true behevers.

is

Is

and

sufficed

latitudinarian, as
it

much

possible they can be

a consequence, the learned classes of ]\Iahomedans do not use om*

They adhere

to

then own traditions

of their own, which suffice for their needs
their lower classes

universities,

;

they have schools and private tutors
but they hardly see yet, that a few of
;

who have

perceptions of existing necessity, are using the despised
English schools, and outstripping them in the race of hfe, for its honours and even
subsistence.

its

A\lio so strict an observer of

Mahomedan customs

of ritual observance as the

He

prays five times a day without fail, and says his prayers
and recitations fi-om the Koran with devout unction. His postures in prayer are
imexceptionable he has learned them of the purest posture master, and there is

devout Moulvee ?

;

not a

breadth of difference in the proper positions of his hands, nor does he
bend too low, or raise himself too high in the several orthodox bomngs and
hau-'s

His beard and mustachios are trimmed according to the precepts of
the Koran, and the sldn of his forehead, worn to a callosity where it touches the
The Moulvee rehgiously
gTOund, bears witness to his frequent devout ceremonies.
prostrations.

obsei'ves

almsgiving, and,

one as a

commands

the five divine
if

he

can, pilgrimage.

substitute, or contributes

saves his conscience.
breast in the

:

He

the

in the

of

faith,

prayer, fasting,
If he cannot go to Mecca, he sends some

somethmg

fasts rigidly in

Mohorum, and

confession

to

some one who

is

going,

and thus

the Rumzan, he mourns and beats his

solemn prayer for the regnant power, said with

prays for the royal family of Delhi, now
nigh extinct. In the nocturnal vigils in the "night of power" who so rapt as he ?
"
revelations," in which many
professing to see divine tilings, to be the medium of
tlae

confession of faith at the Bulu-eed,

of his scholars believe.

Who

more

still

intolerant in India than the

Moulvee

'?

AVho

gathers up his robes as he passes any object lilcely to defile him, even his own
officer's (English) table or chairs, or feet, more
carefully to avoid contact, which

would involve

of pm'ification, so carefully as the Moulvee? and \\ho, on auy
other subject but the law, or the exercise of his profession, is more profoundly and
rites

persistently ignorant?
^\

ho more charitable

The
after

Phansee applies to him precisely.
who more devout, who more respectable

description of a
liis

fashion,

and observant of the outward decencies of
sure about the

"

life,

Turreequt," or path to heaven

who understands
?

better, or

is

more

In former days he might have
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become a Wullee,

Now

or saint.

world, according to prophecy,
Is the

Moulvee

is

for all this

it is

gone astray and is wandering in darkness.
a bad member of general society
By no means.
'?

If he will not progi'ess in intelligence

forced into

them

;

For the

rest

and

of sentiment, he cannot be

liberality

and he does no one harm but himself

nor Chiistians either
do.

the thirteenth centurv, and the Mahoniedan

he

and

;

he can hold

if

a peaceable

is

to some, indifferent to most

;

and

his gi'ound

member

to the last

Hindoos do not

between them,

it is

fear him,

aU he can

of the general body of people, useful
he will cherish those principles of, and

the supremacy of the faith of the Prophet, in which he was
brought up, in which he will die, and which have been the hereditary profession
of his family for centuries. The old man in the centre of the Photograph has
earnest longing

for,

hung over him two
proper

left

hand,

fi-amed texts, which are his professions of faith.
is

"

Soobhan Ulla"

"La illa-ul-Ulla, Mahomed
Mahomed is the prophet of
believes

— Mahoniedan

possible, a

;

— "Glorifying

rasool

Ulla"

God."

He

— "There

is

That over

his

God;'' that over his right,
is

no

a "Soonee," or

and he hates Shiahs and Eafzees of

god but God, and
"orthodox" as he

—

his oa\ti creed, with, if

deeper hate than he does a Hindoo or a Christian.
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MUSSULMAN LAWYERS.
DELHI.
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EAJPOOTS,
(199)
of Eajpoots as single figures, have occurred {ante Nos. 119,
The present group is one of Chohan Rajpoots, of which tribe

ILLUSTRATIONS
120, and 137).

No. 137 was a single specimen, and with
history of the Chohans,
all

Rajpoot clans

;

who

a sketch was given of the legendaryarrogate to themselves the highest position among

nor, except perhaps

it

by the Haras,

is this

disputed.

It is

not

necessaiy to recapitulate the particulars of the Chohans akeady given; but a
sketch of the distribution of the Rajpoots of the North-Western Provinces of India,

and of the

may be

tribe in general,

Brahmms

assert that the Kshatryas, or Kshuttries,

however, consider themselves of
the original

on futm'e

useful for reference

scale, or

this grade,

four di\dsions of

which

Hindoo

is

occasions.

are extinct.

Rajpoots,

next to that of Brahmins in

castes,

and there

is

no indication,

either from feature, form, or character, that the present Rajpoots of the highest
clans,

Chohans, Haras,

«S:c.,

are in

any way debased

essentially warlike and exclusive

fi-om the original stock.

They

preserving then traditions of descent by
the strictest rales of intermaniage, and the nilcs of theh caste as it appears to have
been originally established, as far as was possible under the progi'essive alterations of
are

still

social existence

Brahmins

m the

the Brahmins,

is

and

polity.

abstract,

They

;

profess in general but a small reverence for

and the quaiTel between the Rajpoots, or

as old as the Mahabharat, or oldei'.

In

social

Kshuttries,

and

rank the Kshuttries

When Brahmins

were only priests, the Kshuttries Avere
They were the conquerors and i-ulers of kingdoms. As they
rajahs, or lords.
subdued the aboriginal races and founded local states, the Brahmins followed them,
claim the highest grade.

served them in a priestly capacity, and were the depositaries of learning, which
lu the IMahabharat, the record of a war between twi)
the Kshuttries despised.
Kshuttrie races, the rivals are

then own

tribes,

members of a

and the Brahmins are mere

national sacrifices

raling famih', the combatants are of
spectators, counsellors, or priests of

and ceremonies, evidently holding

tlieu- original position, ^\lli^.•h

RAJPOOTS.
is

similar, perhaps,

and the church of the early and

to that of the feudal lords

middle ages in Europe.

knowledge prevailed over mere power; and as the
Brahmins rose by the exercise of then- learning, so they reduced the Kshuttries
Gradually, however,

to the condition of

and

dependents upon them

The

for religious exercises, for pm-ification,

from their persistent
ignorance, priest-ridden; so losing their independent and dominant character,
and degenerating into helpless rehance on the subtle doctrines and practices
for

general counsel.

As

of the Brahmms.

ancient princes became,

these ancient princes

depositaries of national warlike traditions

—

and

theii-

especial

them commentaries and

gradually introduced into

means not only were the

their bards

flibles

had become the

—

glory the Brahmins
of their own, by which

purport of the traditions altered to suit
Brahminical purposes, but perverted to set forth the glory of Brahmins, and
the only secondary position of their rivals. Such alterations of original position

have been too common a

original

between power and intellect in the
and in the cases now alluded to, there is

result of struggles

history of the world to need notice here

;

nothing presented to the view of the inquirer to vary the course of that result in
the present condition of the two sects.
They are as they became; the one
uneducated, ignorant, superstitious, suspicious, haughty and yet frank, open, and
faithful.
The other intellectual, learned, subtle, and apparently pliant but in
;

respect to rehgious differences, unapproachable in

The

donimant.

that,

purity,

and consequently

Kshuttries' never pretended to the creation or possession of a

national literature.

from

assumed

The Brahmins

established

what

is

now found

existent

and

;

it is

under the application of modern discovery and a better acquaintance with

the Sanscrit language, that the original positions of the tAvo sects are being better
imderstood. In one respect, however, they are inseparable. They are the Aiyan

and while the Kshuttries fought their way eastAvards and
conquerors of India
southwards, and the Vaishyas traded, the Brahmins, as befitted their vocation
of priests, conducted the religious rites and ceremonials of all, and
gradually
a
subtle
and
invention
the
and
detail of
developing
metaphysical philosophy,
;

a pantheon which excites

rank by divine

modern wonder, arrogated

to themselves a superiority of

which though often assailed, has never been broken.
To write a history of the Hajpoots, would involve a history of India. At the
period of Alexander's invasion of India, B.C. 331, they were found the dominant
institution,

powers, as well as the warriors of the land.
philosc^phers.

The Grecian

Brahmins then were only

priests

and

hosts encountered the Eajpoots in the north-west, where

now in

the greatest numbers, and in the greatest purity. But they may be
traced into Bengal, Avhere several of the main tribes settled as conquerors and as

they are

;

the victorious Kshuttries marched to Ceylon, they left there, and on their route,
colonies of then- people, -who grew and multiplied.
Again, when the Mahomedans
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had conquered the Deccan and Southern

and these provinces were ganisoned
by imperial armies, colonies of Rajpoots were left in the positions in which their
descendants are
period,

now

India,

found, as garrisons of

and continue,

Avith their

or

forts,

m

the military stations of that

character and traditions unchanged, and their

purity of descent apparently uncoiTupted, up to the present time.
What remain of the original Kshuttrie or Rajpoot kingdoms,

are

the

which have sm*vived the revolutions of centmies, and
of the Mahomedan emperors to subdue them.
They were often

principalities of Rajpootana,

the

efforts

brought low, but never entirely broken. They seem to have possessed not only
inherent vitality, but the faculty of bending after a haughty fashion, of winning
respect, and thus to have maintained their national existence while others perished.
After the IMahomedans, they had to sustain the shocks of Mahratta leaders, who
were no respecters of race or creed. But they have survived the disappearance of
the ]\Iahrattas, as they did the destruction of the IMahoraedan power, and arc now
of the cro^vn of England.
and a still stranger instance of how

the loyal
traced

;

A

allies

strange destiny

little tribal

if its

constitution

course

l^e

and character

can be affected during three thousand years, whether by successive waves of
conquest, or revolutions of local powers, if its original constitution had elements of
cohesion, even in

The present

human

pride and exclusiveness.

found for the most part in the independent
states of Jyepoor, OodejqDooi', Ajmere, Joudpoor, and in the great area between the
east and north, and the
Sutlej and Indus to the west, the Ganges and Jumna to the

Nerbudda

to the south,

population.
Jhareja,

tribes of Rajpoots are

The

where they form a large and important portion of the general

chief clans are the

Of

and Ratoch.

these the

Chohan

Chohans are

Chowhan, the Rahtore, Hara,
most numerous in Mynpoorie, the
or

Harowtce, their especial province, the Jharejas in Cutch and Guzerat. In
Oude the Rajpoots form the almost exclusive mihtary population, although engaged in

Haras

in

agricultural pursuits
to

be recruited.

by King Rama

;

and

it

was fi-om this province that the Bengal army used

The Rajpoots of Oude,

as the descendants of those

to the conquest of Ceylon, are as

proud and haughty

chiefly

who were

as the

led

Chohans

and Haras of Rajpootana, but are not considered so pure. Among these are the
Siraet and Visen clans; also the Kausika, Gautamiya, all Soorujbunsi, or children of
the solar race.

The Snnet

(a

IMahomcdan

title),

profess to be descended in a

from the Bharata or princes of Hastinapoor, near Delhi, the earliest
Hindoo kingdoui and the scene of the IMahabharat. Agam in Bengal are found the

direct line

Gowtura, and some others affected more or
by impure descent, but as yet distinct. Of all these the Visens are the purest.

Bais, Bhojpooris, Bughela, Rughbunsi,
less

Of

the Soma, or Chundrabunsi, the children of the lunar race, there arc the

Kausika, portions of the Gautama, Chandel and Rahtore, ]\Iaharori and Gaharwar
It would be quite
clans, with Nagbansi, or serpent children, and many others.

RAJPOOTS.
within the hmits of
impossible, indeed,

an ordinary

article,

to notice

all

the clans of

mere enumeration of them, without details of then* cUstinguishing
be wearisome.
legends and traditions, would only
The tradition in regard to the origin of the Chohans has been already detailed
and some other particulars respecting the clan are mentioned in
(ante 137)
Rajpoots, and a

;

The Chohans were rajahs of
valour.
The last king of
Chittore, a place memorable in the annals of Rajpoot
Delhi was of the tribe, and thus numbers of his own clan settled in his dominions,
Buchanan's report on Bengal, and are as follows.

According to an ancient manuscript there were
on the capture of
rajahs of Chittore, of which Rutna Sena was the last; and,

where then- descendants
tAvelve

still

exist.

by the Mahomedans, his four sons retired to different
Chohans of Gorukpoor claim descent from Nag Sen, the

the city

districts.

Thus, the

eldest son;

another

brother settled at Kangra, in the lower Himalayas of the Punjab another in the
]\Ialu-atta country, where several Mahratta families claim descent from him; and
;

the youngest brother at Oodeypoor, whose descendants are still reigning princes.
The Chohans, therefore, continue to preserve their high hereditary rank, and with a
few other clans, as Haras, Rahtores, and Amorhas, &c., are esteemed the pm-est of

how perfectly the great ramifications
Rajpoots at the present period. It is strange
of Rajpoot clans are understood by themselves, and how the necessary distinctions
The great depositaries of clan genealogy are the Bhats, or
are kept up.
bards, who, even in a far more minute degree than the old Scottish bards,
which they belong, and are, as it were,
preserve the history of the families to
men by whom mamages are
guardians of its genealogical honour. It is these
decided,

as

they are

able,

it

is

to

said,

trace

and detect the

least taint

of

most pardonable
impurity or illegitimacy. Of the two, indeed, the latter is the
but the former, by legitimacy or illegitimacy, entirely impossible of reconcihation
;

with the higher castes, and those tainted by
their own.

it,

sink into special classes

and clans of

In regard to religion and ceremonial observances, the Chohans have no
As next in rank to Brahmins, their marriage rites are in
particular distinctions.
and for the rest, thoy arc under Brahmin guidance in all
all respects similar
;

things,

and

affect

the same exclusiveness.

The Chohans have

been as much addicted to infanticide as other clans
been the most inveterate offenders

in

;

not,

it

is

said,

but the Haras have always

this particular,

and the Chohans being

higher than them in rank, and more exclusive, can hardly, perhaps, be innocent.
Of late years, although Rajpoots need not deny themselves animal food, and
especially the flesh of wild hog, yet those

who

are

most associated with Brahmins

have wholly given up the use of it, considering it impure; and by others it
is becoming less and less used.
Rajpoots, therefore, are in by far the greatest
number, vegetarians, subsisting upon fiirmaceous food, with vegetables,

pulse, ghee,
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butter,

and

Nor has

milk.

this afFected their

Kajpoots are decidedly the finest

men

strength or endurance.
that India produces;
many

Some

of the

among them

being six feet and upwards in height, and stout in proportion, ^nth strildngly
handsome features, fair complexions, and gi-ey eyes— the unmistakcable evidence
of purity of descent from the ancient Aryans.
Rajpoots, as a i-ule, seclude their
women, but they do not use them ill and a Eajpoot matron, as the head of a
;

honom-ed and respected above all others. Their widows cannot re-marry.
family,
Tlie group photographed shows a
party of Chohan soldiers, aimed in the
is

native manner.

The

on the right has a broad shield at his back, which is
It may be of
slung over his left shoulder, and can be disengaged in a moment.
rhinoceros hide, or of raw bullock or buffalo hide, pounded and cast, as it were, in
figure

a mould, which is nearly as strong. The central figure is a matchlock man the
other two, ordinary swordsmen.
Eveiy Rajpoot is master of his weapons, and
most of them perform daily gjinnastic exercises, of a difficult and arduous
;

an advanced period of

They have no objection to agriculture,
but, on the contrary, are excellent farmers.
They refuse, however, to hold the
plough, and only do this office under necessity, and when unable to hire a
ploughman. In Oude they fonn the great hereditary proprietary of the country,
character, to

and wherever

them have

life.

they have acquired land and retained it.
In recent times some of them have taken up education, and are now attending
tribes of

schools, filling civil

hardly

less

and other

settled,

situations, for which, fi'om

theh natural

than that of Brahmins, they are eminently capable.

intelligence,

BEAHMINS.
(200)

IN

pre\aous numbers, 127, 147, 160, of Vol. III., subjects of Brahmins have
In
occurred, in which some particulars of them have been slightly sketched.

the present instance a group of fom* persons
reading, probably fi'om a sacred book, to a boy

and

is

most

likely a pupil.

is

who

The other two men

One

represented.
is

sitting

on

of these

is

his right hand,

are apparently listening,

though
of a more advanced

the youth on the right of the group may be a scholar also,
age than the other. The sects and offices of Brahmins, and their assumed and

admitted superiority over the people, as priests in general and particular, form so
important a feature in the social polity of the Hindoos, that a brief review of it
not be out of place here.
In the division of Hindoo castes. Brahmins were, they assert, created the
head of all. They emanated, says the sacred legend, from the mouth of Brahma,

may

as typical

of

wisdom

;

the Kshuttrics, or waniors, from his arms, as typical of

the Vaisyas from his thighs and the Sudras fi-om his feet.
Since then
the Brahmins have been the head of the Hindoo religion, and have played an
extraordinary and wondei-ful pait in the histoiy of the Hindoos, who form so large
strength

;

;

a portion of the intelligent and civilized population of the world. In the preceding
article, No. 199, it has been assumed that the Brahmins were, in all respects, at

they were their priests
and their sei-vants, and had no pretension to temjioral poAver. It does not appear
from the history of India, that the Brahmins in ancient times ever aspired to the

one time subservient

to the Kshuttries or Rajpoots

;

that

is,

rank or responsibility of executive ruUng poAver, or to princedom in any respect.
That indeed would have been a violation of the frmdamental principles of their
order,

which are poverty, abstinence, purity of

bodUy

mortification, with the study of holy books.

life

attained

But

by

seclusion

and

their exclusive vocation

of priesthood, and separation from, and divine superiority to, all other castes, gave
them, from the first, a subtle authority over the minds of their fellow men, Avhich
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ages of existence has hardly modified in any degree, and whicli
over millions of our fellow subjects as it ever was.

is still

as powerful

No

one has been able to penetrate the dim antiquity of the Vedas, the first of
Hindoo sacred works, one which, according to Menu's code, none but a Brahmin
can read, or attempt to expound to the people but from those books the sacred
The Brahmins were the scribes (as
character of the Brahmin was assumed.
;

priests) of the ancient

Aryan

race, of

which those works are the poetic and sacred

and they were collected by them into their present form. By the
and these
institutes of Menu, they were created their guardians and expounders
crimmal laws of the utmost stringency and
privileged offices were protected by
A person who read the Vedas not being a Brahmin, should have boiling
cruelty.
traditions;

;

poured into his mouth, and the like.
defended by enactments framed in a like

oil

The persons of Brahmins were also
No Brahmin covild be put to
spirit.

death for any crime, however heinous its character might be. If any lower caste
If a magistrate even
death.
person molested a Brahmin, he was to be put to
listened to reproaches against a Brahmin, hot lead Avas to be poured into his ears.
with then own priestly
protection thus afforded under the law, together
exclusiveness, preserved the Brahmins in the position they have always occupied

The

in

and

India,

define.

their

It is

own

are likely to maintain, for a period which no one can venture to
trae that many classes of the lower orders of the population have now

priests

—men of

own body,

their

Bairagees, Jogies, Goosains,

«&c.,

or selected from mendicant classes, as

some of whom may have been Brahmins.

that they are not the exclusive expounders of the Vedas, or of the Pm-ans
that

any one who pleases can now study

others, without the fear of boiling oil
also,

that there are

many

Sanscrit,

Also,
;

and

and read them himself or

to

being poured down his throat.

It is true,

number and

influence, as

heretical sects in India, of large

of the North- West; the Jains, and the Lingayets, of Western and
Southern India; all of whom deny the sacred character of Brahmins, and defy

the

Siklis,

their power.
still

Nevertheless the Brahmins, while

hold in thrall

all

other

Hindoo

sects

;

little

affected

by

these heresies,

nor can any material ceremony of life be

In a community of ritualists like the Hindoo, the
occasions in which Brahminical aid is indispensable, are almost infinite.
They are

perfoi-mcd without them.

mediums of all prayers, oblations, and offerings. A caste priest even might order
them to be made but they would not be effectual if offered by him, nor would he
have means of offering them. Such ceremonies begin ere the child of any inferior
At birth,
class is bom, and will continue till he dies, even at an advanced age.
the

;

and marriage, in
during boy or girlhood, in betrothment
fulfilment of vows, in domestic feasts, in sickness, in death, and for the repose of
under any point of view, or
his soul, the assistance of Brahmins is
during childhood,

indispensable,

any circumstances whatever.

With

the regulations of caste, the enforcement of
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and

and the morality or
immorality of members of castes, the
Brahmins do not interfere. Such matters are the province of the caste
gooroo, or
caste rales

discipline,

mstructor, or of

owm

its

priests.

But the Brahmin's

herein he has no competitor, whether

Whether

in

maintenance of

the

it,

original

ritual

supremacy

is

absolute

;

m

the lowest or the highest castes.
establishment of their order, their triumphant

or in the literature which they have
produced during the early

periods of their power, the Brahmins must be allowed to have displayed a vast
continuous force of intellect. In the cultivation of their noble language, Sanscrit,

they have produced philosophical and metaphysical works, Avhich are, indeed,
rivals of the remains of Grecian
There are brilliant dramas, works
philosophers.

on mathematics, philology, medicine, astrology and astronomy, for these were
inseparable, and many other subjects, all showing profound exercise of intellect,
original in their aims and execution, and illustrative of the meditative secluded
profession Avhich the early

They had a monopoly of such

Brahmins assumed.

Mahomedau

and it is evident, as in the case of
conquest
all other monopolies of
learning, that of the Brahmins flourished for a while,
but eventually became exhausted by its very sameness. The original conceptions
knowledge

till

the

;

were truly very noble but these, diluted and weakened by repeated commentaries,
and reinforced by nothing new or original, grew to be puerile and fanciflil. The
consequences of such a result can be easily imagined in the decadence of
;

the

ancient Brahminical,

and

rise

of the Buddhist

faith,

which, in the third

century B.C., rapidly overspread all India, and the adjacent countries to the
north and east, flourished for a while with amazing power, and in India as rapidly
died out.

Nevertheless Brahminism was not dead.

the sudden flame, as

it

were, of

Buddhism

;

had no power to withstand
but worked its own way m obscurity
It

opportunity arose for action. Meanwhile it had compiled the Purans, which
contained a new and picturesque cosmogony of the world, and a pantheon of

till

gods, unknowii before,

whose loves and

moralities, suited the genius of the

avidity,

their

old.

and before

quarrels,

human sympathies and

Hindoo people of

spiritual crusades of the

all classes,

divine

was believed with

Brahmins, aided by the fanaticism of

new disciples, Buddliism was crushed out and died.
The new school of Brahminical faith and doctrine had
The dim mystical Vedas, the metaphysics of the

altered nothing of the
first

philosophers, the

while the grotesque and prurient
tales of the Purans suggested images which became embodied in the idols uoav
worshipped, and in the ornaments of the temples in which they are enshrined.
This strange religious revolution occurred nearly at the Christian era, and has not
non-idolatry of the

altered

since.

first

Theism, remained intact

There are a

hereafter noticed, but
priests of the people.

fcAV professors

;

of the

ancient

creed

who

A\ill

be

by far the greater majority are Puranic Brahmins, the present
No new sacred literature has emanated from Brahminism in
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its

present form, and in this respect the sect

is

now

absohitely silent

and without

only refer to the precepts of ancient fathers, and
follow a com-se in which every element of originality of thought has long been

movement.

It could, in fact,

exhausted.

Brahminism

is,

therefore, unprogressive

;

and were

it

not that the

system of caste forms in a great measure its moral support, it might have sunk low
in the ]\Iahomedan dominion, and might, even in our own, have received severe

some

many who believe its influence is dechning, and this may, to
be the case among the educated people of India, that is, those

There are

blows.

extent,

educated in modern principles but these are, as yet, so very small a fraction in
the milUons of the people, that the Brahmins of this, and possibly many
;

from them, while to the Hindoo masses in
general they are altogether incomprehensible. Nor, indeed, even among these
classes has any movement, like that of the Sikhs under Nanuk, or the Lingayets

generations to come, have

little

imder Chun Bussappa, yet

arisen,

to fear

nor does any appear possible. Educated classes
are still proud of caste distinctions, and cannot dispense with them, for there is no
reflige from loss of caste; and, while their minds revolt perhaps against the
ignorance and prmiency of the Pm-ans, they dally with those doctrines and the
Vedas, and remain as their fathers were, Hindoos, and thus Brahminical dominance
continues to flourish.

In the text attached to No. 160, the ceremonies of a Brahmin's "pooja," or
worship, are sketched but many other essential rites of his life are worthy of
notice.
The first, perhaps, is his second birth, or investitude with the sacred cord,
;

which

the greatest ritual event of his life.
Before he was born, in the foiu-th
of his mother's pregnancy, she had offered up prayers for her safe

is

month

deliverance.

at the birth,
infant
is

mto

In the eighth month these were repeated mider a different form and
the solemn burnt sacrifice and other ceremonies usher the Brahmin
;

life,

At

named.

with prayers for his
six

months the

ceremony, at which

being.

first rice is

all relations

mother's vow, the infant's

Avell

first

assist.

hair

is

When

put into

At two
shaved

its

it is

six days old the infant

mouth,

at a pretty

household

years old, or according to the

off,

and offered to the tutelary

household divinity its nails are cut, and, if a girl, its ears are bored. The next
"
ceremony with male children is the Oopanayan," or ncAv birth, and it may occur
;

at

any time

fi-om ten to fifteen
years of age, according to the occurrence of lucky

or unlucky days, or the ability of the parents to incur the expense.
Up to this
time the Brahmin lad is never impure; he is not susceptible of impurity. He

may

associate with

offence.

Avhom he

will,

and, for the most part, eat what he

After the second birth he must abjure

all this,

A\ill,

without

and become a professed

ritualist.

The ceremony

is

an interesting one.

days, bathed, and purified,

till

The boy

is

at first secluded for several

the friends and acquaintances of the parents, male
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and female, assemble at the house on the day fixed,
bringing garlands of flowers
with them, and accompanied by musicians, themselves
chanting certain litanies and

m

the ceremony, the arrival of relatives, and of the
otficiating priest, the seating of the boy under an awning of plantain and mango
leaves, is marked by offerings.
Presently the boy's head is shaved by the village

holy texts.

barber; he
sacrifice,

Every step

then bathed, anointed, and dressed in red garments; and, after
the sacred thread is passed over his left shoulder, foiling to the right hand
is

At

under his arm.

this

moment

his father, if living, or the priest, repeats to

him

in a Avhisper the

mystic text, the Gayatri, wliich has received many translations,
but Avhich signifies, " Let us meditate on the adorable light of the divine ruler

;

m

the
guide our mtellects." The first thread is then removed, and one
form which is to be worn hereafter continually, of a stronger make, is put on for

may

it

every-day

use.

The boy
in

is

now

hand, he goes

first

a Bramhacharee and a mendicant.
to his mother,

as

he bows before her

in

some

and touching her

Attired as such with

feet,

staft'

prays for her blessing

then to his father, the elders of his family in succession,
and the friends of his family, each of whom gives something. Nor is it uncommon

own

;

districts, to see

the

young Brahmin, accompanied by

a few boys of his

and attended by music, go from house to house of his town or village,
and beg, as a Bramhacharee is bound to do. A feast concludes the ceremony, and
at night the boy is put to
sleep on a deer skin, a bed of koosa grass, or on a bare
rank,

blanket, as emblematic of his poverty

For twelve

and renunciation of the world.

days he has to eat a peculiar plain diet, and at the end of this period the ceremony
is
The lad is no longer a Bramhacharee mendicant, but has become a
complete.
"

Grihusta," or secular householder.

He

for the
Dwija, or twice-born
from the impurity of conception and

is

also

sacrament he has completed releases him
birth, and endues him with the emanation of divine power, which he
hereafter.
After this ceremony he can be married, and, as far as he

;

is

to exercise

is

acquainted
with them, can join other Brahmins in the performance of ceremonials but a
j)erfect knowledge of them, even of the most ordinary rites, and of all the texts
;

and

recitations

which must be repeated without book, requires long and painful

of the highest sects of Brahmins^ girls as well as boys are
brought into the second birth but Avomen are not invested with the sacred thread,
study.

Among many

;

unless, indeed, they become Bramhacharees, and devote themselves to a life of
penance and mendicancy, in which case they shave their heads, wear coarse white

garments, and travel as pilgrims to distant shrines, not unusually dressed as men.
y>uch classes, or other classes of Brahmins,
may be met with in future illustrations,

and fm-ther observations may be reserved till then. In the Photograph, the boy
on the left appears to be a neophyte under instruction, the person reading may be
a pundit,

and the figure

sitting

by him

tlie

boy's gooroo, or religious preceptor.

BRAHMINS.

The whole have adopted the modem Hindoo
bound and se^vn after the Mahomedan fashion.

—the

turban, tunic,

This, in other parts

&c.

—

of India,

might be worn on duty or dming service, Avould be considered impure
reading a sacred book and the difference between the ancient dress and the

though
A\hile

dress

it

;

modem, will, perhaps, be exemplified in these illustrations, when
pecuharities of Brahmin sects and life may be hereafter explamed.

many

other

^

?
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MARWARREES.
(201)
for the

most

in Rajpootana,
THESE,

and

are originally natives of Jonclhpoor

part,

though they come from

Jey^DOor,

parts of those provinces which
are Vaisya Bunneas, men of good caste, and, as a
all

bear the general title. They
class, by flir the most energetic and persevering of native merchants, whether as
wholesale or retail dealers. They have been termed, not inaptly, the Scotchmen
of India.

Their country

is

naturally poor, producing

little

but what

suffices for

consumption, and, mdeed, hardly that in many respects; and this induces
emigi-ation to a great extent.
Gradually but surely the ]\Iarwarrce Bunnea has
local

He
penetrated to most parts of India.
very numerously, for the Bengali Bunnea

is

found in Bengal, though not perhaps

is

as sharp in business as himself, and, as

a pithy Hindi proverb expresses it, "two swords cannot stay in one scabbard."
The ]\Iarwarree, therefore, has gone south. He has spread all over ]\Ial\vah and

Bundelcund; over Nagpoor, Berar, and the Deccan generally; and, if not to
Mysore as yet, he is not far from it. At Hyderabad the fraternity is in immense
strength.

They count among them many,

grain merchants,

dealers

in

all

not most, of the principal bankers,
sorts of produce, and unporters of English
if

manufactures, and sellers of them by wholesale and retail. By the Photograph it
is evident
they are at Delhi, and the group is employed checking oif an invoice of

English piece goods with the goods themselves. In Bombay the ]\Iai"naiTec
merchants are as great as at Hyderabad, if not gi'cater, and perhaps the chief
speculators in that

immense place of

trade.

jMarwarrees

make time

bargains for

opium, for cotton, for grain, for oilseeds, and every possible product of the country;
but their principal trade is in opium and in cotton. They have agents in Malwah,

who

expedite the opium to

railway

;

and

it is

Bombay upon

shipped at once

with opium, from the day

it

is

in

relays of camels,

clip])er ships for

packed

till

it

now most

China.

It is

likely

by the

a race, in

tact,

reaches the China market; and the

Marwarrees speculate for and against time, and gamble, as it were, in this stock.
with a boldness unkuoAvn to other merchants. It is the same with cotton and

MARWARREES.
other staple articles of trade, whatever they may be, and with Government stocks
and general secmities there are no speculators so bold, perhaps none so reckless,
:

as the jManvarrees.
It is little to

say there

a IMarwan'ee

is

and of Berar, Khandeish, and

Bunnea

There

]\Ialwah.

in eveiy village of the Deccan,

Men who have

may be two or three.

nothing but a diinlcing vessel in their hands, possibly hardly more than a change of
garments, and who may be begging their way from caste fellow to caste fellow from
their o^ra country, follow

one another year

after year,

and

settle

somewhere.

At

may be

menial servants or shopmen, travellmg among villages to collect
produce, and to make time bargains, or may serve in any other humble capacity
but as soon as they can secure a few rupees, as much as mil stock a Bunnea's shop
first

they

;

for a day,

they begin

life

on

then*

own

account, and so persevere.

—

would be

say what the Marwarree does not deal in any thing by which he can
money. Scores of articles of produce, which were before neglected or almost

difficult to

make

It

unknown, the MarwaiTees have turned into

staples of

commerce, not only to their

ova\ benefit, but to the benefit of thousands of the people.

hereditary local Bunneas of
Mahratta of the Deccan, or

occupation as a huckster.

They put aside the
The old steady

the country by bold dealing.
Komptee of Telingana, had few ideas beyond his

He went

round and round in

his daily mill, as his

Directly the Marwan-ee settled near him, he began to feel
he was undersold, over-reached in business, and hustled aside; that the people,
even his own constituents, pi-efen*ed to deal with the sharp, shrewd foreigner,

father did before him.

instead of in the dull plodding round of former traffic;
]\IanvaiTee

had the best of the

struggle,

and held

his

Deccan and Berar people, the simple Mahratta
Manvarree a great change for the better; but,
mistaken.

If the old

Bunnea

own

and,

m

the end, the

place triumphant.

The

thought the
in the end, they grew to be
farmers, at

first

was, after his fashion, extortionate, the Marwarree

had no scniples at all. If the Bunnea's compound interest was a sharp touch, the
Marwarree's was illimitable. If the Mai'wan'ee could have calculated it day by
If he calculated interest
day, he would have done so was it not in his bond ?
;

upon

interest

calculated

it

every month or fortnight,

correctly,

it

bad enough
became frightful.

Avas

almost at hap-hazard, it
eaten up by these extortioners
against

;

;

and a

When he
could any one object ?
but when the amount Avas put down
The whole country
serious

was, as

it

were,

movement, which took place

them throughout the whole of the Bombay Presidency, not many years

nay would, have ended in local insurrection, like the Sontal war,
means had not been taken in time to check the spoUation which was going on.

ago, might,

if

Manvan-ees now know exactly how far they can go without violation of the
law, and they exact the utteraiost farthmg.
They are the hardest creditors the
Woe to any unhappy farmer, who borrows to
people ever had, or ever \\[\\ have.

MARWARREES.
his rent,

pay

to

his chikben,

many

to dig a

Avell,

an old family
a son were bom, or his

to

pay

off

mortgage, or to go a pilgi-image which he has vowed if
wife recovered from illness, and allows the Manvarree's " account

"

inm on.

to

He

put down anything in that account. \Mien the period of payment is up, he
take a new bond, wherein all old accumulations are reckoned as ready money.

will
Avill

The account may not be litigated in court,
for the ]\Iahratta farmer has a nice sense of
honour, and he will voluntarily pay all
he can. One thing is certain, he never ceases to pay, and becomes, in point of
By-and-by the screw

fact, httle

will

better than a

be put on.

serf.

If this exists under the English
system,

There the Marwarree

government.

is

much

enlianced under any native
master of the situation, and drives a
it is

by some

go to the
This leads to assignments upon mdi^^dual
Marwarree, teU their tale,
farmers for shares of the general demand, and the ]\Ianvan'ee triumphs.
He has
not only the whole commune collectively, or perhaps severally, as constituents, but
glorious

trade.

Village

he has the

indi'S'iduals

confiscation

by the

communes,
and boiTOw.

who compose

distressed

it;

civil authority, at his

exaction,

and he takes produce, already under
own price. He bargains for more to

cover unpaid portions and interest in advance, and his o^sati terais are the hardest
which he can extort. In such cases there is no com! to appeal to there is no
the Marwan-ee and the civil authorities are one, and the people
justice to be had
;

;

are

ground accordingly.

The

jMarwarree's only serious

enemy

in native states,

except the Dacoits, is the civil authority. He knows he is watched, and in time
comes the screAv. It is useless to resist, and he makes the best bargam he can.

but to what pmpose
What has been screwed out of the MarwaiTce, must come back in some shape or
other from the people, and does come back in time.

His

clients,

perhaps, rejoice

tliat

he too has had

his tmii

'?

;

and opens a shop, he becomes a fixture. The only
thing that can take him away is a great run of luck, and so much money that he
can remove to a great city. In such a case he sells the goodwill of his shop to a

Once a Marwarree

settles

new

He

comer, and goes away, very probably, amidst the sincere regrets of the people.
may have become kind, and no doubt has been ImoAvn to do many a good turn

the community

bom
was
and

there.

at

has not been always extortionate. He had groA^m into part of
perhaps had sent for Iris vnfe, and jMarwaiTee childi-en had been

He

to his clients.

;

Now

he

is

succeeded by another hungiy, lean fellow, like Avhat he

and the same scenes are again enacted. The improvident people must
It is curious how these successive
borrow, and the usual results ensue.

first,

will

Marwan-ee Bunneas have overspread whole districts and pro\dnces, and
how soon men who, m language and in manner, are utterly incomprehensible at
svaves of

time grow together. To the last the original Marwanee splutters out his
meaning in broken Mahratta, aided by his own rude patois, in a manner that is

first,

in

MAEWARREES.
barely understood
there,

much

prehensible.

while in Teloogoo and Canarese

very existence
less his association Avith
any village community, is quite incomVery frequently the Marwarree's national reputation prevents his
;

settlmg in any village of a
and shuts up its shops by

The

district.

local

liis

districts,

Bunnea element may be

strong,

of protest against the outsider.

This scarcely
He ^Y\\1 surely find some place where he is not
signifies to the immigrant.
disturbed, and once he settles, he never gives up
and, indeed, for the most part,

way

;

the people have found out that it is better to encourage the Marwarree to become
one of themselves, to share the fortunes of their community, than to keep him
restless

and

Thus, the Marwarree

striving.

advantage, modifies the grinding,

and

Ijeneficial trader

who can

grasping,

see the best

national

local banker, greatly respected,

spirit,

way to permanent
and becomes the

especially

when he

brings

from his own land, and chikh-en grow up about him. Now he is more
than respected he is honoured, nay, often beloved. His natural intelligence
his -wife

—

spreads

among

the people, and improvement ensues.

community, and he
afford to allow

m

is

him

not,

to be.

His capital helps the Avhole
so to speak, more extortionate than the
people can
He is charitable and industrious, ignorant, but liberal

and proceedings. In short, he occupies a very valuable
makes the most of it in a legitimate maimer.
his ideas

position,

and

known, perhaps, how much the settlement of Marwarree merchants
has influenced the local progress of the provinces to which they have emigrated,
and how much even theh hard, griping proceedings have done to advance and
It is little

accelerate progress, v/liere they could be controlled,

and where the people could be

brought to a knowledge of then own right and the protection afforded by the law.
Berar, one of the greatest cotton provinces of India, under the extortions of the
native government, and the petty IMarwarree traders and bankers, had been
reduced to the lowest ebb. Under our own administration of the province, it is
noAV a garden, and the Marwarrees have,
a very considerable degree, assisted

m

development. They are now content with legitimate
transactions, and extortion for the most part has become a thing of the past.
And the same may be said of them in all purely British provinces. To them

by

their

England
its

in

capital

is

indebted

manufactures,

its

—and

-which

this fact is little

are

carried

known

by them

—

for

an immense extension of

into localities

where they were

previously scarce, and exchanged for local produce, or sold retail to the people.
IMarwarree agency is not confined to India.
The fraternity may be seen in

China, in Africa, in Arabia, and in Persia, unchanged in character, and in their one
For them education has no charms. It is not one of
pursuit, that of wealth.
their necessities at

business,

and a

]\Iany of

all.

is

or write

enough

to carry

on

books have an unenviable notoriety. The
the "i\Ialiajun," a kind of Deva Nagri running hand, very

village

character they use

them can barely read

]\Iarwarree's

MARWARREES,
difficult to read,

sect in the

even by the

writer.

mouths of the people on

There are many jokes current against the

this subject.

One

story

is,

that a

body of them

being assembled for the purpose of deciphering a family letter from home, the
''Your father, Aj-mur-gya,' died to-day;"
following a^vful words were read.
upon which the usual noisy demonstrations of grief began, and the shop was shut
'

Some days

another reading of the letter took place, and the passage
was found to signify, "your father, Ajmeer gya, is gone to Ajmeer ;" and the
result may be imagined.
up.

after,

Marwarrees, go where they will, never lose their national pecuharities. They
are among themselves a kind, hospitable, self-adhering, intelhgent, and cheerful
people.

They

are fond of

gay

dress, especially of the brightest turbans, plain

and

chequered, that the dyer can contrive to dye, and pieces of one colour are not
unfrequently, as in the case of the right-hand figm*e in the Photograph, tied over
others.
They many only within their own gotes or clans, and most usually only

one

wife.

especially

They are a fine, handsome race, with strong features sometimes,
theu women, very fair, and even ruddy, with grey or blue eyes, the
;

In every
evidence of a pm'e descent from most likely an ancient Aryan stock.
point of view, therefore, they are perhaps the most remarkable mercantile race in
India.

MARWARREES.
HINDOO MERCHANTS,
ORIGINALLY FROM MARWAR.
DELHI.
(201)

MEWATEES.
(202)
another tribe of Hindoo origin, which, lilve the Bhuttees, Ranghurs, and
others
the North-West Provinces, has been converted to Mahomedanism
is

THIS

m

but which, in

;

many

still

respects,

its ancient customs and professes a
The Mewatees province is Mewat, and they

adheres to

very spurious character of that

faith.

have been numerous enough to

fill it

and be named

after

it.

At what time

their

not exactly known but it was probably the work of the
Emperor Feroze Toghluk, in the fourteenth century, when so many other tribes
were forcibly made Mahomedans and that Aunmgzeeb completed what was then
conversion took place

is

;

;

There were other clans of Rajpoots converted at the same time, and the
"
Bara pal, bawan gote," signifies that fifty-two
saying attached to these tribes,
different clans resided in twelve places.
Among these were the Mewatees. Like
begun.

a strange mixture of Hindoo and Mahomedan customs still
them. In fixing days of marriage, betrothment, and the like, the

the Ranghurs there
existent

among

Brahmin

astrologer

In negotiations

for

is

is

resorted

marriages

to,

also,

and

his directions followed with implicit credence.

the Mewatees employ Hindoos

;

but the actual

marriage services are performed by the Kazee according to the Mahomedan ritual,
though all of the ceremonies attendant upon them are Hindoo, especially those
with which the

more

women

are concerned

perfectly preserved than

among

;

for

the

among them the Hindoo customs are
men. The Mewatees will not contract

marriages within the prohibited degrees of relationship recognized by Hindoos.
This is a strong mark of original Hindooism, as Mahomedans alloAV the marriage of
cousins,

and

families fi-equently

become very

intricately

The Hindoo custom of a younger brother taking
under the Durejah form of marriage

is still

connected in consequence.

his elder brother's

followed

;

widow

to wife

but an elder brother cannot

take his younger brother's widow in the same manner. Mewatees, as Mahomedans,
eat animal food within the kinds allowed by Mahomedanism but it is said of the
;

wild hog is not yet entirely objected t(\ cooked in the ancient Rajpoot
fashion, and that the women still resist eating beef, which they declare would cause
tribe, that

MEWATEES.

them never-to-be-redeemed impurity.

women have

the

Like most of these half converted

a far greater veneration

for,

and attachment

to,

tribes,

the ancient behef

Both men and women have, however, great faith in particular
Those of the Mewatees are Shah Mudar, of Mukldnpoor, near Cawnpore,

than the men.
saints.

and Sheikh

Salar, of

Avomen take

To the

Oude.

shrines of both these holy persons the

vow but
The original

their children at certain ages, according to

;

Mewatee

when

generally

hair, which has
completed, or at from two to three years.
never been cut in these cases, is then shaved off, and offered up with a thank
It might be thought that
offering to the saint for having guarded the child's life.

teething

is

custom savoured of Je^vish origin

this

strongest evidences of a

Hindoo

Hindoo mother vows the
the period of her

vow

first

;

but

it is

strictly

Hindoo, and one of the

and maintenance of ancient custom.

origin

hair of her child to her tutelary divinity

has run, resorts,

if possible, to

;

Every
and when

the most venerated temple of

be impossible, however, the ceremony is
performed as home, in the name of the god, and the hair shaven off is sent by a
This ceremony is
special messenger to the shrine, to be offered up by a Brahmin.

Should

that divinity within reach.

this

never omitted, even by the highest caste Brahmins, as well as all other classes of
Hindoos, high and low and it is strange, perhaps, that a similar rite as regards the
;

first

bom

is

practised

by

all classes

of

Mahomedans throughout

on the sixth

India,

day after birth. It is difficult to say whether this is an original
Mahomedan custom or one adopted from the Hindoo. It is, however, in any case,
entnely different from that of the Mewatees.
or

fortieth

The Mewatees have not by any means a good reputation

as a tribe.

They

"

like the Goojm*s, thieves and cattle stealers,
according to a local report,
and have the vices of Mahomedans without the virtues of Hindoos." In the
are,

mutiny and

around Agi-a, they were more
troublesome even than the Goojurs, adding to their original evU disposition the
bloodthirstiness of Mahomedan fanatics.
In the latter particular they were led on

by

their

own

some

rebellion, in

pi'iests,

who

districts, especially

are for the

most part ignorant and very bigoted

;

and,

on the occasion in question, preached the "jehad," or holy war, to their followers,
Their acts
exciting them against the Christians and Hindoos of these localities.
of rebellion were, however, quickly
suppressed, and the tribe resumed
peaceful employments.

These

are,

for the

most

part,

agiicultural

;

its

usually

but a few

take service as irregular soldiers Avith native
found south as
princes, and are
far as Hyderabad, in the Deccan, Avliere some of them are in local
employ. There
are a few also in the ranks of the in-egular
cavalry

The

;

but ]\Iewatees do not

enlist in

not migratory, and has the strongest attachment to its
own lands and although members are found in foreign service, they never take
their women with them, and
invariably return, after a period, to their own country.
the infantry.

clan

is

;

As

a race, the Mewatees are one of the finest of the North-Wcst Provinces.

MEWATEES.

men

muscular, and athletic, capable of great endurance, and have the
reputation of being highly skilled in the use of their weapons, both as swordsmen,
I'lie

are

tall,

and marksmen with the matchlock,
their village
their

women

gymnasium.

In

in

coloi;r

which they are instructed
they are generally

if

however, seldom
The dialect of the Mewatees is a

are reported to be beautiful and strong.

seen, as they are almost invariably secluded.

fair,

boyhood in
not ruddy; and

fi-om

They

are,

broad patois of Northern Hindostani, in which the Hindi words of their original
Rajpoot sect are largely mingled and the women in particular are said to speak
almost a pure dialect of Hindi. In general appearance they bear a strong;

resemblance to AfFghans, and, away from their own country, are not unfrequently
mistaken for them. Their costume is more Hindoo than Mahomedan, as they

wear p}'jamas or trowsers, and the mirzaee or short jacket is only
distinguishable from the Hindoo by being tied or buttoned on the left side,
instead of the right.
Their women wear the full petticoat, bodice, and scarf,
seldom,

if ever,

The
neglecting the trowsers, Avhich are the distinctive costume of Mahomedans.
men allow their beards to groAV, but not to any length and the group represented
;

Photograph is a
Avithout arms, and acting
in the

specimen of the lower classes of the tribe, when
as farm labourers or in other menial capacity.
fair

MEWATTEES,

MUSSULMANS.
ORIGINALLY HINDOOS.
DELHI.
(202)

BAIRAGEES.
(203)
a representation of a Bairagee was given,
of the order, or who had ceased, perhaps, to practise

a former number, 144, Vol.

IN who was a lay member

III.,

In the present mstance, however, two members of
the order are given in the gaiise in which they usually appear, either Avhen
austerities of a severe nature.

migratory as perfonning pilgrimages, or engaged in local practices of penance.
These are men who have for the present, at least, renounced the world, and who

perform the habitual penances described in the

article

The

No. 144.

central figure

a Brahmin or Rajpoot, as he still retains the junwa, or sacred thread
twice bom," which hangs over his left shoulder.
The standing figure has

may have been
of the

"

no such

and may have belonged to any lower Hindoo caste; and the
on the right hand may be a visitor, or possibly professing to become a

thread,

sitting figure

Banagee. In the two Banagees there is little of costmne to describe. Their
matted hair is wound round then heads instead of tm-bans their foreheads are
;

marked with the broad

trident of Vishnu, red

m the

centre

and white on each

side.

The sittmg figm-e has covered himself with wood ashes only the old man standing
has marked himself Avith his usual caste marks about the body, and wears a coarse
;

black blanket thrown over

These

men

liis left

shoulder.

are fair specimens of the generality of Bairagees, but there are

others whose limbs have stiffened into various positions under penances,

and who

have become inexpressibly frightful and hideous in appearance. These
were described, as they are at present, in the Greek accounts of India.
Alexander sent

nmnber of them

classes

When

and they refused to come,
Onesicritus, as related in Strabo, quoted by Elphinstone, went to converse with
them. He found fifteen persons about two miles from the city, naked and exposed
for a

to a burning sun,

some

fi.-om

evening in

till

but

fiiUing sick in

some standing, and some lying but all immovable
the attitudes they had adopted.
One of these ascetics,

sittmg,

morning
Calanus, became attached

to speak vdth,

;

Alexander, and accompanied him towards Greece,
Persia, determined to burn himself, and resisted all persuasion to
to
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prolong his life. He ascended the pile prepared for him mtli the utmost serenity,
and died singing Indian hymns. Another Indian ascetic burned himself at Athens.
Of two others in Alexander s camp, one lay aU day in the sun and rain, the other
stood on one foot.

Such were the

ascetics of

2200 years

ago, such they remain ;
or costume.
Then, as

unchanged, perhaps, ui any particular of doctrine, practice,
now, men unable to perform habitual penance, and seduced by the enjoyment of
Avorldly pleasure
if

and

riches,

may,

as

not luxurious, at least quiet,

travellers,

and doing good

some Bairagees

uneventM

do, enter monasteries,

;

live,

instracting children, feeding

lives,

offices as far as possible

and

but the

fierce, fanatical spirits

among them, such as those shown in the Photograph, know of no rest tiU they die.
Where that may be, or how, they have little apprehension or care nor has it been
uncommon for members of these fraternities, weary of life, martyrs to some painful
;

or even fatal disorder, to fling themselves under the wheels of an idol car, to leap
from the sacred rock into the Nerbudda, or stand in the Ganges as the flood is
rising

till

it

overwhelms them.

as fi-equent now, perhaps, as

amazement, and recorded
they do,

who can

tell ?

it

it

Self sacrifice

among

these classes of Bairagees

was when the Greek

])hilosophers beheld

as a noble vh-tue in a heathen.

Once a Bairagee has forsaken

it

is

in

Wliere they go, what

wife and children,

home and

he rarely returns. They are dead to him, he is dead to them. Henceforth
India if he can, and as age prevents
he wanders to every shiine of Krishna
movement, crawls into some monastery, some cave in a lonely ravine, some chapel

friends,

m

by the wayside, and hes there tiU viUagers find him, help him if he be susceptible
Infirm and worn out, such wanderers, if they live,
of help, or bury him if he dies.
frequently attach themselves to the
at last in the full

odour of sanctity.

community which has protected them, and

die

•"V^-^^
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BAIRAGEES.

HINDOO DEVOTEES.
DELHI.
(203)

M E E N A S.
(204)

Meenas

are

one

of the

aboriginal

THEpeopled Rajpootana, where they
Joudhpoor, and generally

wandering races of the

remain.

still

which formerly, perhaps,
They are found in Je}q)oor,

tribes

over Rajpootana; but it is only as one of the
As such
north-west that they are seen at Delhi.
all

they bear the worst of characters. They have been Thugs and. Dacoits, and
may be classed with the Sanseeas, the Khunjurs, and other habitually and
hereditarily predatory classes,

Of

who

and to many appear
redeem the Meenas have been made

are as yet unreclaimed,

some attempts to
and there appears no valid reason why all these wandeiing and
with success
mischievous tribes should not be collected, and prevented from preying upon the
unreclaimable.

late,

;

community

own country

at large, as they

the ]\Ieenas are

may have done
watchmen and

for

In their

thousands of years.

village servants,

and scouts of a low

Being thieves themselves, they are capital trackers of others and it is
"
and inteUigence the " spoor of cattle, or of men, will
sui-prising with what accm'acy

degree.

;

be followed over arid

tracts

and

hills,

Meena quite
the Meena is a

appear to others than a

Avhere the impress of a footstep

would

But wherever he
impossible of detection.
In his oini country, where gangs
robber.

migratory or settled,
can assemble, distant expeditions, involving the employment of many men, may
be organized, and considerable booty be the consequence but away from home,
is,

;

the

Meena has

to trust to his

own

resom'ces,

and he

is

by no means

so quick-

He

has no hereditary profession, and is
obliged to work, very indifferently and lazily, as a day labourer or tiller of the
Instead of this, the Meenas and their women infinitely prefer to steal, and
soil.

witted as the Khunjur or the Sanseea.

do so whenever they have an opportunity being pickpockets, or cutters away of
They
pockets, which is dexterously done with a sharp knife in crowded bazars.
;

can beg also, and can affect the most wretched poverty, with the peculiar whine
which is supposed to excite charitable feelings and as they are generally suspected
;

of prying about with a view to
robbery, they often succeed in obtaining small

MEENAS.

Some

donations.

of the

women

and the use of

love philtres,

are supposed to possess secrets of charms

particular herbs

;

but in most cases they are

and

like their

husbands, idle and thievish, and in the lowest condition of poverty and degradation.
Lilie all of the lowest
IMeenas profess to be Hindoos, but they are outcasts.
converts from aboriginal tribes, they are worshippers of Kali or Devi (Bhowani)
and that not of love or adoration, but of di-ead, and after a deprecatory fashion,
;

which extends to Gram Deotas, evil spirits, and the lilce. They fear the ghosts of
their dead, and make saciifices for the peace of their spirits, observing mth great

and employing Brahmins, where they can
and they are abject believers in all sorts of

care the ceremonies for that pvu'pose,

pay for them, for these rites
apparitions and ghostly appearances.
afford to

;

As

they are utterly ignorant and
uneducated, and yet by no means deficient in natural intelligence, as evinced in
a

class,

and aptitude for tiUing the soil, watching the crops, the
which they can be employed, &c. &c. The reclamation of the

conversation, demeanour,

menial

ofiices

entire

tribe

in

perhaps mipossible, o^Aong to

is

independent states

;

and so long

as

it

spread over so many
portions of it will always be

its

exists,

bemg

In appearance there is little to distinguish
migratory, and in effect changeless.
IMeenas from other low Hindoos. They wear the same costume, both male and
female but in the female, there is not the same attention paid to decent covering
;

of the body, as there
caste exclusively,

is

in classes of a higher grade.

and are

Hindoo

if

their

own

rites,

Their marriage ceremonies
and, as well as the naming of their

the parties are rich enough to afford their
by Brahmins,
In travelhng they
not, according to a smiple caste rite of their own.

children, are performed
;

m

not, as a rule, polygamists.

are conducted according to the

sei-vices

Meenas many

have no tents or
of temples.

if

gi'ass huts,

They

but contrive to get shelter

m villages, in outer cloisters

are great fi'equenters of small fairs

and

village markets,

where

they have the best opportunities for the commission of petty thefts, or get small
jobs of labour, by which they subsist. Meenas eat animal food of all kinds, except
beef; and they drink spirits to excess, and

smoke intoxicating

have the means of purchasing them.

it is

good

food, especially

which their

Of

the

when

women beg

Meena

tribes

unsettled,

But

and they

they are

when they

not often they are able to afford
live chiefly

on meal and

pulse,

by what small wages they can earn.
numerous the Puriars are the chief, who

in the bazars, aided

—and

cbugs,

—

m

Rajpoot descent, and have been singularly intractable and mischievous
their predatoiy charactei*.
The pecuharities of this tribe will be detailed in their
affect a

proper place.

r.

•••^i..
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MEENAS.

HINDOOS OF LOW CASTE.

VAGRANTS.
DELHI.
(204)

JOGIS.
(205)
Jogis must not be confounded with Jogis -uho are religious devotees,
an Illustration of whom was given, No. 158 of Vol. III. They are a low

THESE
caste,

who share the profession of
with Mahomedans of the same

migi-atory tribe, found almost aU over India,

catching, and, to a certain extent, taming snakes,

The Photograph displays two of the tribe exhibitmg cobra capellas, or
and playing to them upon an instniment made of a gourd of peculiar shape,

character.
njigs,

into

which a reed wdth holes

two reeds

set side

by

side.

which has

is fitted,

The sound

is

six holes;

sometimes there are

like that of a flageolet,

and

mellow and sweet, but there is little attempt made at time or melody.
it
may seem, the hooded snakes appear to delight in the sound.

often

is

Strange as
raise

They

themselves, spread out their hoods, and sway their necks to and fi-o in time to the
music, occasionally making darts at the end of the pipe when it is thrust at them.

These snakes are caught

at their holes

when needed by

the snake charmers,

and

After playing for a while, the wily reptile will be seen at the
entrance of his hole, when the music becomes louder and more exciting the Jogi

not without

risk.

;

withdraws gradually, and the snake follows, till he
adroitly by the neck or by the tail, and, in the latter

is

far

enough

case, the captor

to be caught

runs his hand

body up to the head, when the jaws are seized the head
held on the ground, and the poison fangs forced out by a pronged stick.
rapidly along the

this,

the reptile

assert that

it

;

is

hannless, and

takes a long time for

is

gi'adually educated for exhibition

them

;

is

then

After

but Jogis

to recover theh courage.

preserve themselves against the effects of snake bites, Jogis have several
antidotes knowai to themselves, among which is the well authenticated snake stone.
What its peculiar consistence or properties are, are perhaps unkno-\^ni but if
affixed to a snake bite, or sting of a scorpion, it undoubtedly holds fast, and draws

To

;

off the poison.

The Jogis themselves, however,

upon the "Mantras,"

believe that then* safety depends

or incantations, which are hereditary secrets

that are never divulged,

and not upon

antidotes.

among them

These snake exhibitors have

JOGIS.

usually

many

kinds of reptiles in

and mungooses, which

armadillos,

baskets, large rock snakes,

tlieir

and

boas,

the bright
turn comes

are trained to fight Avith snakes;

eyes are often seen watching the snakes' performance, till their own
and it is curious to observe with what eagerness and agility these beautiful and
graceful little animals avoid eveiy dart of the reptile, until they see an opportunity
;

of attacldng

m tm'n.

The Jogis

women

are frequently, indeed mostly, very

good looking, with

are equally

handsome men, and

regular, delicate features.

They

their

are always

dressed in garments of a peculiar yellow or orange colour, Avhich they dye
themselves.
They are worshippers of Siva, and his consort Bhowani, and have

many
to

secret rites, the particulars of

Shah Madar, the

which are unkno^vn.

They

well as gods or spirits of theu' own, whose

names

make

offerings

m their performances,

and invoke him

saint of Mulvkinpoor,

also

are rarely distinguishable,

as

and of

We know them," they will
they strongly object to give any particulars.
"
and they know us.
dare not teU who they are.
If they are not with
say,
Do not ask us to
us, could we play with death as we do, and fear it so little ?
"

whom

We

violate their secrecy,

and become

these peculiar superstitions

may

unfaithful,

else

we should

die."

Whatever

be, therefore, they are implicitly believed.

Jogis are not dependent upon then- snakes alone for subsistence. They not
unfi-equently possess herds of asses, upon which they transport salt from place to
place, dye stuffs and other light produce, which can be carried in small loads.

In this respect, although a migratory
also sell drags

occasionally,

and

when

simples,

which they

They

women

collect in

are believed to

dropsy, rheumatism, and consmnption
their

they are perfectly trustworthy.

settled for a while, prescribe

chronic complamts.

and

tribe,

the jungles and fields

them

;

have valuable remedies
for

for the peculiar ailments of women, sterility,

wounds,

for

and

under

to persons suffering

and of ointments

;

They

fevers,

ulcers,

&c.

;

&c.

Jogis have often been suspected, from their entirely unsettled life, of being
predatoiy, and of undertaking Thuggee and dacoity, with other hereditary crimes.
But, though they have suffered fi'om suspicion, they have never been convicted of
offence against the law, and are, in truth, a very peaceable and Avell-aifected class,

and industrious

after

their fashion.

Many

circumstances, considering their calling in

who

Their women,

so.

and

silver

life,

of the Jogis appear to be in good
and indeed have the means of being

are not secluded, are often seen with a profusion of gold

ornaments, and the

men

Avitli

silver anklets,

and

wrist

and throat

rings.

None

of them are without a necklace of cowries, with a string or two passing over
their turbans, and others of large size tied on their
legs or wrists, with a peacock's
feather

or

two.

These

attached to them.
ot"

peculiar virtues.

ai'e

They

charms

as

are heirlooms,

\\\'\\

as

ornaments, and nuich value

and pass from

is

father to son as possessed

JOGIS.

Jogis are
to

spirituous

sacrifice.

by no means

habitually intemperate, though they have no objection
at feasts for caste
observances, and other ceremonies of

liquors

They

smoke

also

ganja, or

hemp

As they

but none of these to excess.

employ the lower orders of Brahmins
or unlucky days, for
also

employ them

moving

leaves

and tobacco, and use opium;

profess a debased form of Hindooism, they
to

name

their children, to point out lucky

their camps, or
undertaking

at marriages

;

but by

far the greater

any new

number of

pursuit.

They

their ritualistic

observances are rude ceremonies, perhaps aboriginal, or derived from foreign
sources
It

now
is

untraceable.

hazard even a supposition as to their antiquity or

difficult to

origin.

They may be, most Hkely are, as old as the Egyptians, or Assyrians, or Jews,
when there were professional snake charmers, as there are now. Jogis and their

women

are not black, seldom, indeed, even very dark, but bright

and ruddy.

They

have no apparent touch of Turanian blood. Among themselves they invariably
claim an immense antiquity, and assert, as they have every appearance of being,
that they have been exclusively pure in race from the earliest times.
They know
they have no rank as to caste among Hindoos, but they are not a ^vhit the less
haughty and exclusive. These Jogis are not very numerous, and are widely
scattered over India.
They travel in small parties or families, and have places of
rendezvous, as Shah Madar's tomb at Muldvinpooi-, celebrated fans, as Hurdwar,

where they meet, discuss and settle caste affairs,
make their propitiatory sacrifices, perform mystic rites, and again separate. No
one knows of these meetings but the Jogis, and they concern no one but themselves.
Gya, &c,, in

many

parts of India,

Among them

there are hereditary chiefs,

the tribes,

no more.

if

depositaries of legends

be maintained a

Some

and

of the

traditions.

sort of internal

who
men

In

are called

Avho are elders of

are Bhats, or bards,

short,

economy

Niiilvs,

among them

and are the

there Avould seem to

or polity which has hitherto preserved

them

as they are for possibly thousands of years

that

such a class

;

and

a strange feeling
considered that the same
it is

A\ith

now looked upon, when it is
by identically the same people, may have taken
is

place in the palace of
performance,
a king of Egypt or of Assyria, and that either, or both, and their subjects, may
have hstened to the same sweet but monotonous little tune Avliich the Jogi plays
to his snakes,

now

onward with a

loud,

shriek,

now

and

soft, fi-om his

a-^vay before

What

gourd

him

pipe, while the railway train whirls

stretch the almost illimitable Avires of

a period between these tAVO ages to be filled up
and yet that the representatives of the one, and of the other, should meet on
the electric telegraph.

common ground

is

incontrovertible.

!

i

FAMmE-STRICKEN GROUP.
(

206)

Photograph tells its own tale there is no necessity to describe what is so
The peojjle are Hindoos and Maliomedans
truly and afFectingly represented.
;

THIS

together; neighbours, perhaps, in some distant village where misery gradually
made them akin, and they have, at last, been forced to abandon all, and crawl into

the great city for relief Hoav many thousands did this in the flmiines of 1837, and
that of 1860-61 ?
But what a diHerence existed in the two periods in respect to
the people.

The drought and

scarcity of grain in both famines

were the same,
perhaps; but in 1860 there were good trunk roads and railways, which brought
supplies of grain in abundance and, except in the remoter localities of the provinces,
;

the distress was in a great measure alleviated,

not entirely removed.
In 1837,
of Government and of private individuals, the mortality

notwithstanduig the efforts
per day in two of the chief cities rose

hundred

souls, principally arising

t(j

if

the frightful

amomit of no

less

than twelve

from the crowds of fiimished creatures

avIio, like

those represented in the illustration, had crowded in from the districts around,
reaching the scene of relief so Avorn and wasted by famine that they were too weak

make

use of the grain served out to them, and so died, with the food literally in
their hands.
In India, Avhere the cereal crops depend upon a periodical fall of rain
to

to bring

them

to maturity,

it

follows that,

whenever there

no rain the crops perisji
come, there is an unavoidable
is

;

and that between the supply of food lost, and that to
interim of from nine to twelve months of total unproduction, and famine ensues.
Unless such a locality
benefit of a railway,

it

may have
is

the advantage of an accessible sea coast, or the

impossible to supply food.

can travel beyond the limit at which there

is

No

draft or carriage cattle

fodder for them, and

it

has too often

It is not even
ha})pened that this embraced a wider area than even famine itself
too much to say that the great extension of local trade has added to the risk of

famine, and to

its

pressure

when

it

may

ensue.

The

stores of grain

which existed

formerly in every village, and were preserved fr-om year to year with little variation,
are now carried away to supply distant
demands; and where cotton and oil seeds,

FAMINE-STRICKEN GROUP.
and other

staples of trade can be produced, the area of land

sown with

cereals has

Added to these causes, the population of India has
proportionably diminished.
In
largely increased under long continued peace and better sanitary precautions.
the year 1770 the great province of Bengal was desolated by famine.
Upwards of
ten millions of people perished

jungle and forest

:

and

speaking, was made

for

:

became deserted and relapsed

large tracts

many years afterwards

very

little

into

progress, comparatively

That was the year in which the English
administration of Bengal and no adequate means

in local prosperity.

Government undertook the

local

;

could be devised by which the horrible mortality could be stayed, if, indeed, the
The famine in Orissa in
progression of it was at any time sufficiently understood.
1866, was another instance of how, even ^vith the

the desire to aftbrd

means of modern

civilization

and

in

comparison A^th the dreadful necessity could
The coast of Orissa had no harbour where vessels could he and

be effected.

relief, little

discharge their cargoes at that season, and the province was unapproachable by the
usual roads on all quarters by land, owing to the absence of forage again, therefore,
:

thousands of the people perished, until the distress could be relieved. No one who
followed the course of local inquiry in regard to the means adopted for relief, or
the anxiety which existed in England on the subject, can doubt the earnestness of

purpose which distinguished both, and the determination to watch in future any
indication of the recurrence of similar calamity with a view to timely relief
Such
famines as have been mentioned, and there have been

many others

of equally dreadful

agaui where actual prevention is impossible
but in the extension of irrigation by canals fi-om great rivers, and in the construction

effect in other parts of India,

(»f

roads,

and

may occur

especially railways, there exist

;

means of

alleviation

which were

impossible before and there can be little doubt, under complete recognition of the
necessity, that the Government of India will not be remiss in using them to the
;

utmost,

by

anticipation of the results which inevitably follow improvident delay.

FAMINE STRICKEN GROUP.
DELHI.
(206)

KUNAITS.
(207)
Kunaits, wlio are Hindoos, form the most nmiierons of the castes dwelhng
in the Cis Sutlej,
Himalaya territoiy, and are said to be descended fi-om

THE

Rajpoot fathers by

women

The

of lower caste, probably aboriginal.

origin of the

however, to be extremely uncertain, and it is more probable they
are portions of aboriginal tribes who were converted to Hinclooism.
As might be
expected, the Kunaits of the upper ranges are strongly tinctm-ed with Buddhism.
tribe appears,

There are temples of Devi or KaH, and those of the Buddliist faith, in all villages,
and the people worship at both. Theh mamages are conducted by Lama priests,

accordmg

to the

Buddhist

ritual

;

and

local families intermarry,

or nominal Hindoos.

On

exclusively Hindoo.

They employ Brahmin

worship Devi or Kali.
are a very intelligent

the southern faces of the

instead

however, the Kunaits are

of Buddhist priests,

are better educated than their northern brethren,

They
class.

hills,

whether Buddliists

All the ministers of the petty

and

and

belong to
are highly educated, not
hill

states

and some of them, according to their class,
only being good accoimtauts, and possessing a good deal of shrewd, general
information, but able to read sacred books, and to become acquainted with
that sect

Hindoo

;

The

law.

respectable fanners.

earners

and

;

is

it

They use sheep

class

at

large

are

agricultm'ists,

In the higher ranges the Kmiaits are merchants also, and
through their lands that most of the trade Avith Tibet passes.

Thus Kunaits may be seen

as beasts of burthen.

The

strange custom of polyandry prevails

localities.

brother

When

is

alike in the

but they do not settle in the
and are seldom seen far from the skirts of the Himalayas.

tOAvns of Tartary as in the cities of Northern India
latter localities,

and are industrious and

One woman is the wife
left at home with the

of

all

wife,

;

among

the Kunaits of the northern

the brothers of the family.

^Yhile one

the others are absent on their business.

one of these returns, the other goes away. Thus the routine is perfectly
well understood.
It is strange that the Kunaits should continue to prefer this
detestable custom to the practice of each having his OAvn -wife, Avhich prevails

KUNAITS.

but the system of polyandry is maintained
Kunaits profess to be a
nevertheless among a large section of this curious people.
healthier people than others around them, and to be affected by fewer diseases
the more Hindooized Kunaits

among

;

;

but their population does not increase, most hkely owing to the practice above
referred to, accordhig to which, barren women are by no means uncommon.

The

of the Kunaits of the upper hills is a tunic of white blanlvct cloth,
reaching to the knees, as shoAvn in the centre figure of the Photograph, vnt\\ a
into which, on the left side, is
girdle, sometimes of goat's hair, about the waist,
di'ess

stuck a hatchet, and the kachun, or

flint

and

steel case,

trowsers are of white blanl^et, tight at the ancle.

The

decorated with brass.

The head

dress

is

a

felt cap,

with

the brun turned up, into which a peacock or pheasant's feather is jauntily stuck, by
way of ornament. The di'ess of the women is much the same, and they wear a

blanket of red and white

stripe,

which they wind twice round the body, throw one

end over the shoulder, and knotting the other end, fasten it
The whole is secured by two very curious brass brooches.
wear either the
also of

They

making

into the waist behind.

For head dress they

the men, or a large piece of red wool.
They are fond
the crown piece of then- hats of red or other bright colom'ed cloth.
felt cap, lilie

Avear large

heavy ear-rings of

even brass and pewter; but
and occasionally tie it about then- heads,

gold, silver, or

m

long tails,
they plait then- hah'
of coloured wool and flowers, in a very picturesque
with
tassels
intermmgled

women

and ruddy, and though short and thick, are
good looking when young, especially those of the upper districts and classes.
Those of the southern ranges are not so well favoured, and resemble low caste
manner.

Hindoos.

Many

of the

Cotton clothes are

Hindoos of the

plains.

difficult to distinguish

are fair

also

Among

men

fi-om

worn by them, much

the upper Kunaits

women,

it

after the fashion of the
is

sometimes not a

little

when the felt hat is worn, and
Both men and women are constantly

especially

the person is enveloped in the usual blanket.
seen in the hill capital of Simla, aiid their picturesque appearance forms
subjects for sketchers who abound there every season.

many

I

EAE DOONA CHUND.
(208)

AN

Illustration of the Surongie sect of Jains

was given mite 153, Vol.

III.,

and

made on account of the high character of the
Photograph. Rae Doona Chund is a native gentleman

the present selection

is

person represented in the
of the same Jam sect as Shadi Seth above alluded

to,

and, hke hun,

is

a banker

and merchant of great respectability. In the year 1857 he proved his devotion to
the British Government by eminently useful services, and the mformation Avhich
he suppUed from time to time was of the greatest use in ftirthering operations
For his conspicuous loyalty, therefore, he received from
against the rebels.

Government a

dress of

honour and the

title

right in several villages for its support,

of " Eae," as well as the proprietary

which wiU descend to

his family.

The

is of rich cloth
Photogi-aph represents him in the honorary dress conferred, which
of gold, with a valuable Cashmere shawl disposed over the lower part of his figm-e.
In his turban he wears the "siip^ch," or jewel of gold set with precious stones,

honorary decoration, and is worn upon the turban
The whole of the costume is remarkable for splendour and elegance Avhile

which fonns an
only.

essential part of

;

the stem, resolute features of the individual, are an index to his course of loyal
action, in the trying period in

The reader
it is

is

which he took so commendable a

refen-ed to No. 153 for

unnecessary to recapitulate.

some

part.

particulars of the Jain

sect,

which

PUNDIT JOWALLA NATH.
(

209

)

gentleman here represented is a fine specimen of liis class, a secular
Brahmin, in the service of Government. Well educated and liberal in their

THE
ideas,

part above

they are for the most

sectarianism

the

narrow-minded and exclusive

of Brahmins of rehgious or priestly profession,

and prove most

and valuable pubhc officers. The Pundit is, or was, tehsildar, or
He is a native of the valley of
collector of revenue of the Roorkee district.
Cashmere and, as will be evident from the Photograph, his features are of the
intelligent

;

highest class of

Aiyan

—

character

identical, in fact,

with the European

;

and the

between them, and those of other Brahmins represented in this work,
Pundit Jowalla Natli is a person of
will be at once evident on comparison.
He has mastered the English language, which he
essentially European mind.
difference

both

and speaks Avith a fluency and correctness rarely attamed by a
and his honorary title of Pundit could only be assumed upon a high

-^Tites

foreigner

;

standard of proficiency in the Sanscrit literature of his own country.
His costume is a richly embroidered robe or choga of Cashmere cloth,

trimmed with

Enghsh
it

is

fiir,

fashion,

not

with an under vest of cloth.

and the embroidered cap

common among

his people.

is

His trowsers and shoes are of

perhaps an invention of his own, since

Notwithstanding his English habits and

manners, the Pundit presei-ves the rules of his own caste inviolate; while he,
and his class generally, are free from those gross superstitions and idolatrous
observances,
professions.

which are followed by Brahmins of other and less enlightened
There is no doubt that educated natives of India, in the class to

which the Pundit belongs, are increasing in numbers and in influence but they
can do little as yet, perhaps, to affect the ignorance and bigotry of then;

countrymen.

PUNDIT JOWALLA NATH.
BRAHMIN.

SAHARUNPOOR.
(209)

RAJAH OF JUBAL.
(210)

THEof

is

Eajah
the

hill

the ruler of a small territory in the Himalaya mountains, north
station of Simla, and is independent,
except of the British

Government, which exercises a right of general control and advice. Jubal is one
of the many small territories which are classed under the denomination of Simla
Hill States,

and

yields a revenue of fi'om

the conquest of the

hill

states fi'om

Jubal Avas confirmed in his existing

£8,000 to £10,000 per annum. After
the Goorkhas in 1815, the reigning Eana of

territorial rights

by the following deed

"Whereas, on the expulsion of the Goorkhas, the whole of the

:

—

hill

tenitory
has come into the possession of the British Government, this Sunnud, agreeably to
the orders of the Right Honourable the Govenior-General, Lord Moira, received
through General Sir David Ochterlony, is granted to Rana Poorun Chund,
conferring upon

him thakooraee and

possession in perpetuity, in the

Goorkhas.

manner —

He

shall

territory

same manner

of Jubal, of which he shall hold
as he did during the time of the

Government

exert himself to serve the

in the following

:

"1st.

He

shall

employ seventy begarees

Government throughout the
"

"

2nd.

No

3rd.

The armed

nuzzuranah

in

the

constant service

of

the

year.

shall

retainers

be taken from him.
of Jubal

shall

join the

British

force

on the

occasion of a war, and shall not serve any other power.
"

Begarees shall be supplied, when required, for the construction of roads,
"Dated 3rd Ughan, 1872, Sumbhut, corresponding with 18th September,
1815."

In 1852, the present Rajah was a minor and owing to the maladministration of
the property by his father, he was made a ward of Government, and his estate placed
under the control of the political agent at Simla, until he attained his majority.
;

was made contingent also on his fitness for administration, whether the property
should even then be made over to him.
In this respect, however, the Rajah was
It

RAJAH OF JUBAL.

A

not wanting.

good report was made of

his abilities,

and

qualification in all

by Lord William Hay, the officer in charge of the affixirs of the Rajah's
minority, and he was placed upon the gaddee, or throne, under the sanction of the
Government of India, and the Court of Directors in England.
respects,

When

the mutiny and rebelhon of 1857 broke out, the hill chieftains, and
those of the Punjab, were called upon by the Chief Commissioner, Su" John

Lawrence, to afford their aid in the support of British authority
their

prompt and

loyal compliance Avith his orders,

and

;

it

was by

and able co-operation with

of the Hill States, but of a gi-eat portion of
the Punjab, was preserved. The most powei-fiil of these princes, the Rajahs of
Jheend and Kuppoortala, of Puttiala, Nubha, and Kjlore, sent contingents, which
The remainder, with
did good service in the field, and at Delhi, against the rebels.
British forces, that the peace, not

onl}''

one exception, the Rajah of Bussahie, afforded the best assistance they were able in
their separate localities, by preventing the spread of disaffection or revolt, and the
necessity of

further subdividing the disposable British troops.

still

Among

these

young Rajah of Jubal occupied a distinguished place, and thus justified
been reposed in him. On the
loyalty, the confidence which had already

chiefs the

by

his

restoration of peace,

and

permanent reduction was
Government with which his estate is chargeable.

as a reward, a considerable

made in the amount of tribute to
The Rajah is now therefore in very comfortable and independent
his estate

his father's

circumstances,

managed, and he is grateful, as well for the able redemption of
which has been conferred
neglect and extravagance, as for the boon

is

well

upon him.
The Rajah of Jubal belongs

to a local tribe of Rtijpoots, of

which he

is

the

the family settled in the mountains after
emigration from their own proper country at a remote period of time, and having
achieved an independent position, have since been able to maintain it. The title

Like other rulers of

chief

hill states,

of the family is properly Rana, which is a higher grade of Rajpoot rank than
Rajah but the latter, as a local designation, is nevertheless more esteemed and
;

coveted, as emanating from the

Government of

calls

sovereign

power of the country, the British

India.

In regard to manners and customs, or religious belief, the subject illustrated
for no particular remark; he follows the usual habits of Rajpoots, which

differ little in

any

locality of

Northern India.

km'

THE RANA OF KOTHEE.
(211)

Rana

a feudatoiy of the Rajah of Keunthal, who is the
possessor of a considerable tract of country situated in the vicinity of Simla.
of Kothee

is

THE

Rana

a higher title than Rajah but, though actually of a
superior grade of rank, the Rana of Kothee is yet a feudatory and dependant, and
has no direct relations with the British Government.

Among

Rajpoots,

common

is

;

the other reigning families in the Simla States, the Rana
claims to be of pure Kshuttrie or Rajpoot origin; but at what period this tribe
^Yhile some
emigrated to the hills and settled there, is not ascertainable.

In

with

all

and settlement was caused by the
native districts, from which they were driven

authorities consider that the Rajpoot emigration

Mahomedan invasion of their
out to seek a new home, others are of opinion that the settlement of the Rajpoots
was of a much more ancient character, long antecedent to the Mahomedans, and
early

It is certain, at least, that
belonging to one of the periods of Aryan invasion.
Alexander encountered them in the north-west of the Punjab, and there seems no
reason to suppose that the Hill Rajpoots of the more eastern portions of the

Himalayas differed from them in character.
While the ruling families and their feudal barons, as they

may be

styled,

have

preserved their purity of descent in a great degree, by choosing brides Avhose
pedigrees were without taint, the rest of the Rajpoot or other Aryan settlers have
produced the mixed races, Kunaits and others, which now prevail, especially

between the

Sutlej

and Tonee

rivers.

While the Rajpoot

families of the Simla

equal purity of blood with those east of the Sutlej, that is, in the
north of the Punjab, the latter by no means admit equality, nor do the t\\o classes,
districts affect

appai'ently of the

same

extraction, intermariy.

It is alleged that the settlers in

the Simla districts took wives from the aboriginal population they found there,
and this taint can never be purified.

The ruHng Rajpoot

do not possess a good character either for
They are for the most part dissolute and ignorant.

families

intelligence or respectabihty.

THE EANA OF KOTHEE.
In former times they were extremely quarrelsome among themselves, and by
encroachments and retaliations kept up a perpetual system of feuds and their

Under the strong government of India, however, they are obliged
consequences.
to keep the peace, as much one to another as to Government itself, and any
lawless behaviour

would be

visited

by condign punishment.

now

however, that under the means of instruction
barons and princes
attached to them.

may improve

available to

themselves, and thus remove

Their manners and customs

call

for

respects the Rajpoot tribes of the hills differ

no

particular

little

It

may be
all,

many

hoped,

these local

stigmas

now

remarks, and in these

from those of the

plains.

RAJAH OF KOTHEE.

HINDOO OF RAJPOOT ORIGIN.
SIMLA.
(211)

KUNYTS.
(212)

Photograph represents a group of four persons of this class, three men and
one woman, who, according to the custom of polyandry prevalent among

THE

the Kunyts,

may

probably be the wife of the three brothers, with

As

represented in company.

details of this sect

whom

she

is

have abeady been given with

Photogi-aph No. 207, no particular explanation appears necessary in this instance.
The woman does not wear the usual out-door di'ess of the Kunyts, which is fully
represented in the next plate. No. 213. She has only the white woollen shirt and

dark trousers, also of woollen stuff, which are worn in the house, and resemble tlie
ordinary in-door costume of the lower orders of Mahomedan women, without,
however, the

scarf,

which

among Kunyt women.
blanket

is

apparently unknown
the women, are clothed in tunics of white

an element of graceful

The men,

lilce

attire

girded round the waist with a rope of goat's

the trousers being
of the same material, in white, grey, or black, according to the wearer's fancy.
These staffs are woven in the mountain villages from the fine wools of sheep and
goats,

stuff,

and are warm and

soft in wear.

jewellery appears to have been adopted
a token of marriage.

The

hair,

large nose ring of Indian female

by the Kunyt women, and

is,

as elsewhere,

KUNYTS.

HINDOO AND BUDDHIST.
SIMLA.
(212)

KUNYT WOMEN.
(213)
dress of the

woman

in

THEfemale Kunyt costume

Photograph No. 207, did not give the

detail of the

In the
represented in this plate.
or plaid, worn over the under garments

so perfectly as

present instance the striped blanket scai'f
and crossed on the chest, is fastened in

it is

fi'ont

by the cmious

brass brooches

which are called "perchook" or "bamroo;" and their sunilarity to ancient Irish
and Scotch brooches, as well in shape as in their mode of use, will be at once
The warm, soft plaids form a most efficient protection to the wearer
recognized.
from the often severe climate of the Himalayas; and when combined Avith the
jaunty cap, and adornment of the hair wth tassels and knots of brightly dyed
wools, have a very picturesque effect.

Some

of the

Kunyt

girls are

decidedly
with
and
in
those
the
ruddy complexions,
pretty,
represented
Photograph are
perhaps fan specimens of then class.

KUNYT WOMEN.

HINDOO AND BUDDHIST.
SIMLA.
(213)

GOOEKHA, BRAHMIN, AND SOOD.
(214)
of the three principal classes in Nipal are here represented.
short, square figure on the proper right of the group is a Goorkha.

MEMBERS

belongs to the Khas,

or

Kshuttrie

division of the

The

He

people, which, though of

aboriginal descent, claims to belong to the ancient militaiy division of Hindooism,

but has a marked distmction fi'om the Rajpoot tribes of India. The true Goorkha
He can eat any food except beef He
has, so to speak, few Hindoo prejudices.

and

is,

India.

m

cooking place, when absent from home
in eveiy respect, a better soldier than the Hindoo of the plains of Upper
The true value of the Goorkhas as soldiers was sufficiently evident in

needs no particular care

maldng

his

;

the war with Nipal in 1815, when, on several occasions, stockades in the

hills,

and

other positions, were defended with a gallantry and devotion, which excited the
admiration of the English soldiers opposed to them and though the Goorkhas
;

were eventually obliged to sue

for peace,

the British Government of India.

have

assisted the Mahi-attas

to Nipal,

ceded
war,

m

to urge

1815

when

it

m

they have never since broken

faith

with

would have been very possible for them to
the war of 1815, when the Peshwah sent embassies
It

an advance against the

British,

and the recovery of

districts

but the Nipalese Goveimnent was not then, or dming the Affghan
might have done us serious injuiy, to be moved against us, and in
;

1857-8, a large Nipal

force, in active

co-operation Avith our

own

against the rebels

and good-will had never
been weakened. From the hill tract gained by the Avar of 1815, the Goorkha
population has frn-nished us Avith many excellent soldiers, and the native mfantry

in Oude, proved that the former bonds of mutual respect

of the Bengal Presidency has no more faithfril or distinguished corjDS than the
Snmoor and other battalions of Goorkha infantry. The Goorkha represented is in
his ordinary costume, and armed Arith his national Aveapons, the boAV, and the
which, in his hands and at close quarters, is a very
the exception of the mountaineers of Coorg, none of the

kookeri, or ciu-ved knife or

deadly weapon.

With

warlike tribes of India

bill,

make use of

this peculiar arm, Avliich is as efficient as

a

GOORKHA, BRAHMIN, AND SOOD.
hatchet to clear away jungle, as it is in battle.
Although armed with the ordinary
rifle in our own
army, the Goorkhas are still allowed to wear their national

weapon,
without which, indeed, they would not perhaps serve at all.
Tlie middle figure of the
group is a Nipalese Brahmin, who, as descended
from Aryan stock, contrasts strongly with the Goorkha, whose progenitors were

Turanian aborigines.
military tribes

According to Mr. B. H. Hodgson's valuable report upon the
of Nipal, many of the Brahmins of the North- West Provinces were

driven into the Himalayas by the IMahomedan invaders of the twelfth century, and
finding the Nipalese a rude and uncultivated people, succeeded in converting them
to

Hindooism.

They admitted

the highest ranks of the higher orders of Nipalese
to the position and privileges of Kshuttries, and also the
offspring of their own

women

Thus the Khas, or select of the warhke
Goorkhas, are in some respects of mixed origin, partly aboriginal and partly
Aryan; but the aboriginal element necessarily exceeds the mixed in a large
connection with

of that tribe.

Neither Nipalese Brahmins or Kshuttries are allowed to be pure by
their representatives of the
plains but the Brahmins who converted the Goorkhas,

proportion.

;

and established themselves

and maintam

in Nipal as their priests, are

then* position towards other local classes

by no means uneducated,

on the same terms as those

of other parts of India, affecting a similar amount of ceremonial purification and
exclusiveness.
It is remarkable, however, that though they have admitted their

by investing them with the
unpressing them with the necessity of

original converts to the ranlc of the "twice born,"

sacred thread, they have not succeeded in

those ceremonial observances, without which a Eajpoot of the plains would be
"These highland soldiers," says Mr. Hodgson, "who dispatch
utterly unclean.

meal

m half an hour,

and

ceremonial law by merely washing their
hands and face, and taking off their turbans before cooking, laugh at the pharisaical
rigour of our Sipahis, who must bathe from head to foot, and make piija, ere they
their

satisfy the

begin to dress their dinner; must eat nearly naked in the coldest weather, and
cannot be in marching trim in less than three hours." The original stocks of

Brahmins have become very much subdivided in Nipal. ]\Ir. Hodgson gives a list
of no less than
ninety-fom- tribes or sects, some of which may be recognized as
belonging to the Brahminical division of Upper India; but by far the greater
portion of them are evidently local designations.
Many of these divisions do not
intermaiT}^,

and the nearest any one of them can approach

in pedigree to

an

original Indian stock, the higher its rank in the scale of purity.

Although strong by religious position, the Brahmins of Nipal do not ever
appear to have aspired to the condition of rulers of the countiy. The present
royal family belongs to the Khas, which in its turn has twelve subdivisions, again
divided into

many

Khas, there are also

which rank, as it were, in groups. Beside the
Ektharga, Tluikoori, ]\Iagar, and Garung, which are exclusively

sej)arate clans,

GOORKHA, BRAHMIN, AND SOOD.
military tribes (Ksliuttrics), subdivided,

lilve

the

Ivlias,

into clans or families,

whose

designations are derived evidently from local and aboriginal sources, and prove
that the influence of Brahminism did not affect the orio-inal constitution of the

who

accepted Hindooism as a religion. The most remarkable
with the original conversion, was the setting aside by the
flict, however, connected
Brahmins of the fundamental laws of Hindooism, in admitting converts to the high
military tribes

rank and privileges which the military tribes of Nipal imquestionably possessed in

own country.
The third figmre is a Sood, who represents the mercantile class of Nipal, but
which is now much scattered along the fi-ontier, and into the Punjab. The Soods
then-

affect to

be

real Vaishyas,

but are probably descended from aborigines of low rank,

and were recognized as of the third class in Hindooism, on the same principle as
the Goorkhas attamed the highest rank in the warrior classes, on the conversion of
The Soods are Bunneas at Simla, and generally through
the whole population.
the

hill -vdllages.

They

eat animal food, except beef, with

do not intermarry with other

They
are

Bunneas, who hold them

obtain, however, credit for

a steady,

calling.

money-getting

game and

very intelligent in

Both the Brahmin and the Sood, according

They

to be of low degree.

more honesty than Bunneas

class,

fish.

the

in general,

exercise

to the horizontal

of

and
their

marks on

but the Soods of the Punjab are
said to be attached rather to the doctiines of Nanuk, the founder of the Sildi faith,
their foreheads, are followers of

IMahadeo or Siva

;

than to those of Brahminism.
In the practices of then- religion, the Hmdooized Goorldias do not differ from
the older Hindoos of the plains in any remarkable degree, and they observe the

same ceremonies and

festivals,

both general and

social.

It is probable,

however,

that their aboriginal spirit has preserved them fi-om bemg as much
and practise a freedom which is
ordinary Hindoos, and that they thus enjoy
unknomi in India proper. There are fewer restrictions by caste, and those which
exist are rather tribal or clannish distinctions than rehgious observances.
priest ridden as

\'

%\

CASHMIRI.
(215)
merchants from Cashmere are very commonly met -with at
They bring
Simla, and, indeed, in all the northern stations of India.
shawls, scarves, embroidered cloths, and other local manuflictures for sale, as well
as diied fruits, which are readily disposed of
The costume of the Cashmiris

MAHOMEDAN
differs

from that of ordinary Mahomedans of India.

often ungraceful tunic, the garment

shown

Instead of the tight and

which

in the Photogi'aph,

is

called

almost universally worn, especially in winter. The best are made of
soft serge, or cloth, woven from the fine wool of the shawl goat, and the natural
chogha,

is

brown, grey, or Avhite, are preserved. These garments are frequently
handsomely embroidered on the chest and shoulders, as also down the bade, by
colours,

sillv

or woollen braid in remarkably chaste patterns;

Cashmere manufacture, perhaps, Avhich more

and there

is

no

class

of

taste
perfectly exliibits the exquisite

of the artizans of the country, than these embroideries. They are never in varied
colours, and the best effects are produced by braids in monotone, crimson upon
white, dark grey

both in

sha^^'ls,

upon

light grey,

and other combinations.

and even choghas, are now becoming kno^^^l in
be found for sale in the shops of London and Paris shawl

scarves, cloaks,

Europe, and are to
Avhile in the
merchants
;

beautiful

collections

of the

specimens of the finest descriptions of work can be
in Indian productions.

The Mahomedans of Cashmere
Northern India.

They

are,

admixture of Aftghan blood
they ever been remarkable

Mahomedans
their

elsewhere.

;

for

are in

the

no

most

India

exammed by

Museum, many
those interested

Avise different fi-om then'

part,

brethren of

Soonnies, and have a strong

but, as a rule, they are not a military class, nor

have

for the

They

military spirit so abundantly displayed by
and
are, however, a fine, handsome race of people,

women, who have not unfrequently

—

These manufactures,

ruddy complexions, are esteemed
of India.
Since the sale of Cashmere
fair,

veiy beautiful the Circassians, as it wei-e,
to Golab Sing, the Rajah of Jummoo, by Sh H. Hardingc,

in 184l>, the oppressive

CASHMIRI.
character of the local administration has induced

many

of the shawl weavers and

embroiderers to leave their native comitry, and settle in the northern cities of
India and in most of them, colonies of native Cashmiris have been established,
;

which

subsist

upon the manufocture of

articles in local estimation

;

but the shawls

have not the softness or beauty of those produced in Cashmere, and the best
articles produced are perhaps the embroidered shawls, scarves, and choghas, before
alluded

to.

Cashmere was

originally

an independent IMahomcdau kmgdom, but was

the Emperor Akbur in
conquered and attached to the imperial dommions by
of retreat from the
1587, and was used by him and by his successors as a place

summer

heats of India.

It

passed from the

Mahomedan

rule to that of the Sildis

Rajahs of Jummoo.
Could the entire possession of the Punjab have been foreseen, it is not improbable

in 1818,

and remained

in then- possession

that the beautiful valley

till its

might now have been a

sale to the

British province.

.v

CASHMIRI.

FROM CASHMERE.
MUSSULMAN.
SIMLA.
(215)

SONS OF

NADOWN

RAJAH.

(216)
a to^rasllip situated on the

is

NADOWN
Kangra

banlc of the Beeas river, in the

which the history of the Nado^vn Kajah is intimately
now known under the name of Kangra, includes -within

district, -with

The

connected.

left

territory

a tract of hilly and mountainous country, extenduig fi-om the Sutlej on
the east, to the Eavee on the west. The northern extremity touches upon
its limits

Ladakh, while its southern limits rest upon the plains of the Baree and JuUundur
Doabs. " Here," says Mr. George Barnes, in his Kangra Settlement Report^ " on
hills just raised above the level of the plain, and mountain crests higher than any

peak of the Andes, eveiy zone of climate and variety of vegetation is to be met
with, from the scorching heat and exuberant growth of the tropics, to barren
heights destitute of verdm-e, and capped with pei-petual snow."
Formerly the larger portion of this tract owned the sway of eleven Rajpoot
chiefs,

the

names of whose

1.

Kangra.

2.

Huneepoor

3.

Seeba.

4.

Datarpoor.

5.

Junoon.

principahties are noted below

:

—

or Gooleir.

common

ancestor.

Descended from a common

ancestor.

Descended

fi'om a

'

'

\

7.

bookeit.

8.

Chumber.

9.

Noorpoor.

J

10. Boojahul (extinct).
11.

KooUoo.

the Eajah of Kangra was the foremost in position and influence: not
only as regai-ds the four chiefs descended fi-om the same common ancestor as

Of these

himself, but as regards

and accordmg

them

all.

The Kangi-a Rajahs

to the local legend, the family

is

not of

are called

human

Kutoch Rajpoots,
"

origin.

The

first

SONS OF NADOAV^ RAJAH.

Rajah sprang to life in full proportions, like Minerva fi'om the brain of Jove, created
from the perspiration of the brow of the goddess enshrined at Kangra." The

Kutoch Rajpoots also claim as their forefather the king of the "Trigurta,"
"
mentioned in the " Mahabharat
and, although this claim is questioned, there is
no doubt that the family is of extreme antiquity. From incidental notices in
;

would appear that 1,900 years ago there was in existence a Rajah of
Kangra, or Nagm-kot, as he is more frequently called and the students of Indian
history will remember that in the year a.d. 1008 Sooltan Mahmood of Ghuznee
history

it

;

undertook a plundering expedition against the fort and temple of Nagurkot, from
which he is said to have carried away " 700 mauns of gold and silver plate, 200
mauus of pure gold in ingots, and 200 mauns of jewels." During the long period

Mahomedan ascendancy in

Hindoostan, the Rajahs of Kangra and other Rajpoot
chiefs mentioned above, although shorn of some of their most valuable possessions,
seem to have maintained themselves in a state of semi-independence.
story is
of

A

still

cmi-ent in the country, that

the settlement of these

when the

great financier, Rajah

Todm- Mull,

after

was asked by his master, the Emperor Akbur, what
that where he had found meat he had put it into his

hills,

he had done, he replied "
master's treasury, but where he had found bones he had
In other words, the rich valleys in the Kangra
miperial domain, while the less fertile tracts were

cast

them

to the dogs."

district

were annexed to the

left in

possession of the Hill

Rajahs.

Kangra, and the rich valleys of which it
the centre, passed out of the hands of the Rajahs of Kangi-a and it Avas not
Thus, for

is

many

centuries, the fort of

;

until A.D. 1786, after the decline of the

Mahomedan power

in India, that

Rajah
Sunsor Chund, one of the most famous of the Rajahs of Kangra, succeeded in
recovering his ancestral possessions.
however, of doubtful gain to him; for

The recovery of

the fort of Kangra proved,

great natural strength made it an object
of desire both to the Goorkhas and the Sikhs and to prevent the fort falling into
its

;

the hands of the Goorklias, Rajah Sunsor Chund found himself obUged, in 1809,
It is said that he who holds the fort
to sun-ender it to Maharajah Runjeet Sing.

of Kangra, holds the Kangra hills and, in the instance of Maharajah Runjeet Sing,
this proved to be the case; for, dating from the time he occupied the fort of
;

Kangra, his authority gradually extended, and finally became paramomit throughout
these hills.
Rajah Sunsor Chund died in A.D. 1824. His son and heir, Unrodh

Chund, succeeded him

but on being pressed by ]\Iaharajah Runjeet Sing, to give
his sister in maniage to a son of the Maharajah's prime minister (a Rajpoot of
good family, but not a Rajah in his own right by hereditary descent). Rajah
;

kingdom, and to live in, exile fi'om his
native hills, rather than compromise the honom* of his ancient house by an inferior
Rajah Sunsor Clumd
alliance, and he accordingly took refuge in British territory.

Unrodh Chund determined

to sacrifice his

SONS OF

had another

NADOWN RAJAH.

Rajah Jodbeer Chund, whose mother was a gudun, or native of
the highest range of hills, and famous for her beauty, but not entitled by her
position or bhth to be recognized as the wedded wife of the Rajah of Kangra, the
son,

members of whose family prided themselves

specially

upon the purity of

their

Maharajah Runjeet Sing, however, looked with favour upon Jodbeer
Chund, created him Rajah of Nadowu, and conferred upon him his present
Jagheer, yielding an income of between three and four thousand pounds sterling
descent.

per annum.

Two

of Rajah Jodbeer Chund's

sisters,

who had been given

in

marriage to Maharajah Runjeet Sing, immolated themselves on the occasion of
that monarch's decease
being burnt alive as Suttees, on the funeral pyre, with
the dead body of then husband.

—

The Kangra

was ceded by the Sikhs to the British, under the treaty
concluded at Lahore on the 9th of March, 1846; and since that time. Rajah
Jodbeer Chund has displayed unshaken loyalty towards the British Government.
district

In 18-18-49, there was an insurrection in the Kangra hiUs, in which several of the
Rajpoot chiefs took part. On this occasion Rajah Jodbeer Chund sided with the
British
and, more recently, during the Sepoy war of 1857, Rajah Jodbeer Chund
;

volmiteered to send his second son to Hindoostan, where he served in

command

of a native troop of horse, and for the gallantry displayed by him in the field,
he obtained the " Order of Merit." His father has been recently appointed a
Knight Companion of the Star of India. The Photographs are likenesses of two
of his yomiger sons.
In connection with the Rajahs of Kangi-a it should be stated that the Rajpoots
who claim descent from the same ancestral stock are very numerous in the Kangra

was largely practised previous to British
rule, partly owing to the extravagant manner in which Rajpoot marriages were
celebrated, and pailly owing to the iTile that a Rajpoot must never join his
district.

Among

these, female infanticide

another rule a Rajpoot must never drive
the plough, as doing so involves the offender in the loss of caste. Accordingly, the
Katoches and other descendants of the royal famihes of the hills, who have not

daughter in marriage to an

inferior.

By

ancestral estates for their support, are often reduced to great straits for Uveliliood

under our more peaceful

rule.

Many have enlisted

in

our native army, others have

taken service as messengers in our public offices, and some again are engaged in
menial work in the tea plantations which have been formed in the Kangra district.

1

SONS OF NADOWN RAJAH.

KUTOCH AND PUTHANEEA EAJPOOTS.
(217)
clans

Kutoch and Puthaneea, of the

THE

hill tribes

of Rajpoots, are settled

Kangi-a district, in the north-eastern portion of the
Punjab, and claim a very ancient and illustrious descent. Many other tribes
affect to be Rajpoots, but theh pretensions are not admitted by the royal clans,
the

principally in

who

not interaiany or eat with them. These royal clans receive peculiar
honom's fi-om their inferiors. They are addressed by the title of " Mecan," Avhich,
will

though a Mahomedan designation, has been adopted by them, or was probably
The Hindoo salutation of " Jey
conferred by one of the Mahomedan emperors.
Deva," "Victoiy to God," is also addressed to them, under royal or clannish
These clans still maintain great exclusiveness. It is dishonourable to
privilege.
them to give a daughter to an inferior, or to take an inferior ghl as wife for a son
;

daughter where marriage is contracted.
They are
of degradation to hold the plough and
agi-iculturists, but consider it a mark
perfonn manual labour. There is little in theh dress or habits to distinguish them
to

receive

money

for

a

from other Rajpoot tribes -which have been previously described. They seclude
theh women very strictly, and are not without suspicion of practising female
infanticide.

As

maintamed

their

soldiers

they are

spnited and brave,

and

their

chiefs

have

independence and possessions thi'oughout centuries of revolution
and disorder. These Rajpoots do not, however, like then brethren of Nipal and
Oude, enlist in the British service. Their objections to serving at any distance
fi'om home, and to discipline in any form, are too decided to be overcome.
ISome
of them, however, take service with the native chiefs of the Punjab and Rajpo(jtana.
As a class they are haughty and intractable, but inoifensive among their own

they have now little scope for the exercise of any martial spirit
they possess, the prosecution of theh former feudal and other quarrels has become
Kutoch is the ancient name of the celebrated
impossible under English rule.

mountains

mountain

;

for while

Kangra, and the tribe takes its appellation from the place.
The term Puthaneea is derived from Puthan Kot, where the tribe first settled after
fortress of

KUTOCII AND PUTHANEEA RAJPOOTS.
its

emigi'ation fi*om Hindoostan proper, at probably a comparatively late period.

There are upwards of twenty clans of Kajpoots in the Jullimder Dooab district of
the Punjab, of which those represented are the chief in rank and position, and the

Kutoch clan numbers

several chieftains

among

its

members.

In their religion

they follow the Brahminical faith, then- Gooroos, or spnitual teachers, being
Bralunins; and, as a consequence, their ceremonial observances are the same as
those of Rajpoots elsewhere, with

remark upon

m

theii"

diet.

little

They may

difference.

Nor

is

there anything to

and they are
but they smoke tobacco and

eat animal food, except beef,

forbidden the use of fermented or distilled liquors
ganja, the latter to excess, and use opium as fi-eely as then* fellow caste
;

men

of

Rajpootana. As a class, they are in the deepest ignorance and it is, perhaps, or
has been, a questionable point, whether it was not dishonourable in a chieftam to
;

be in any degree educated.

RAJPOOTS.

KUTOCH AND PUTHANEEA.
HINDOOS.

TRANS-SUTLEJ STATES.
(217)

SEEBA EAJAH AND SUITE.
(218)

Seeba Kajahs are descended from the same ancestral stock as the Kangra
About
Kajahs, of whom a detailed accomit has been given under No. 216.

THE
six

to

hundred years ago Eajah HmTee Chund, one of the Kings of Kangra, is said
have formed a separate principality, the capital of which was HuiTcepoor

Goolier; and in the fourth generation after Hurree Chund, a younger brother

of the reigning prince, by
a tract of country on the

name Seebrun Chund, made
left

himself independent in

bank of the Beeas, calhng the

tract Seeba, after

During the long period of Mahomedan and Sikh
ascendancy, the Kajahs of Seeba maintained the integrity of their principality.
When the Kangra district passed into the hands of the British Government in a.d.
his

own name, Seebrun.

chief

Ram

Sing (the central figure in the Photograph) was the reigning
The income derived from his estates is about two thousand pounds sterling

1846, Rajah

per annum.

He

lives at

Dadah, which

is

within three or four miles of the Beeas

For some years past Rajah Ram Sing has exercised the powers of an
honorary magistrate, and the figure in the Photograph on the Rajah's left is the
sheristadar, or ministerial officer of his comt the other is an armed attendant of
river.

;

the Rajpoot caste.

A SODHEE.
(219)
Sikh faith had been estabhshed in the Punjab dming the latter part of
the fifteenth centuiy, by Nanuk, a Rajpoot or Kshuttree, who Avas born in

THE

the year 1469
India.

In

its

but

;

made no

it

local position,

progress beyond that province into other parts of

however,

its

followers were inspired

by a

fierce

and

which impelled them into resistance against the IMahomedans, and
into association for what afl:erwards rose into a national bond of union.
The
fanatical spirit,

struggles between the conflicting parties continued, almost Anthout intermission,

the

wlien Govind, the tenth Gooroo, or spiritual leader, in
succession to Nauulc, considerably altered the original Sikh faitli, by abolishing
distinctions of caste, admitting all creeds and castes of Hindoos as converts without

until

year

distinction,

reverted to

1675,

and upon terms of perfect equality. At the same time he in so fiir
the original Hindoo foundation of Sikhism, that he advocated the

reverence of Hindoo

deities,

and of Brahmins.

By

these means, there

is

no doubt

that he obtained a large accession of followers, and that

of the Jats and

Rajpoot tribes joined the now formidable confederacy,
Govind AAas a man of ardent fanatical zeal and indomitable

before Avavered.

many
who had

fi-esh de\^otees

joined the Sikh standard, he

of initiation, and recommenced the
Avhich probably

had never

IMahomedans and the
Avars,

fierce

Eventually,

As

croAvds of

made

a military profession the pledge
hereditaiy feud against the Mahomedans,

been discontinued.

The

Avar

betAAcen

the

though of a desultory character, Avas, like all religious
and unrelenting, and horrible cruelties were practised on both sides.
Sikhs,

the

hoAvcA'er,

fastness to fostness,

mother, and

entirely

A^alour.

IMahomedans prevailed.

GoAdnd

Avas

hunted

fi-om

and, after sustaining the loss of his bravest foUoAvers, his

many members

of his family, he was finally overtaken, and cruelly
put to death. By this event, the office of chief rehgious instructor or leader of the
Sikhs ceased to exist but the military spirit and combined association, Avhich it
;

had been

GoA'ind's object to establish, surA'iA'ed his death,

and ultimately secm'ed

A SODHEE.
for the Sikhs

a national existence and independence, which, as the imperial power

of Delhi declined, became more and more formidable.

Descendants of Govind

still

who

exist,

are

tenned Sodhees.

They
leader, and

are

are
reverenced as the descendants of the great teacher and military
but they have
supported by the voluntary offerings of the Sildi people at large
neither the office nor the sanctity of an hereditary priesthood, and though supposed
;

most part an idle class, remarkable chiefly for profitless
and dissolute lives. They have not the severe ascetic spirit of the Oodassees, nor
the fierce fanaticism of the warrior Akalees, and hold an anomalous position of
to act as teachers, are for the

soon
honour, which but for their descent from Govind, would, very probably,
not ensure them real or well-founded respect
disappear, for their mode of life does

hke other Sikhs, eating animal food, except cows'
The Sodhees have obtained a sad
excess.
flesh, and drinking "bhang" to
the assertion that they cannot
notoriety for female infiuiticide, which they justify by

among

their people.

They

live

mix the blood of Govind with

other than

its

own.

under the present administration of the Punjab,

It

may be hoped,

this

however, that

shocking crime has been

suppressed.

a respectable member of the Sodhee family;
described to have a fresh complexion, reddish grey eyes, and to be five feet

The
he

is

subject of the Photogi-aph

two inches
with

fur,

m

height.

is

His costume

is

a brown Cashmere choga, or robe, lined

and a white Cashmere shawl over

his shoulders.
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EAJAH OF MUNDI AND MINISTERS.
(220)
signifying a market-place,
76*^
MUNDI,

58',

on the

left

is

a township situated in

banlc of the Beeas river

;

lat.

31°

and although the

43', long.

site

of the

only 2,557 feet above the sea, it is hemmed in by mountains
more than 7,000 feet high. Mmidi is the capital town of the IMundi state

town

itself is

;

but in troubled times the chiefs took refuge in the stronghold of Kumlagurh,
which consists of a chain of fortresses, partly of masoniy, and partly constructed
out of the rock, surmounting a range of ahnost perpendicular mountains, between
4,000 and 5,000 feet high. The Rajahs of Mmidi claim to be descended from a

who

emigrated, many centuries ago, from the plains of Hindoostan,
and established for himself the principahty of Mundi. In its main features the

Rajpoot

chief,

history of this chiefship

is

similar to that of Kangra, as given

under No. 216

—that

during the long period of Mahomedan ascendancy, the Rajahs of Mundi
thus they
maintained themselves in a condition of semi-inide independence
is,

;

built forts,

made war upon

A.D. 1820,

chiefs,

and exercised the ftmctions of petty

Wlien, however, the authority of Maharajah Runjeet Sing became

sovereigns.

paramount

rival

in the

Kangra

when Mr.

hills,

the Rajah of

Moorcroft, the

Enghsh

Mundi became
traveller,

his tributary;

and in

attempted to pass through

Mundi, he was not allowed to do so, because the sanction of Maharajah Runjeet
Sing had not been obtained. At that time Rajah Toree Sain was Rajah of Mundi.

On

Zalim Sain, who died
in 1839, when Rajah Bulbyi- Sam, a natural son of Rajah Toree Sain, was appointed
his successor.
When, in 1846, under the treaty of Lahore, the Jullundur Doab
his death, in a.d. 1826,

he was succeeded by

his brother,

passed into the hands of the British, Rajah Bulb}T Sain was
the reig-ning chief, and he was confirmed in the possession of his principahty,
subject to the annual payment of one lakh of napees (£10,000), as tribute to the

and the Kangra

British

hills

a revenue

which one

is

From

the state of Mundi, which has a population of 11,309,
obtained of above three laklis of rupees per annum (£30,000), of

Government.

lakli is

derived from mines of salt at

Gooma and Dmng.

Although

EAJAH OF MUNDI AND MINISTEES.
veiy inferior in quality to that obtained from the Pind-dadun Khan
salt mines, the people of the hills are accustomed to its use, consume it largely
There are also valuable iron
themselves, and give it exclusively to their cattle.
the salt

is

mines in Mundi

but as these mines are in inaccessible

situations, the

consumption
of the iron is limited.
Rajah Bulbyr Sain died in January, a.d. 1851. His son.
Rajah Bijoy Sain, was then a child about three or four years old; and, for the
management of the Mundi principality, a regency was appointed, the president
;

being Wuzeer Goosaen, a Khatree by caste, who, from a very humble position, had
raised himself by his ability to the office of Prime Minister, another of the

members being Meean Bhag

In the Photograph all
these are represented: Rajah Bijoy Sain in the centre, Meean Bhag Sing on the
right of the Rajah, and Wuzeer Goosaen on his left.

The

practice of Suttee

Sing, the uncle of the Rajah.

was formerly can-ied on to a

extent

fearfril

by the

Rajahs of Mundi, in common with all the principal Rajpoot families in the Kangra
hills.
Close to the entrance of the town of Mundi are several monumental stones,

have died,
bearing representations in relief, not only of the Rajahs of Mundi who
but of the women who have perished with them by the rite of Suttee. As one of

up on the death of each Rajah, there are memorials here of
thousands of victims to the cruel rite of Suttee, With the last two Rajahs who
died under Sikh rule (Rajahs Toree Sain and Zalim Sain), thirty-five women

these stones

is

set

With one, seventeen and, vnth the other, eighteen. Of these thirtyThe practice of Suttee was
five women, more than half were slave girls.
interdicted by the British Government in 1846 (see Aitchison's Treaties, vol. ii.,
page 379). At the same time the Rajah of Mundi was called upon to put a stop
perished.

;

to the practices of slave dealing, female infanticide,

and the burning or drowTiing

of lepers.

The Rajahs

of

Mundi on

instance, the present chief

The same

Sain.

claim to

is

"
Sain."
accession always take the affix of

Rajah Bijoy Sain, and his father was Rajah Bulbyr

followed

by the neighbouring
be descended from the same common ancestor.
rule

is

For

chiefs of

Sookhey,

who

would be impossible, perhaps, to adduce a stronger proof of the beneficent
influence of the British Govermnent over petty feudal states, than in the case of
It

Mundi, particularly

in the entire suppression of the almost unlimited Suttee,

which

took place upon the death of a reigning prince while in all essential respects such
It is
states are practically independent in the management of their own affairs.
;

as impossible

now

to practise the shocking

and barbarous

rites

which, under a

mistaken sense of honour, were pre^^ously so persistently followed, as it is to
engage in clannish wars and reprisals, which prevailed everj'where without check.

RAJAH OF MUNDI AND MINISTERS.

SHEIKHS.
(221)
the Trans-Sutlej States a great

IN Hindoos are

found,

who have

number
lost

any

of descendants of formerly converted
tribal distinctions,

such as have been

Pachadas (No. 180), &c., and have
already noticed in the Ranghurs (No. 178),
become merged into the general local Mahomedan population. The original
converts from Rajpoots or Jats are not called Sheildis, but preserve distinctions
which are understood
themselves, and are continued in relations of marriage

among

which continue to keep up, even among Mahomedans, an
The Sheikhs,
affected distinction arising fi-om superiority of original Hindoo caste.
however, probably belonged to the lower orders of Hindoos, and are now in no
Mahomedans yet in the Photograph the figure to
respect different from ordmary

and

in other respects,

;

the right, with the strong black beard and full moustache, has the features of a
on the left are as decidedly Mahomedan,
Rajpoot, while those of the elder person

and the moustache

him

to

is

removed

in the orthodox

Mahomedan manner, showing

be a person of careful religious observances.

every^'here in the Punjab, and in

all

The Sheikhs

are found

manner of employments.

domination Mahomedans Avere not allowed free

During the Sikh
exercise of their rehgion, and in

in which the Sikhs had
pursuance of the ancient hereditary feud between them,
been victorious. IMahomedans in general, and especially those descended from

converts, are held to

be a despised

race.

Under the

British

administration,

however, they have already risen very considerably, and are likely to rise in a
are
con-esponding degree with then natural intelligence. The persons represented
men in comfortable circumstances, landowners and farmers. The old man on the

wears a quilted tunic of purple chintz, wth a plain muslin scarf, and is five
The figure on the right has a green embroidered
feet seven inches in height.
coat, a loose white turban or handkerchief on his head, and a scarf of rich brocade

left

over his shoulders.

SHEIKHS.

MUSSULMANS.
FORMERLY HINDOOS.

TRANS-SUTLEJ STATES.
(221)

ZEMINDAR OF DAGAR

TRIBE.

(222)
of tribes converted fi'om Hindooism to the Maliomedan

which have
INSTANCES

smce preserved

faith,

but

have been

their original distinctive character,

given in Nos. 178, 180, &c. (ante), and the present is another ilhistration of
similar effect in a member of the Dagar tribe or clan, which is found on the
borders of the Punjab, chiefly along the banks of the Sutlej river. The tradition
of the clan, is, that they were originally Chohan Rajpoots, residing in the
neighbom-hood of Delhi; but they have no record of the period at which they

were converted to Mahomedanism, or under what chcumstances, forcible or
otherwise.
It is most probable, however, that, like the Pachadas, Ranghm's, and
were forcibly converted by one of the early Maliomedan emperors,
after having been taken prisoners, and then located as a colony upon tracts that
were then possibly uncultivated. Another tradition, is, that they migrated from
then- own country m Rajpootana, and settled at Pak Puttun, in the Googaira
others, they

whence they have gradually spread along the banks of the
the Ferozepore district about one hundred years ago.

district,

Like other converted

clans, the

Dagars

still

retain ancient

Sutlej,

reaching

Hmdoo

customs,

changed as the Ranghurs, Bhuttis, and others of
the same classes.
They are farmers and cultivators but their work is of a veiy
slovenly nature, and it does not seem that they have much real interest in the

and

in

many

respects are as

little

;

—

means by which they gain their livehliood theh farm work, the labour of
ploughing and tilling the soil, being distasteful to them in a high degree. As a
consequence they are improvident, and bad tax payers, generally in arrears of rent,
Local reports do not, however, give to this tribe
or paying it mider constraint.
the same character for lawless proceedings which has attached
similar origin.

As Mahomedans,

itself to others

the Dagars are ignorant and bigoted

;

of

but they

of remark.
possess no distinctive featm-es as to ceremonial obsei-vances worthy
if ever,
out of their own clans, and in this respect the resemblance

They rarely,

many

between them and the Ranghurs, Buttees,

&c.,

is

remarkable.

Like the Pachadas,

ZEMINDAR OF DAGAR TRIBE.
the males object to wear the Mahomedan drawers or trowsers. Instead of
these a voluminous loongee or waist cloth, like that shown in the Photograph, is
too,

—

a
invariably used, with a loose turban or handlverchief wound round the head
slovenly costume at best, and an index, as it were, to the character of the Dagars.

The men of the

tribe are, however, fine robust figures, with strong

and a bold bearing.

The whole
least,

clan

is

Their

women

marked

features

are secluded, but are stated to be handsome.

ignorant and uneducated, and in this respect, for the present at

unimprovable.

\

ZEMINDAR.

DAG A R TRIBE.
MAHOMEDAN.

FEROZEPORE.
(222)

KUMHARS.
(223)
Photogi'apli represents

THEmstrument,

the

a,

Kumhar

or potter at work, with his piimitive

"

potter's wheel," wliich,

and the wares he makes with

it,

have probably been unchanged smce the earliest period of civilized influence in
India.
Beside him is an earthen pot, unglazed and made of coarse clay, such as
are

m

daily use

by

millions, identical in

form and material with those vessels dug
be the remains of the most ancient Aiyan

out of cairns and cromlechs, Avhich may
invaders, or of a tide of invaders beyond the Aiyans.
Indeed, perhaps of the two,
the ancient vessels are the best, for some of them are whoUy or partially glazed,

though

indifferently

whereas the Kumhar's ware

;

all

is,

over India,

entirely

without glaze, nor is the process understood by these artizans imder any form.
Beside the figvu-e on the right hand are a few earthen toys
specimens of
those painted elephants, sheep, horses, male and female figures, images of gods
:

—

and goddesses, small cups and vessels which are used m childi-en's feasts
and displapng neither any perception of artistic form or execution, but
and

as precious to

Hindoo, as

then equivalents are to English children.

all

rude,

still

toys,

At every

they are sold by hundi-eds, and the potters' stalls are
generally surrounded by a crowd of admiring and envious vtrchins, standing agape
at blue, yellow, and red elephants and horses, tigers, and panthers, with brilliant
village

market or

red spots and

fair

stripes,

and the most wondeifid parodies on the human form divine

In the Photograph, a specimen of a " topee walla,"
or " man with a hat," othen^^se a European, is given, of which the cap is perhaps
The figaue has, however, a certain jaimty air, suitable to the
the most mtelligible.
that

it is

possible to conceive.

ordmary pretensions of the class it represents.
The Kumhar is found in eveiy locality of
He has the same wheel, and the same
particidar.
whether

red, grey, or black.

A finer or more

India, differmg in
clay,

essential

and means of preparing

it,

valuable description of earthenwai-e

not required by the people, and what he produces
No one uses plates and dishes of earthenAvare in India.
is

no

is

exactly what they want.

To

a Hindoo, any thing

KUMHARS.
but brass or copper would be impossible, except unglazed earthenware, to be
broken as soon as used. With Mahomedans it is the same but the occasional
;

use of English plates and dishes is begimiing to be observable, and may increase
and in many old famUies, large China bowls are preserved, which tell of the times
;

when China ware was largely imported for royal use. It might
have been possible for the Kumhars to have improved their wares upon these
models but that has not been the case, and there is no perceptible difference, as
of the emperors,

;

has been stated above, between the quality of the pottery of the cahn period and
The wheel is everywhere worked on the
that now manufactured by the Kumhars.

a steel socket in the ground, and is put in motion by
a pole shod with iron, which is inserted mto a small hole in the outer rim and the
Avheel is then turned gradually to an extremely rapid rate, and left spinning round

same

It is set in

principle.

;

by its own impetus, to
Sometimes the wheel

increase which a ball of clay
is

is

often placed on the edge.

of solid wood, as that in the picture

;

in others

it

has

spokes and a heavy outer rim but the principle and mode of working is the same.
The clay is placed in the centre above the pivot, and moulded into the form
;

requned by the fingers of the workmen, or by the application of a wooden tool in
interior of large vessels
portions which the fingers cannot reach, especially in the
with narrow necks, used for holdmg rice or other grain, as weU as onions, tamarinds,
and other daily household requirements. The Kumhar makes ware of all sizes,

from the smallest earthen cup or water vessel, to jars or urns of from two to three
Such vessels require larger wheels than that
feet high and proportionate width.

when thro'vvn off, are beaten as they dry with wooden spatulas, to
Some of the larger vessels are not without a
strengthen them for the baking.
shown, and

certain elegance of form, but the manufacture itself

is

everywhere of a very clumsy

and imperfect nature.
he takes his

Kumhar
will

is

many

He makes

no pretension to rank as a Vaisya and
That of the
is hereditary.
place with other artizans whose occupation

The Kumhar

is

a Soodra.

strictly so.

potters,

As

a potter, so the son will be the daughters
and thus the station, like the skiU of the potter,

the father

and no others

;

;

is

;

In the village council, which was a notable feature of the ancient

never changes.

system of the Hindoos, and still exists in most parts of Central and
Southern India, the potter is one of the hereditaiy officers, like the blacksmith and

village

It

caipcnter.

is

evident that, as the services of such artizans were indispensable

to the early communities,

they were wisely rendered hereditary, by securing to the

possessors certain rights, privileges,
still

possesses, his original share of collections

farmers.

of so

He

much

and the

Thus the potter had, and
of grain and other produce fi-om the

and immunities.

like

has a turban and scarf from the weavers, or a yearly compensation
He has a pair of new shoes per year from the shoemakers,
per loom.
;

and he has

"

tiic

potter's field," in rent free tenure, with other lands,

KUMHARS.
at a

nominal fixed

rent,

as

his

The

special hereditary right.

position of an

a highly respectable one in
eveiy village community.
In return for what he receives, the potter has to furnish, free of cost, water and

hereditary potter, therefore,

cooldiig vessels

for

and

marriages and festivals to the
the people and other artizans, he maintains a sort of

travellers,

With

at large.

commimity

is

at

certain

system of interchange of work and produce, which is peifectly understood. The
potter is also frequently a farmer of land, and in general a good one, being, after
the nature of persons of his calling, sober and industrious.
In rehgion he is a
Hindoo, and for the most part a follower of Siva, rather than Krishna that is, of

—

There

ancient Hindooism, rather than modern.

Central and Southern India, he
for

is

little

doubt, perhaps, that hi

descended from a convert from aboriginal faith
of the ancient superstitions, such as Shakti and snake worship, aud that
is

;

many
the Gram

Deotas, or viUage divinities, observed by shepherds and milk sellers,
The potters employ Brahmins as
&c., are shared by the potter and his family.

of

aU religious and social ceremonies, such as marriage and the like but it
cannot be said they have any particular reverence for them. Their knowledge of

priests in

;

indeed extremely hmited, and only what can be
gathered fi'om recitations by Brahmins, held in the village on certain occasions.
They have, however, priests of their own who are not Brahmins, and who, while

their OAvn

professed foith

is

they instruct in moral observances
the caste fi-om transgression of

its rules.

food, but very few indulge in

and vegetarian

diet

common

domestic festivals or of

it.

to

keep the membei's of
Kumliars are not forbidden to eat animal

after a

They

homely

fashion,

simple farmaceous
only on occasions of

prefer, as a rule, the

most other

castes.

It is

that they indulge in animal food at

sacrifice,

all.

Some

of

the potters are addicted to spirituous hquors, and occasionally use them to excess,
and all smoke tobacco; but, as a class in general, they ai-e remarkably sober,

wherever they are found, extremely inoffensive, and noted for an absence of crime,
even above other artizan classes of similar rank. For the most pai-t they are
of India, and perhaps likely to remain
ignorant, especially in the northern portions
so.

Nor

are they at aU remarkable for that quick-witted intelligence which

characteristic

of other castes

and grades of artizan divisions of the people.
women, and a good deal of the trade Avork is done

Kamhars do not seclude their
by them. Nor is it uncommon
vessels as rapidly as the

The only attempt

is

to see

them

at the wheel, throwing off ordinary

men.

improve Indian pottery that has been made, is at
Madi-as, under the superintendence of Dr. Hunter, whose pupils have produced,
and still produce, many useful and elegant articles of ceramic art. In the south of
to

India, the finest material for pottery exists in the

with granite

;

and Dr. Hunter,

Kao-hn

clay,

found

m conjunction

in prosecution of his able instructions, has

the practicable use of this material

known

to

numbers of potter

pupils.

made

But the

KUMHARS.
ancient wai-e
Avhich

it

is

cheap and

still

put

continues to be the real want of the people for the uses to
is
very efficient, and has the great merit of being extremely
;

it

plentiful.

The most
Coimbatoor

curious specimens of potters' art that are found in India, are in the

of the Madras Presidency, and probably to the south of that
consist of figures of horses, of terra cotta, soundly made and baked,

district

They
and by no means

locahty.

inelegant in forai in

some

cases,

which have been

up round
if not
larger, and
set

temples as votive offerings. Some of these are of the size of life,
In the ornamentation of these strange figures
others ver}^ diminutive.

much

skill

has been employed in the moulding of beUs and trappings, decorations for head
and the style of work is much superior, as is the
stalls, saddles, and the like
quality of the material, to any tiling in use at the present time.
Many of these
;

horses are said to be very ancient,
as the deified hero, leader of the

that the art

and are beheved

to

be votive

offerings to

Ceylon war, related in the Ramayum.
of constractuig them of large size has been lost.

Ram,

It is said

I"^
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Photograph represents members of one of the most inteUigent and useful
classes of Upper India.
Tliey are esteemed Hindoos of the third, or Vaisya
Those of
grade, in some locahties, and of the Sudi-a, or fomlh grade, in others.
the third gi'ade are invested with the sacred thread, and are therefore classed

THE

Some

divisions of the

same

among

the twice-bom.

and

there be any difference between the two sects,

if

themselves Khayet,
very slight. Khatris

class style
it is

merchants, and scribes by profession. In the former class
they are not perhaps veiy remarkable, because wanting in the steady, moneygetting quahties which distinguish the Uggm^vallas, the Jains, and other purely

and Kliayets

are

but as the scribes of Upper India and Bengal, they are
very remarkable, and in universal employ, both by om* OAvn governments, and
As a class they cannot be said to
those of native princes, and by mdividuals.

mercantile sects

;

but they are excellent accountants, whether
after the Persian, Hindi, or English methods, and they are able to conduct
ordinary correspondence, and to act as clerks and secretaries. They are esteemed
possess any high degree of education

very true and

faithful

in all confidential transactions,

Mahomedan emperors were
those of the financial and

but

it

was

;

largely

fiscal

employed

departments.

and

in the times of the

in political transactions, as well as in

Many

of them rose to be ministers

in administrative measures, particularly in regard to revenue, that

;

they

most distinguished. With few exceptions, those being Mahomedans, the
Ivhatris and Khayets conducted the financial affah-s of the entire of Northern

Avere

India.

They had almost

a monopoly of the oflices belonging to these departments,

of putwarries, or village registrars.
AVhen Brahmins would not
educate themselves for employment, which involved the knowledge of Persian

and of the

offices

—

—

them an impure foreign tongue the
and were the only class that did so, were
to

Khatris,

who

did qualify themselves in

certain of service, whether in

it,

Government

employ and the same condition obtains at present, two-thirds, perhaps,
of the Hindoo Government employes in the Bengal Presidency bemg Kliatris
or private

;

KHATRIS,

and Khayets. Those who do not take
mdividuals, become merchants and traders.
but they are

rare,

and

it

service

A

with Government or private

few perhaps embrace professions

appears to depend entnely upon what the father

is

;

or

was, what the son shall be.

Hiatris and Khayets are a very numerous sect in Northern India.
They
extend from the Punjab to Bengal, and are certainly more numerous and in better

circumstances in the latter than in the former.

In the neighbourhood of Delhi,
also, and from thence to Allahabad and Benares, they form considerable items of
the population. In other parts of India they are comparatively rare, and are

immigrants wherever found. Many of them accompanied the imperial Mahomedan
armies on then' expeditions into the Deccan, in the capacity of secretaries, pay-

and general

nor was there any detachment,
or troop, or company of imperial infantry or cavalry, without its lOiayet scribe or
keeper of its accounts. As the Mahomedans settled in the South of India, Khayets
masters, commissariat agents,

and

Ivliatris

accompanied them

own

married out of their

scribes

;

but they rarely stayed permanently, and never
caste tribes.
When the Deccan became the seat of the
;

Mahomedan government
established as

its

of the South, and the family of the present Nizam was
Soubadar, many eminent famihes of Khatris accompanied them

from Delhi, and became the financial
still

The

in existence.

new kingdom.

staff of the

Maharajah Chundoo

late

Of these most

are

Loll, at first peschcar, or finance

prime minister of the now independent principaUty of the Nizam
of Hyderabad, and as such held office for many years, with virtually uncontrolled
power. In this office, and at the summit of his influence, a witty epigram was written
minister, rose to be

and

Hyderabad, comparing the IGiatris to foxes, and deploring that
the government of the famous Nizam ool Moolk had been eaten up by them
a
result which, for the time, was not perhaps without foundation.
The lOiatris at
circulated at

—

still

Hyderabad

possess their high hereditary offices of finance ministers, treasm-ers,

auditors of accounts,

customs, with

many

and

secretaries of state,

others of great dignity

superintendents and collectors of

and emolument, accompanied by

titles

Of the poorer members
according to their rank, and valuable hereditary estates.
of the sect, most are clerks in departments and in these offices show the usual
;

talent of the class in acquiring

versatile

Persian, in

which

theii"

Mahratta and Teloogoo, in addition to

original education consisted.

Khayets and Khatris are worshippers of Bhowani or Devi, and of Siva her
husband but the adoration paid to the former is greater than to the latter. They
;

are also believed to profess

and follow the obscure and impure

worship, in a greater degree than other sects.
beef,

and are remarkable

sweetmeats.

among Hindoos

They
for

eat

their

Spirituous liquors are not forbidden, and

all

rites

animal food except

excellent

many

of Sliakti

cookery

indulge in

excess habitually, as well as in smoldng
intoxicating compounds.

and

them

to

Intellectually

KHATRIS.
superior as they undoubtedly are to

yet ahvays attaches

itself to

to have impaired at

them

any time the

that have been detailed.

;

other sects, the reproach of intemperance
though the fact of its existence does not seem

many

efficiency of their

conduct in the various calhngs
The ceremonial observances of this sect are similar to

those of other Hindoos of the same grade, and are conducted by Brahmins, who
are also their gooroos or spiritual teachers, and, in the houses of those who can
afford to

keep them, household

and division of

and

priests.

They marry

strictly

within their

own

sect

they should have taken service in a distant or foreign
state or country, return home to seek their Avives
preferring to do this, than to
contract

local

sect

;

alliances.

if

—

As

a class they are very charitable

and hospitable,

means; the wealthy among them being, perhaps,
then' expenditure, especially on occasions of domestic festivals, and
Indeed, the sect has the general character of being improvident and

accordmg

to their

money, which

is

perhaps not without foundation.

proflise in

in charity.

reckless of

\
I

«-_!

•

'i

I

i

;

,

1
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I
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Akalees form one of the

mendicants among
the Sikhs though they can hardly be considered mendicants in a strictly
religious sense, being rather fanatical soldiers, who have become a class, than

THE

five great divisions of religions

;

devotees like the Oodassees,

Nanuk

Shahees, and others,

who

a strictly
represented in the
affect

accompanied by severe ascetic penances. As
Photograph, the Akalee is always armed to the teeth. His high conical tm-ban,

religious

life

like the rest of his dress of a blue colour, is encircled

in the use of

a steel

bow

by

rings of sharp steel quoits,

very sldlful. The rest of his arms are a sword and shield,
of the ancient Parthian pattern, with a brace of horse pistols, or a

which he

is

In

equipment the Akalee

a truly grim
and formidable looking person and in most of the fraternity there is a peculiar
wildness of expression, partly owing to fanatical spirit, and partly to the habitual use
collection of daggers in his waistband.

this

is

;

of intoxicating drugs.
In the former Sikh anny Akalees were a prominent feature.
They submitted to no discipline, but joined together in bodies, and often performed
reckless feats of valour.
In this respect they resemble the military Gosaens of the

Hindoo

classes,

but the Akalees were even more

and uncontrollable.

fierce

Since the British occupation of the Punjab they have been obliged to conform
themselves to the laws, and to abandon openly lawless courses and the practice of
;

"

"

has been controlled very effectually. It is
only in native states, at Hyderabad in the Deccan, for instance, where the Alcalees
and their
in all their pristine fierceness and defiance of order are to be met with

strutting about as

swash bucklers

;

wild figures ^vhen in

company with bands of

their

own countrymen who

always very remarkable.
The Akalees are followers of the tenth Gooroo, Govind, under

sei-ve as

soldiers, are

became

a military fraternity

and

nation.

in the beginning of Sikh flmaticism,

They were
were

his especial

the most

whom

the Sikhs

body guard, and,

devoted of the Gooroo's

of the sect to keep up the tradition of this exclusive
character, both general and individual; and it must be allowed that the result

followers.

It is the object

AKALEE.
hitherto has been sufficiently remarkable.

Akalees

may

They cannot smoke, but they drink bhang; the

beef.

eat

all

animal food but

intoxicating quality of

They do not many.
"
Their chief religious exercise is teUing their beads and repeating the word Alchal,"
or eternal, from whence then sect take its name the greater number of repetitions
•which produces a fierce excitement, ending in stupefaction.

;

the greater the supposed merit.

The

sect of Akalees

is

not so numerous as

it

used

From

the native armies of the Punjab
it received many additions in men too desperate and lawless to submit even to the
lax discipline of the Sikh forces, and in the turbulent masses which composed them
to be,

and

will

probably gradually die out.

they often proved a dangerous and uncontrollable element. The power of the
Akalees culminated after the death of Runjeet Singh, and on the bloody fields of
Feroze Shelier and Soobraon the warlike fury, as it were, of the sect was spent

and broken, most

likely for ever.

The

In

Avhich forms an

its

religious element, however,

influential portion of

it is still

strong.

are the possessors of

order of priests
the sacred shrine of Amritsur, where the holy books of the Sikh faith are deposited,
and directors of the council which assembles there. The history of the Sikhs gives
it

the result of the reUgious and fanatical enthusiasm by which these councils used to
be guided, in the frequent foreign wars and internal dissensions of the Sikh element.

Runjeet Singh was the only mind which could hold this spirit in check, and the
respect of the Akalees for him was rarely violated during his long and eventful
the
It was after his death that the Al^alee council became uncontrollable
reign.
;

result of

which was a wild desire

for the conquest of India,

which led to the Sikh

and by a series of events to the annexation of the
Punjab to British India. In Ward's work upon the Hindoo religion an interesting
account of the Akalee council at Amritsur is given, a summary of which may not

advance into British

territory,

be out of place here, being, indeed, a quotation from Sir John Malcolm's sketch of
the Sikhs.

When

Muta

a Gooroo

or great national council

is

called (as

it

always

is,

or

ought to be, when any imminent danger threatens the country, or any large
The
expedition is to be undertaken), aU the Sikh chiefs assemble at Amritsur.
assembly which
chiefs

cease,

is

Gooroo Muta, is convened by the Akalees and when the
solemn occasion, it is concluded that all private animosities

called

meet upon this
and that every man

general good.

When

;

of the
personal feelings at the shrine
the chiefs and principal leaders are seated, the Adee Grunth
sacrifices his

and Dushmee Padshahee Gmnth are placed before them. They all bend their
heads before these scriptures, and exclaim, "Wall! Gooroojee ka khalsa! Avah!
Gooroojee ke futteh !" A great quantity of cakes, made of wheat, butter, and
sugar, are then placed before the

volumes of

their sacred writings,

and covered with

These holy cakes, which are in commemoration of Nanuk's injunction, to
eat and give others to eat, next receive the salutation of the assembly, who then

a cloth.

AKALEE.
the Alcalees pray aloud, while the musicians play.
The Akalees, when their
After the cakes have been
prayers are finished, desire the council to be seated.
rise

;

eaten in token of complete union in one cause, prayers are again said by the
Akalees; after which the chiefs close together, and invoke the sacred Grunth to

guide then' deliberations. This moment of religious fervour and ardent patriotism
is taken to reconcile all animosities.
They then proceed to consider the danger
with which they are thi'eatened, to settle the best plans for averting it, and to

who are to lead their armies against the common enemy.
Gooroo Muta Avas assembled by Gooroo Govind, and the last occurred in

choose the generals

The

first

that memorable and stormy period, in which the Sikh
British power,

and shattered

army was hurled

against the

in the conflict.

The Akalees of Amritsur

are proud of their sacred office

;

and, in contrast with

what they used to be, are now courteous and very hospitable, welcoming English
travellers and visitors with evident respect and good-Avill.
Among them may,
be seen specimens of old grim brethren, who, covered Avith offensive
and defensive weapons, look on modern usages with contempt, and pass their
however,

still

existence in a condition of semi-stupefaction, under the mfluence of bhang.

AKALEE.
SIKH DEVOTEE.

LAHORE.
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BHABEA.
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were given in No. 153 of Vol. III., in relation
The Bhabras are another division of the Jains,

particulars of the Jain sect
to the
SO]\IE

sect of Surongies.

diffeiing Httle except in

bemg more

are immigTants into the

They

and traders

strict, if possible,

Punjab

in

fi-om Rajpootana,

then caste observances.

and are

merchants

all

a gentle, quiet, inoffensive, money-gettmg class, of excellent character,
and of very industrious habits. The Bhabras cany the desne not to take away
:

an extreme degree: noxious vennin, wild beasts, and even uisects, are
included m the same category and the contrivances not to destroy the latter,
even in the purification and cleansing of then houses and apparel, is carried to
life

to

;

such an extent as to affect then apparent cleanliness.
food,

and then vegetables

(all

The Jains

no animal

eat

roots being forbidden, except garhc) are picked

vnth the gi*eatest care, so as to avoid the destniction of the insects which may
be attached to them. Jains never eat after simset, because, in so doing, some

might be taken unawares and it is almost unpossible to detail at length the
almost absurd contrivances which are resorted to, m perfonnance of this peculiar

life

;

portion of then sectarian obsei^vance.

In the fonner

article

the separation of the

Jams

fi-om

Hmdooisra was noticed

;

but a more detailed account of their doctrines, as laid down in then principal
In his account of
rehgious work, the Kulpu Sootra, may not be out of place here.

Ward

has summarized not only the Kulpu Sootra, but several
articles in the Asiatic Researches, upon this curious and, at one period, little
the Jains, Mr,

understood sect

;

and

denying the Hindoo

nevertheless approach nearly to

Hmdooism

into four

great castes, which are

division

more nominal than

Avith,

is

each other.

and they

bum

m

the present summary.
Although
Pantheon, and the general doctmies of Brahminism, the Jains
his text is followed

Their

their

;

many

particular's.

They

are di\aded

from impmity
but the
as they eat with, though they do not many

carefully presen-ed

;

of maniage are the same as those of Hindoos,
but they perform no ceremonies to the spirits of

rites

dead

real,

in

BHABRA.
deceased persons, neither after cremation, nor at the stated periods common to all
Hindoos, They acknowledge the existence of a God in a certain sense of abstract
diA^nity; but not as an active creator, or beneficent author of blessings.
earth,

they believe, was formed by nature

all its

forms,

by the

banks of a river
in short,

is,

As

is

is

no supreme destroyer.

web

as the spider produces his

is

and

reproduced in
the trees in an uninhabited

it exists,

cultivator, so the universe is self-existent

of themselves, so there

fall

that

active properties of matter.

up without a

forest spring

;

The

—out

of his

and

as the

The

world,

;

own

bowels.

produced
but there
Spirit is fomid in two conditions, emancipated and enclosed by matter
animated existence.
is but one
spirit individuated among the whole universe of
;

behef in the individuality of spmt which forms the foundation for the
curious pains with which the Jams contrive, as far as possible, to avoid taking life,
It is this

even that of

its will.

possessor

men

life is

;

;

the

:

spirit

life

of man, beast, bird,

fish, reptile,

or

and secure from

therefore to be held equally sacred,

resolved spontaneously into matter or nature, to be reproduced
Rehgion natm'ally, and of itself, purifies, exalts, and immortalizes its

destruction, until

at

All

a portion of spuit

is

msect,

insects.

it is

while UTeligion

are regulated

degraded bodies, or

defiles,

degrades, and ruins men.

The

future births of

by present actions. The wicked are punished in different
in some hell.
Those who practise works of merit may, if these

merits are sufficiently great, ascend to one of the twelve heavens.

Thus Jainism,

though not exactly atheism, does not follow the Hindoo belief in an active Deity
it is, on the
contrary, a behef in a passive divine nature, to which assimilation, as fixr
:

as possible,
it

;

is

to be the great

but, instead, to mortals, deified saints,

of which

human

nature

is

capable,

saints

who

and

in

The Bhabras

prayers of their votaries.

No special adoration is paid to

aim of human conduct.

who have
some

attained the highest perfection

respects are not indifferent to the

are votaries of Parusnath,

most generally followed by all Jains
more particularly affected by other sects.
are

worship is
In the former

;

and of those

and there are others whose

(No. 153) the extravagance of the Jain behef in the
structure of the world was noticed, and the following particulars may be detailed.

There are twelve

and

void.

article

heavens above the earth, and beyond this all is darkness
The heaven to which those who obtain eternal happiness ascend, is
gi-eat

Below

thirty-six millions of miles in length.

by

souls in different degrees of purity

these, each of different quality,

degrees of beatitude.
soul or

spirit,

that

It

is, life

;

this are five other heavens, inhabited

and there are twelve other heavens below

and receptacles

for spirit in

other forms and

would appear, then, that heavens are provided for the
of animals and even insects; but the Jains hardly admit

though they do not exactly deny it. Under the heavens is the earth,
"balanced in air;" and, in this respect, the Jain theory is more consistent witli
tnitli llian that of the Hindoo Poorans, which describes the earth to be
upheld by a

this,

BHABEA,

The water

toi'toise.

committing

under the earth, and below it darkness and void. Persons
in heaven become men, or animals, or inanimate substances, and

sin

is

Thus the heavens

sink into regions of torment.

various forms

and

;

men

the forms of

;

those spirits which are erring, which are born on earth in
and creatm'es, according to the degree of offence, and which,

more

if

or,

earth, therefore,

is

highest exercise

is

of

sm by

defiled

by

earthly endurance
additional

sin,

and good works,

agam to
The
hells.

rise

sink into the lowest

a place of probation for all degi-ees and forms of spirit, and its
continual exercise of good works, among which the observance

provisions are the highest.

all rituahstic

The

its

is

it

gradually expiated from

heaven

are the true abodes of spirit in

ceremonies of a vntuous Jain are hardly less numerous and
TVTien he rises in the morning he must
particular than those of a Brahmin.
bathe then shake out his clothes, to remove any insects that may have come into
daily

;

them while he

slept.

His mat or bedding must likewise be shaken.

addresses certain prayers or incantations to his five chief saints, and to
religious fight, exceUent conduct,

and devotion."

He

then

visits his

He

then

"

wisdom,
temple, walks

tkree times, and, as he passes the door, makes obeisance to Parusnath, or
He can now, if a secular person, return
other deified saint enshrined therein.

romid

it

home and

eat,

and enter upon

his business until the evening,

when

there are

more

prayers and observances of a similar natm-e and before he rethes to rest, he must
Thus the person, who,
recite certain incantations, to remove the sins of the day.
by practising the duties of the Jain religion, renders himself worthy of the worship
;

who dehvers

himself fi-om the chains of the world, obtaining complete
emancipation fi-om "matter," becomes a proper object of worship to all saints.
Such are the deified saints who have attained the highest perfection, and are, as
of Indra,

has been before stated, the present objects of worship.
Among the Jains there are nearly as many festivals as
with different motive.
the sacred book, the

The

Kulpu

principal, in

Sootra,

which

locahty, rehgious as well as secular.

described.
riclily

"

On

adorned

the day before the

held, the

all classes join, is

book

the worship of

read in presence of all the Jains of the
The particulars of the ceremony are thus
is

commencement

ai^d carried in procession, the Jains,

in palankeens, following with
is

which

among Hindoos, but

music and dancing.

of this festival, the book

is

on foot and on horseback, and
In the house where the festival

placed on a throne, while the company stand before it with
They afterwards sit for some time, and hsten to hymns in praise of
is

joined hands.
their devotees and religion.
Part of the day is kept as a fast, but it closes with an
entertainment.
Offerings are also presented to the book and to the reader."
The Jain rehgion, strictly speaking, is one to be followed by ascetics only.

some measure, the doctrines of the Patanjulie system
of Hindoo philosophy; and ascetics abound among the sect.
They have nut.
In

this respect

it

follows, in

BHABRA.
however, to practise the same penances enjomed by Hindoos, though they take
the vows of continence.
They are content with extremely mmute and tedious
rituahstic observances, which, in their constant observance, must amount to a
severe penance in themselves.

not believed that the Jain faith makes any progress in India, perhaps the
As Jains can rejoin Hindooism in the grade to which they belong, on
contrary.
payment of a caste fine, and ceremonies of submission, Jains are held, though
It is

be pure, when other schismatics
are utterly corrupt.
With most professing Jains, however, there is the utmost
contempt for Brahmins and Brahminical Hmdooism, a remnant of that fierce
schismatics, to obsei^ve the rules of caste,

and

and which, after a frightful struggle
the trimnph of the Brahmins in all parts of India,

fanaticism which formerly distingniished both,

supremacy, ended in
probably about the seventh or eighth century.
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